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ïï Introduction 

ï.ii  Background 

Thee use of computers and the possibility to exchange material over the Internet have 
dramaticallyy changed the world oflearning and instruction over the past few decades. With 
thee invention of computers, initially customized instructional products such as Computer 
Basedd Training applications were developed, often larger pieces of lesson material that could 
bee used in one particular instructional context. Customized instructional products are 
expensivee because, once created, these products are used for some time and then become 
outdated.. The ratio of production cost to frequency of use is high. Grounded in the object-
orientedd paradigm of computer science, and inspired by the concept of Lego blocks, the idea 
too re-use small modular components of educational material emerged around 1994, called 
Learningg Object technology (IEEE LTSC *). When educational material is created in a re-
usablee form, the economics of its use change. Modular components of educational material, 
fittin gg into different instructional contexts and made accessible by means of an index, can be 
re-usedd by any number of people simultaneously. With the repeated re-use facilitated by the 
growingg ubiquity of the Internet, cost recovery can become a reality. 

E-learningg can nowadays be seen as the convergence of the Web and learning on all levels, 
whetherr it is in elementary school, college, or business. Knowledge is considered a competi-
tivee advantage and a company's most important asset. Schools, universities, governments 
andd corporations are increasingly adopting the approach to re-use modular chunks of 
(educational)) material. For instance, Texas Instruments, the micro-electronic firm known as 
thee producer of electronic chips, began to re-organize the overwhelming flow of documents 
relatedd to its products. In the prospect of considerable cost-savings, Texas Instruments 
investedd in converting all their documentation to a re-usable form. Re-using portions of 
existingg documents resulted in cost-savings of up to 70% of the cost of new documents 
(Tiwana,, 2002). In the Netherlands, the training market research company NIDAP predicted 
thatt the use of E-learning would increase in 2003 with 18%, at the expense of traditional 
teachingg methods such as classroom teaching and coaching. On average Dutch companies 
andd institutions spent 12% of their budget on E-learning in 2002. In the Netherlands the ICT 
sectorr and government spent most on E-learning (NIDAP, 2002). The conditions for realizing 
thee potential of re-using existing material for instructional purposes are investigated in this 
thesis. . 

1.22 Problems with processes underlying re-use 
AA large amount of electronic material is available and this wil l only increase in the future. For 
example,, Google provides access to over 4 billion Web pages. The diversity of multi-media 
materiall  is increasing as well: images, audio, presentations, videos, and so on, become more 

11 IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee Web site: http://ltsc.ieee.org. 
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andd more available on the Web. Browsers can adequately process this diverse material for the 
purposee of presentation, but have no reliable way to process the semantics of the material. 
Searchh engines provide access to material through keyword-indexes and explicit links, but 
thesee do not necessarily express the meaning of the content. To support re-use, the challenge 
iss to find a reliable way to express the meaning of the content in material in the context of a 
taskk like developing instructional material or using material in a lesson. 
Whatt are the conditions for optimal re-use of material in an instructional context? Optimal 
re-usee requires freely and flexible accessible (learning) materials in the form of relatively 
smalll  pieces of material about one (main) topic that can be fit into larger structures such as a 
lesson.. In practice, the available material often comes in larger chunks. Thus, for optimal re-
use,, these larger pieces of material must be analyzed and segmented into smaller com-
ponentss first, based on the idea that small fragments have a higher potential for re-use than 
largee customized pieces of material (Wiley, Recker & Gibbons, 2000). After segmentation, 
materiall  must be stored somewhere. A multitude of material resides in many databases, file-
systemss or is otherwise stored on computers. A crucial step in re-use of material is to retrieve 
it.. But the story does not end with retrieval; material is retrieved for a purpose. This purpose 
iss directly related to the tasks people are performing. Effective re-use of material requires 
thatt teachers, learners, developers and designers of instructional material be supported in 
theirr tasks. In Figure 1-1 a conceptual model of the processes underlying the handling of 
materiall  to enable re-use is introduced. 

analysiss  storage  retrieval  re-use 

Figuree 1-1 Conceptual model of material handling processes. 

Thee entire process can be seen as a value-adding chain. In each process value is added to 
materiall  in order to enable re-use. The promise of re-use wil l only come true if this entire 
processs runs without major frictions. However, each process brings several problems and 
issues. . 

1.2.11 Problems with analysis of source material 
Inn many domains source material exists which in principle can be the basis for the 
constructionn of instructional material, for example text-books, instruction videos, manuals, 
encyclopedia.. Yet often it is not immediately suitable as instructional material. Depending 
onn factors such as the domain, the original purpose of the source document and the expert 
levell  of the intended reader of the source document, the source document needs to be 
restructuredd and enhanced with instructional editing. In order to be able to restructure the 
sourcee document, it must be segmented into fragments. This is necessary because large 
piecess of material cannot easily be recombined with other material. Smaller fragments are 
moree likely to be re-used in different instructional contexts. When segmenting source 
material,, a decision about the grain size of fragments has to be made. Ultimately this 
requiress a difficult decision about the criteria that determine how elementary the smallest 
elementss of a document should be in order to optimize re-usability. The nature of a source 
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documentt also needs to be considered, as this determines what type of fragments result from 
segmentation.. Segmenting various documents can require significant effort. While the 
humann eye can easily detect fragments in a document (chapters, sections, paragraphs), to 
automaticallyy analyze and segment material, which becomes necessary when large volumes 
aree used, is more complicated. Although it may seem that the relevance of document analysis 
hass decreased with electronic publications (also on the Internet) because it traditionally is 
concernedd with scanning paper documents, this is not the case. High-quality documents are 
exchangedd in formats in which the logical structure (chapters, sections, paragraphs) is no 
longerr present and must be discovered (for example PDF). Re-use of this material begins 
withh the identification of fragments embedded in larger documents. 

i.z.zz Problems with storage of material 
Storagee of material can be done in a centralized or distributed fashion. A strict central 
approachh would hold that all instructional materials and accompanying standard metadata 
aree stored in a central repository. This brings the advantage of control over the material that 
iss stored and the metadata used. However, increasing the size and scope of such a system 
wouldd soon become unmanageable. At the other side, completely distributed storage would 
meann that all materials, annotated with customized metadata, reside on many local 
computers.. The advantage of decentralized storage is well known from the Internet. The 
essentiall  property of the World Wide Web is its universality: "anything can link to anything". 
Butt online searchh engines that search the whole Web would simply return too many results. 
Decentralizedd storage can bring the disadvantage of a lack of control over the (quality and 
versionss of) material that is stored. Moreover, usually customized metadata is used, which 
cann hamper the exchange of material between different systems and users. 
Inn reality, the approaches to store instructional materials lie somewhere in between these 
twoo extremes. Because instructional materials are easier to find inside restricted collections, 
theyy are generally stored in learning object repositories. Some examples are the ARIADNE 
Knowledgee Pool system, The Gateway to Educational Materials (GEM  2), and the Multimedia 
Educationall  Resource for Online Learning and Teaching (MERLOT 3). Central repositories 
havee the limitation that material is stored at a different location than their point of origin 
andd their point of use. People who create material lose a sense of ownership, and even for the 
simplestt operation one must be connected to the Web. Decentralized storage is in a way 
inevitablee but requires compromises. When material can be published by anybody at dif-
ferentt locations, the problem arises how to assess the quality of the material. Version control 
iss a similar problem. Take for example an instable source document such as a technical 
manuall  that is updated at least as often as the machine it describes is revised. Old fragments 
needd to be distinguished from updated fragments, which is problematic when material is 
storedd in a decentralized fashion. Indexing material with version-numbers and quality 
ratingss are possible solutions. In general, when material is stored in a distributed way on 
manyy local computers, for example in separate databases, database schemas defining pos-

zz GEM The Gateway to Educational Materials Web site: http://www.thegateway.org. 

33 MERLOT Multimedia Educational Resource for Learning and Online Teaching Web site: http://www.merlot.org. 
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siblee objects, attributes and relations must be standardized in order to exchange material. 
However,, database schemas are often customized and additional schemas are necessary to 
integratee these with standardized schemas. 

1.2.33 Problems with retrieval of material 
"Information-glut""  is the consequence of the increasing amount and diversity of material, 
andd the need for flexible retrieval by a heterogeneous group of users increases in parallel. 
Simplyy stated, the basic problem in information retrieval is to match terms specified in a 
queryy to terms in a document or document index. This matching problem generally leads to 
loww recall (of all relevant documents only a few are retrieved) and/or low precision (of all 
retrievedd documents only a few are relevant). The "medium-mismatch", which means the 
absencee of text in multi-media material from which terms could automatically be derived, 
makesmakes retrieval even more problematic. 

Becausee there are so many digital documents that can be retrieved, access to specific that 
materiall  that is relevant to the purpose of re-use is crucial. In the context of re-use of material 
inn instruction, there are two main purposes to retrieve material: to create instructional 
material,, and to use instructional material to teach or to acquire knowledge. Each drives a 
differentt need for information that eventually leads to the consultation of a source (Bystróm 
&&  Hansen, 2002). In order to create or use instructional material, designers, developers, teachers 
andd learners all must be able to retrieve relevant material easily. To optimize retrieval and to 
supportt retrievers to judge the relevance of material in the context of a task, the retrieval 
processs needs to take the task-context into account. Task-dependent retrieval is an in-
creasinglyy important topic in information retrieval research (Cool & Spink, 2002). 

1.2.44 Problems with re-use of material 
Thee fact that not everybody in the world uses the same introductory JAVA course year after 
yearr in the same way, illustrates the continuous demand for production of instructional 
materials.. Instructional contexts in which material is used are not static but changing: 
backgroundd knowledge and insights of teachers and learners change, and each context 
mayy require specific materials, teaching methods and learning strategies. Moreover, when 
comparedd with traditional classroom teaching, the Internet pre-eminently facilitates "informal 
andd incidental learning", which can take place wherever people have the need, motivation, 
andd opportunity for learning (Marsick & Watkins, 2001). This means that, possibly as a 
byproductt of some other activity, knowledge is acquired driven by an instant need for in-
formationn (for example in "on the job training"), increasing the demand and therefore 
thee production of modular components of instructional material. The difficult task of 
designerss and developers is to create components of instructional material that have enough 
meaningg in itself to be used individually but also fit  into larger instructional structures. The 
productt should stimulate teachers and learners to repeatedly use material in an instructional 
context. . 
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1.33 Key solution: index 

Forr many of the problems sketched above, a key solution lies in an index. To provide access 
too digital material, it is indexed by metadata. Metadata is "data about data", information 
representedd in attributes like author, keywords, title, location, ISBN, and so on. An annotation 
structuree used to index material is a collection of attributes and permitted attribute values. 
Thee possible attribute values are defined in an indexing vocabulary. Once attribute values 
aree assigned to a piece of material, it is called metadata. In order to serve a large, distributed 
andd heterogeneous group of users, in the past 5-7 years there have been considerable efforts 
too develop and standardize annotation structures for educational material (ARIADNE 
Educationall  Metadata Recommendation, 2002; IEEE standard for Learning Object Metadata, 
2002). . 

Theree are several problems associated with defining and using an indexing terminology. An 
indexingg terminology is often not standardized and not used consistently. The indexing 
terminologyy can be defined according to different viewpoints or mental models and even in 
differentt languages. A decision on one viewpoint and one language would severely limi t the 
re-usee of indexed material. Inconsistent use of terms (synonyms, abbreviations] puts even 
moree constraints on a sound, reliable index terminology. The level of specificity of an in-
dexingg vocabulary must also be considered. With a very detailed, specific index it is pro-
blematicc to find material that perfectly matches the query. Alternatively, a general index 
resultss in too much material matching the query. 

AA widely used approach is to index material with keywords that are derived from the 
documentt itself As noted earlier, this is problematic for non-textual material. In addition, 
keywordss usually regard only the subject matter (for instance what is depicted in an image). 
Keywordss alone are not sufficient to provide task-based retrieval support because they often 
lackk the scope and structure necessary to simulate steps in a design task. Teachers, learners, 
designerss and developers of instructional material require additional semantic metadata 
thatt is meaningful in the context of their tasks. 

Too index material with semantic metadata requires human interpretation. Indexing is often 
donee manually; a labor intensive and difficult task. Beside high costs, manual indexing may 
bee error-prone in terms of consistency. Metadata standards for learning material ideally 
requiree indexers from different fields, for example a domain expert, an instructional 
designerr or a teacher. A standardized indexing vocabulary does not necessarily mean that 
differentt people apply it in a consistent way. Adding semantic metadata to material by an 
indexerr is his or her interpretation of the relation between the available attribute values and 
thee material. From this perspective defining the standard is only half the story. The other 
halff  is to make sure that differences between indexers are minimized. 

1.44 Position of this thesis 

Thee main goal of this thesis is to investigate how the processes that are necessary to enable 
re-usee of material, can be improved by using a knowledge-rich index. An index can be seen as 
thee "glue" between the material handling processes, as is illustrated in Figure 1-2. 
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index x 

analysiss  storage  retrieval  re-use 

Figuree 1-2 An index as a central element in material handling processes. 

Thee position taken in this thesis is that a body of formally represented knowledge in an 
index,, is the key to resolving many of the problems in each of the material handling 
processess separately and in its entirety. A body of formally represented knowledge is based 
onn a conceptualization: an abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to represent. 
Ann ontology is an explicit specification of such a conceptualization. An ontology can be 
viewedd as a closed indexing vocabulary, consisting of hierarchically organized concepts with 
attributess (for example synonyms and abbreviations), relations (is-a and part-ofj, constraints 
andd instantiations. A closed vocabulary allows for standardization, which is problematic 
withh free text indexes. Used as an indexing terminology, an ontology allows for a rich 
expressionn of knowledge about a domain, material or a task. 

Thee central hypothesis in this thesis is similar to the hypothesis underlying the Semantic 
Webb approach. In the context of the Semantic Web highly semantic, ontology-based annota-
tionss play an important role (Berners-Lee, Hendler & Lassila, 2001). The Semantic Web, by 
usingg ontologies as indexing vocabularies, aims to add semantic terms to documents that 
cannott directly be derived from the content itself (Schreiber, Dubbeldam, Wielemaker & 
Wielinga,, 2001). Software agents can reason about the information in the metadata and carry 
outt tasks for users. The Semantic Web is not a separate Web but an extension of the current 
one,, in which the content in Web pages is given well defined meaning and structure by 
meanss of ontology-based indexes. Ontologies are also used to enhance the functioning of the 
Webb in yet another way: to solve the medium-mismatch, which is the problem of absence of 
textt in multi-media material from which keyword indexes could be automatically derived, 
(Meghini,, Sebastiani & Straccia, 2001). 

Inn this study it is hypothesized that a knowledge-rich indexing vocabulary based on 
ontologiess improves the handling of material in several ways. The use of ontologies plays a 
rolee in each process. In the analysis process, an ontology can serve as a knowledge base for 
decisionss that have to be made when segmenting source material. Because a structured 
representationn of some domain in an index leaves less room for different interpretations, it is 
expectedd that a structured vocabulary, when compared with unordered, flat lists of in-
dexing-terms,, allows for consistent indexing. Problems with decentralized storage are 
approachedd by developing metadata standards and by integrating customized indexing 
vocabularies.. A knowledge-rich indexing vocabulary also has a high potential to yield precise 
searchh results. Retrieval performance can be enhanced through providing extensive, 
structuredd task-based retrieval support. By taking the purpose of re-use into account, a rich 
indexx may even improve the quality of instructional material and cut development cost. In 
thee end, time and money should be saved by re-using material. However, there is a downside 
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inn the effort needed to develop and maintain a knowledge-rich indexing vocabulary, and in 
thee effort needed to index material. It is expensive and time consuming. 
Thee economic and conceptual problems that occur in the processes underlying the handling 
off  material lead to several questions that are addressed in this thesis. General questions 
regardingg the material and the indexing vocabulary are: 

Whichh types of material can be distinguished? 
Whichh metadata standards are available for handling material? 
Whatt does the use of ontologies contribute to an indexing vocabulary? 
Iss handling material using an indexing vocabulary based on ontologies feasible? 
Whatt does using a rich indexing vocabulary based on ontologies cost with respect to 
otherr methods, and at what point wil l these costs be recovered by repeated re-use of 
material? ? 

Inn answering these general questions, several additional problems must be addressed in each 
process.. Typical questions that say something about the effectiveness of segmentation are: 

Onn which criteria is segmentation of source material based? 
Too what extent can automatic segmentation be achieved? 

Manual,, semantic indexing of multi-media material is time consuming and difficult. Questions 
addressedd are: 

Too what extent can automatic indexing be achieved? 
Cann manual indexing be done consistently using an ontology? Do people annotate 
usingg the same heuristics, or do different mental models make consistent semantic 
indexingg not realizable? 
Howw much extra time does extensive manual indexing cost with respect to other methods? 

Inn the retrieval process, the indexes must provide access to material. Questions are: 
DoesDoes a knowledge-rich index allow for more efficient and effective retrieval than other 
methods? ? 
Doess retrieval based on a knowledge-rich index save time with respect to other methods? 

Withh respect to the effectiveness of the re-use process, the following questions are addressed: 
DoesDoes the use of ontologies in indexing improve the quality of the product that is created 
fromfrom retrieved material? 
Doess re-use based on a knowledge-rich index save time with respect to other methods? 

1.55 Approach 

Thee approach taken to answer these questions follows three steps: a review of relevant 
literature,, a description of a case study, and several experiments. Starting with theoretical 
research,, Chapter 2 reviews theories, methods and metadata standards that have been 
developedd to solve problems occurring in analysis, storage, retrieval and re-use processes. 
Researchh areas include document analysis techniques, research in the area of ontologies, 
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informationn retrieval and information seeking, and instructional design theory. Next, a 
"prooff  of concept" of a knowledge rich indexing method is given by describing a case in 
Chapterr 3. This case covers all processes from analysis to re-use, allowing to demonstrate 
howw different types of ontologies support the transformation of material between the 
processes,, and support flexible, task-based retrieval of material. Chapters 4 to 6 describe 
experimentss about using metadata. These chapters provide some insight in the effort needed 
too provide an index and in what users gain by flexible, task-based access. First it is 
investigatedd whether different indexers are capable of applying a standardized indexing 
vocabularyy in a consistent way {Chapter 4). Then the added value of using an ontology-based 
vocabularyy for retrieval and the development of instructional material is investigated in 
Chapterr 5. The costs and benefits in terms of time of a rich index with respect to other 
methodss are investigated in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 provides conclusions. 
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22 Theoretical analysis of material 

handlingg processes 

Thiss chapter  reviews literatur e relevant for  the material handling processes: analysis, storage, 
retrievall  and re-use. This chapter  is partly based on the theoretical sections in two articles, 
publishedd in the Journal of the American Society for  Informatio n Science and Technology 
(Kabel,, de Hoog, Wielinga &  Anjewierden 2004a], and in AACE Journal of Educational 
Multimedi aa and Hypermedia (Kabel, de Hoog, Wielinga &  Anjewierden 2004b). 

2.11 Introduction 

Ass already noted in Chapter 1, the Internet is becoming an important source of e-learning 
material,, which is evident from the steadily growing number of learning object repositories 
andd an increasing market interest. To achieve widespread re-use of instructional material 
throughh the Internet, substantial effort has been put in standardizing metadata for digital 
(learning)) resources (Dublin Core Metadata Element Set (DCMES), 2003; IEEE standard for 
Learningg Object Metadata (LOM), 2002). 

Withh this effort put in standardization, interoperability has improved and the basis to store 
andd exchange material is set. To fully realize the opportunities available for distribution and 
re-usee of the available resources, several problems must be resolved. Chapter 1 illustrated 
thesee problems. This chapter provides a theoretical framework of the material handling 
processess based on the literature and identifies several issues that are investigated further in 
thiss thesis. First an assumption is made about what types of material can be distinguished 
andd about what constitutes a learning object in Section 2.2. This is followed by an argumen-
tationn for the kind of annotation structure and indexing vocabulary that is required to clas-
sifyy learning objects of varying grain sizes in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 reviews available anno-
tationn structures and indexing vocabularies. Sections 2.5 to 2.8 discuss approaches to solve 
problemss with analysis, storage retrieval and re-use, followed by conclusions in Section 2.9. 

2.22 Types of material 

AA range of different types of material is available for re-use: small pieces of material (sound-
tracks,, video shots, images); Web pages; larger structures such as lessons and courses. Re-use 
basicallyy means that creating the content in instructional material completely from scratch 
iss avoided by repeatedly using available materials of a small grain size in different docu-
ments,, lessons, courses etc., which in turn can be applied in a teaching or learning situation. 
Forr example, a teacher prepares a presentation in order to support some lecture. The teacher 
consultss several sources looking for relevant material. Because large pieces of material do not 
fitfit  in the presentation and it would take time to search within documents that might con-
tainn relevant material, the teacher needs fragments like sections, images and audio frag-
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ments.. The degree of re-usability of material of various grain sizes differs (small pieces of 
materiall  are likely to be used repeatedly in different documents, lessons etc.]. Therefore it is 
importantt to distinguish between the grain size material can take. 
Inn the literature two streams of research define types of material of different grain sizes. One 
streamm of research has led to standardization of annotation structures and indexing vocabu-
lariess for (instructional) material. Instructional design theory, a second, closely related stream 
off  research focuses on how to create and use instructional material. 
Thee stream of research concerned with standardization takes a broad view on "material". 
Thee Dublin Core Metadata Element Set (DCMES) (2003], a standard not specifically geared 
towardss instructional material, defines an "information resource" to be "anything that has 
identity".. DCMES does not define grain sizes for information resources. In the IEEE standard 
forr Learning Object Metadata (LOM) (2002), learning objects are defined as "any entity, 
digitall  or non digital, that may be used for learning, education or training". In the LOM 
standard,, learning objects can vary in grain size from raw media data or fragments to a set of 
coursess that can lead to a certificate. Similarly, in the European version of LOM, the ARIADNE 
Educationall  Metadata Recommendation (EMR) (2002), learning objects are described as 
pedagogicc resources that can vary in grain size from a document to a course. 
Severall  instructional design theories provide precise specifications of types of material with a 
smalll  grain size. 

Withh Instructional Transaction Theory (ITT), Merrill aimed to automate instructional 
designn (Merrill , 1997). At the core of ITT are "knowledge objects" and "transaction shells". A 
knowledgee object is defined as consisting of a set of predefined elements, each of which is 
instantiatedd by way of a multimedia resource (text, audio, video, graphic) or a pointer to 
anotherr knowledge object. Four kinds of knowledge objects are defined: entities (for 
examplee a person or a thing), activities (an action performed by a learner on an entity), 
processess (events that affect an entity often as a consequence of a learner activity) and 
propertiess (qualities or quantities associated with an entity, activity or process). A transaction 
shelll  consists of rules for selecting knowledge objects, including rules for dividing know-
ledgee into "mind-size chunks". An assumption of ITT is that a knowledge structure to be 
taughtt can be decoupled from the material used to teach it. This means that the information 
presentedd to the learner is only an element of a knowledge object and as such it can easily be 
replacedd with similar material (text, audio, video, graphic) without affecting the remainder 
off  the knowledge object. 

Inn his Learning Object Design and Sequencing Theory (LODAS), Wiley (2000) defines a 
learningg object as "any digital resource that can be re-used to support learning". Wiley 
excludess large, undifferentiated source documents such as textbooks and manuals, from the 
definitionn of a learning object because they hamper re-usability and must be segmented 
first.first. Wiley defines 5 types of learning object of increasing grain size that are highly re-
usable.. The most elementary type is the single-type (or fundamental) object, which is an 
individuall  digital resource uncombined with any other, for instance an image that serves as 
ann example. The combined-intact type is a small number of fundamental objects that cannot 
easilyy be separated, such as a video that comprises image and sound. The third type is the 
combined-modifiablee object, a larger number of (lower level) resources combined by a com-
puterr at real time when a request for the object is made, for instance a Web page comprising 
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text,, an image and a video. The fourth and fifth types of learning object are defined as logic 
andd structure for combining lower level objects. The generative-presentation object is for 
instancee a presentation used in a lesson. The generative-instructional object also evaluates 
studentt interactions, for instance to support abstract instructional strategies (such as 
"rememberr a list, follow a procedure, classify, etc") used to achieve a certain type of learning 
goal.. This type can best be compared to an "instructional transaction shell" in ITT (Merrill , 
1997].. Wiley further provides guidelines (for humans) to specify larger instructional struc-
turess by sequencing learning objects. 
Thee approach of Cisco Systems (2001) is partly based on Merrill's Component Display Theory 
(CDT)) (Merrill , 1983), the predecessor of ITT. Cisco Systems distinguishes Reusable Infor-
mationn Objects (RIO) from Reusable Learning Objects (RLO). A RIO consists of content, 
practicee and assessment items, and an RLO consists of several RIOs, sandwiched between an 
overvieww and a summary. A RIO is labeled as concept, fact, procedure, process, or principle, 
thee content types Merrill defined in CDT. 
Fromm the standards and instructional design theory it follows that material that can be used 
too learn from can be located on a continuum, as illustrated in Figure 2-1. At one end of this 
continuumm are fragments of an informational nature that contain data, for example facts, to 
informm someone. As more instructional ingredients such as an advance organizer or a 
questionn are added to a piece of information, its size and structure increases and in parallel 
itss instructional meaning. 

Curriculum m 

Informationn fragment 

II   ̂ m ^j 

instructionall  nature of material increases; 
re-usabilityy of material in different contexts decreases 

Figuree 2-1 Material used in instruction located on a continuum. 

Inn this thesis, a learning object is defined as any electronic piece of material that can be used 
orr re-used in an instructional context. Any electronic piece of material can be located 
somewheree on a continuum from informational material to instructional material (see 
Figuree 2-1). There is a trade off between grain size and re-usability. Small fragments (for 
instancee a single image) can be used in many different contexts; they can be combined with 
manyy other fragments. Larger fragments (for example an image and accompanying text and 
audio)) fit  into fewer contexts than small fragments. The more instructional ingredients are 
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addedd to a fragment, the more its instructional nature increases and its re-usability decreases. 
Forr example, an instructional ingredient such as an advance organizer is added to some piece 
off  information about some topic. The advance organizer as such has no meaning without 
thee information fragment that it regards. Enhanced with the advance organizer, the frag-
mentt fits into fewer contexts than without the advance organizer. If fragments of a small 
grainn size have a higher potential to be re-used than fragments of a large grain size, the 
questionn is: how elementary should fragments of a small grain size be? Wiley (1998) argues 
thatt the degree of re-usability is inversely proportional to the number of ideas, concepts, 
facts,, or meanings represented in the fragment. His answer to the question how elementary 
thee smallest fragments should be is: as small as possible with preservation of at most one 
conceptt represented in the fragment that retains meaning when isolated outside the original 
context.. From a re-use perspective, informational material has a small grain size (fragment) 
andd is likely to be re-used by designers to develop instructional material. Instructional 
materiall  in general can have a small grain size of a fragment that includes instructional 
ingredientss but can also have larger grain sizes up to a curriculum, and is likely to be used 
and/orr re-used by teachers to teach and by learners to acquire knowledge. 
Thee grain sizes of material distinguished in this thesis are based on a synthesis of grain sizes 
definedd in LOM and EMR, shown in Table 2-1. 

LOM:: Aggregation level 

Levell  1: Smallest level, for example 

raww media data or fragments 

Levell  2: Collection of level 1 learning 

objects,, for example a lesson 

Levell  3: Collection of level 2 learning 

objects,, for example a course 

Levell  4: Largest level, for example a 

sett of courses that lead to a certificate 

EMR:: Granularity 

Document t 

Sessionn or lesson 

Modulee or block 

Coursee or course 

template e 

Thiss work: Grain size 

Documentt fragment 

Document t 

Lesson n 

Course e 

Curriculum m 

Tablee 1-1 Attributes and values/or the^rain size of material. 

Thee smallest elements, document fragments that can result from segmentation, serve as 
elementss to compose instructional material, which can ultimately result in the largest 
instructionall  structure, a curriculum. Larger pieces of instructional material are defined as 
collectionscollections of smaller elements. A curriculum consists of several courses; a course can comprise 
severall  lessons; lessons can make use of several documents; a document consists of fragments 
(chapters,, sections, images) that together constitute a document. 
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2.33 Indexing framework 

Givenn the diversity of material and a variety of information needs, an indexing framework for 
indexingg material is essential to achieve flexible retrieval and wide-spread re-use of material. 
Ann indexing framework consists of an annotation structure and an indexing vocabulary. An 
annotationn structure is defined as a collection of attributes, with possible attribute values 
specifiedd in an indexing vocabulary. 

Ann indexing framework can vary from an unorganized collection of terms associated with an 
object,, to a complete datamodel of objects, attributes and relations used in combination 
withh structured indexing vocabularies. The discussion about an indexing framework con-
centratess on four aspects. Two aspects regard the annotation structure: the scope of an 
annotationn structure (which properties are represented in attributes and which are not?), 
andd the amount of structure in a set of attributes (a linear list of attributes or a datamodel of 
objects,, attributes and relations?). The degree of structure can also vary in an indexing voca-
bulary.. Two aspects of the indexing vocabulary are a point of discussion: the amount of 
structuree in an indexing vocabulary, and the degree to which indexing vocabulary is open or 
closedd (whether arbitrary terms can be used in a vocabulary or a set of terms is predefined). 

2.3.11 The scope of an annotation structure 
Onee aspect of an indexing framework is the scope of an annotation structure. It must be 
decidedd which attributes are included. Possible relevant attributes to annotate material may 
bee identified by asking three questions: what must be annotated, what is it about, and how 
cann it be used? To enable retrieval and support re-use of material, the scope of an annotation 
structuree should include physical aspects of the material itself (for example the medium type 
andd way of representation), domain related aspects of the material (for example a topic and 
keywords),, and task-aspects (for instance learning goal and instructional strategy). Physical 
aspectss of the material itself and domain information are necessary to retrieve material, and 
task-relatedd information is necessary to support re-use of retrieved material. Re-use tasks 
basicallyy consist of creatiry instructional material and of using instructional material for 
examplee in a lesson. This wil l be elaborated in Section 2.8. 

2.3.22 The degree of structure in a set of attributes 
AA second aspect of an indexing framework is the structure in a set of attributes. The degree of 
structuree in a set of attributes can vary. For example a simple "bag of keywords" has no struc-
turee represented in attributes. A set of attributes can be organized in two ways: a linear list of 
attributes,, or a datamodel of objects, attributes and relations. 
Inn a linear list of attributes, relations cannot easily be expressed. Although attributes in a 
linearr list can be grouped into categories (for instance the category of educational attributes 
inn LOM), specifying a relation is only possible by identifying terms in attributes. For 
example,, the elaboration of a subject in a document can be represented by nesting attributes 
inn a tree structure, but an image about the same subject in a different document has to be 
linkedd via identification of that subject in an attribute. Unless all documentation used is 
structuredd very similarly, a deep-leveled tree structure is not widely applicable. To avoid 
deep-levell  nesting in an annotation structure, the relations in a tree structure can also be 
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representedd by a part-of attribute, but that solution also requires identification of a term in 
ann attribute. 
Thiss problem can be solved by specifying relations in a datamodel. Like in a linear structure, 
aa relation is represented in an attribute, but the attribute value is not a term from a vocabulary 
butt a placeholder for another annotation structure. An example of a structured datamodel is 
thee annotation structure for photos of animals described by Schreiber, Dubbeldam, 
Wielemakerr and Wielinga (2001). One of the attributes in this annotation structure is "sub-
jectt matter description". To specify this attribute, an annotation structure is defined con-
sistingg of attributes "agent", "object", and "action", which for example can take the values 
"ape",, "eat", "banana". The attributes "agent" and "object" can in turn be refined with a set 
off  attributes, for example "color", which can take the value "orange". This annotation 
structuree illustrates the advantage of the possibility to express relations. For example, the 
notionn of "a chimpanzee under large tree" can be expressed using this annotation structure. 
Whenn no structure is represented in attributes, for instance in case of a set of keywords, 
"large""  can refer to the chimpanzee, the tree, or even the photo. 

2.3.33 The degree of structure in an indexing vocabulary 
AA third aspect of an indexing framework is the structure in the terms in an indexing 
vocabulary.. An indexing vocabulary can be unstructured (flat), for example an unordered list 
off  keywords or a value scale, or structured (a hierarchy of general and specific terms). 
AA lack of structure in an indexing vocabulary can be problematic when indexers and 
retrieverss have different mental models, leading to inconsistent use of terms. Different 
viewpointss on a domain can lead to discrepancies in terminology of the indexer and the end 
user.. An unstructured indexing vocabulary also has the disadvantage that different levels of 
abstractionn cannot be expressed in an organized way. Hence, different expertise levels of 
indexerr and end user can lead to terminology used at different abstraction levels. For 
example,, a professor in biology may use the terminology of an expert, while biology students 
mayy not (yet) be familiar with those terms. Specification may be easier than abstraction 
(namingg an example of a vehicle is easier than categorizing a car as a vehicle) only to some 
levell  (naming an example of a Renault car is, for non-experts, more difficult than classifying 
aa Renault as a car). A structured indexing vocabulary has the advantage that different 
abstractionn levels can be expressed in a hierarchy of terms. Structured vocabularies may help 
userss to define their need for information more accurately than unstructured lists of terms. 
Forr instance, a person who is interested in some topic is often not yet in a position to specify 
preciselyy what is required (Belkin, 1980). A conceptual hierarchy of terms that reflect the 
topicss in a domain may help this person to translate a need for information into the attribute 
valuesvalues used for retrieval. 

2.3.44 An open or a closed indexing vocabulary 
Finally,, a fourth aspect of an indexing framework regards the free inclusion of terms in an 
indexingg vocabulary. An indexing vocabulary can be open or closed. An open indexing 
vocabularyy is characterized by the ad hoc basis on which indexing terms are included. Terms 
aree not specified in advance but instead they are included in a vocabulary at the time they 
becomee available. An example of an open vocabulary is the "bag of words" that can be the 
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resultt of keywords automatically derived from a document itself. Another example is a 
personn who annotates a document using keywords that come to mind. The tree inclusion of 
termss in an open indexing vocabulary is similar to the use of natural language. This has the 
advantagee of flexibility  and expressiveness in terms of the specific information that can be 
represented.. At the same time natural language is ambiguous: a single term may have dif-
ferentt meanings in different contexts. There may be discrepancies in terminology used in 
sourcee documents, by indexers, and by end users. Hence, an open vocabulary can lead to a 
matchingg problem with retrieval. The use of natural language in open vocabularies does not 
alloww for standardization, which is necessary to serve a wide variety of people. In a closed in-
dexingg vocabulary, the indexing terms are pre-defined, for example a fixed list of keywords. 

2.3.55 An indexing framework based on ontologies 
Thee "closed-vocabulary approach" to indexing has been based on the use of thesauri, but 
moree recently on the use of thesauri enriched to ontologies. A thesaurus is a controlled voca-
bulary,, generally with a hierarchical structure, using broader-narrower relationships. In 
additionn associative relationships are used in thesauri, which are normally as simple as "term 
AA is related to term B". In ontologies, knowledge is represented in a more formal way, which 
allowss expressing semantics in a structure of concepts, attributes and relations. 
AA body of formally represented knowledge necessary to index fragments is based on a 
conceptualization:: an abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to represent. On-
tology,, in the philosophical sense, is a theory about existence. Aristotle attempted to bring 
orderr in the process of categorization of things in the world by reasoning about dis-
criminatingg properties. As Artificial Intelligence deals with reasoning about models of the 
world,, it is not surprising that the term ontology is adopted to describe what can be 
representedd of the world in a computer program. In Artificial Intelligence, an ontology is 
definedd as ajbrmal explicit speajtamon of a shared conceptualization (Gruber, 1993). Studer, Benjamins 
andd Fensel (1998) explain "conceptualization" as referring to an abstract model of some 
phenomenonn in the world by having identified the relevant concepts of that phenomenon. 
"Explicit""  means that the type of concepts used and the constraints on their use are explicitly 
defined.. "Formal" refers to the fact that the ontology should be machine understandable, 
whichh excludes natural language. "Shared" reflects the notion that an ontology captures 
consensuall  knowledge, that is, it is not private to some individual but accepted by a group. A 
moree mundane view is given by Bemers-Lee, Hendler and Lassila (2001) who define an 
ontologyy as a document or a file that formally defines relations among terms. How loosely or 
strictlyy defined, the important point is that an ontology offers a shared and common 
understandingg of some domain that can be communicated across people and computers. 
Thee basic building blocks of an ontology are concepts, attributes and (is-a and/or part-of) 
relations.. These building blocks are best explained by means of an example. A "car" is a con-
cept;; the "color" of a car is an attribute, with value "green". A superconcept is the parent of a 
subconcept.. A "vehicle" is-a "car", and a "wheel" is part-of a "car". Is-a relations allow for 
inheritancee of attributes. An instance of "car" is a car with license plate "XY-i2-PQ[\ 
Conceptss in an ontology are associated with a number of terms representing synonyms 
and/orr abbreviations. Different terms used in material or queries can be mapped onto a 
uniquee concept in the ontology. For instance, synonyms of a unique concept "car", such as 
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"auto",, "motorcar", "automobile", are represented in an attribute of that concept. When 
searchingg for material about a car, any of the synonyms can be used in a query. This approach 
alleviatess most of the problems associated with ambiguity of natural language, different 
mentall  models of indexers and retrievers and even different languages. To account for dif-
ferentt levels of abstraction, each concept in an ontology is represented as a unique element in 
aa hierarchical sub/super class structure. The sub/super hierarchy allows representing the 
generalization/specializationn relation, so that general queries result in the retrieval of 
generall  and specific objects (for example, a query for vehicles also results in cars) and op-
positelyy specific queries result in the retrieval of specific and general objects (a query for cars 
alsoo results in vehicles). Rosch (1976) defines natural categories at a level of abstraction at 
whichh one can obtain the most information with the least cognitive effort. The use of natural 
categoriess is stimulated through structuring some domain into general and specific con-
ceptss so that query expansion and specialization is supported. 

Thee expectation is that using ontologies as a basis for an indexing framework has several 
potentiall  advantages. A closed vocabulary allows for standardization and yields precise search 
results.. A structured indexing vocabulary allows for precise use of terms, supporting con-
sistentt indexing and flexible retrieval, and also has a high potential to yield precise search 
results.. Ontologies allow for a rich expression of physical aspects of the material, the domain 
thee material is about, and the task that is carried out with the material. By using ontologies 
forr indexing purposes, the expressiveness of natural language can be approached, which is 
necessaryy to be able to express the meaning of a fragment, and at the same time standardiza-
tionn can be achieved. 

2.44 Available annotation structures and indexing vocabularies 

Severall  standardized annotation structures are available for indexing and retrieval of (instruc-

tional)) material. 
Thee Dublin Core Metadata Element Set (DCMES) (2003) is the standard for "information 
resources".. The IEEE standard for Learning Object Metadata (LOM) (2002) is the standard for 
thee classification of instructional material. Several organizations contributed to LOM, and 
aree closely related to LOM. The ARIADNE Educational Metadata Recommendation (EMR) 
(2002)) can be seen as the European counterpart of LOM, geared towards the European 
educationall  system and supporting several different European languages. Instructional 
Managementt Systems (IMS) can be seen as development-oriented and provides among other 
annotationn structures the Learning Resource Meta-Data Information Model (2001). The 
Sharablee Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) (2001) of the Advanced Distributed 
Learningg initiative (ADL) is a widely used implementation-oriented version of LOM. 
Thee DCMES is a basic annotation structure to classify electronic material, comprising 15 
generall  attributes. It is widely used as a standard annotation structure for information 
resourcess but not specific for instructional material. The standard for instructional material, 
LOM,, groups a much larger number of attributes into 9 categories, and EMR specifies 7 
categoriess of attributes. Table 2-2 compares the three annotation structures. 
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DCMESS attributes 

Title,, Description, Identifier, 

Language,, Coverage 

Creator,, Publisher, 

Contributor,, Date, Source 

Format t 

Resourcee Type 

Rights s 

Relation n 

Subject t 

LOMM categories of attributes 

General l 

Lifecycle e 

Meta-mctadata a 

Technical l 

Educational l 

Rights s 

Relation n 

Annotation n 

Classification n 

EMRR categories of attributes 

Generall  information on the 

resourcee itself 

Meta-metadata a 

Technicall  characteristics 

Pedagogicall  attributes 

Conditionss for use 

Annotations s 

Semanticss of the resource 

Tablee z-z DCMES, LOM  and EMR annotation structures. 

Mostt (categories of) attributes are explained by their name; some are explained below. In 
DCMES,, the Coverage attribute stands for a place or time period the material is about. 
Formatt is explained as "the physical or digital manifestation of the resource", and the 
Resourcee type attribute is explained as "the nature or genre of the content of the resource". 
Relationn allows specifying a reference to a related resource. All attributes in DMCES are also 
representedd in the categories of attributes in the other two annotation structures. The 
Lifecyclee category in LOM groups information about the history, current state and contri-
butorss to the material. The Meta-metadata categories in LOM and EMR provide information 
aboutt the annotation itself, for instance who created it. Comments that allow assessing the 
educationall  use of material can be expressed in Annotation categories. A particular (domain-
specific)) classification system can be used in the attribute Subject, respectively the categories 
Classificationn and Semantics of the resource. 

Thee difference between DCMES, which is designed for resources in general, and the other 
twoo annotation structures that are designed for learning resources, is most evident from the 
educationall  annotation structures in LOM and EMR. Whereas DCMES specifies only the 
typee of resource, LOM and EMR contain several additional attributes for educational aspects. 
Thee annotation structures for educational aspects of material in LOM and EMR are compared 
inn Table 2-3. 
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Attributess in LOM Educational category 

Interactivityy Type 

Learningg Resource Type 

Interactivityy Level 

Semanticc Density 

Intendedd End User Role 

Context t 

Typicall  Age Range 

Difficult y y 

Typicall  Learning Time 

Language e 

(Generall  category): Aggregation Level 

Attributess in EMR Pedagogical category 

Documentt Type 

Documentt Format 

Interactivityy Level 

Semanticc Density 

Endd User Type 

Context t 

Level l 

Difficult yy Level 

Pedagogicall  Duration 

Country y 

Granularity y 

Tablee 2-3 Educational/pedagogical attributes in LOM and EMR. 

Interactivityy Type and Document Type refer to whether the material can be manipulated or 
iss only for presentational purposes. This attribute can be refined with the attribute 
Interactivityy Level: the degree of interactivity. Semantic Density stands for the degree of 
conciseness.. Intended End User Role and End User Type allow specifying the user for which 
aa learning object was designed. Context refers to the environment in which a learning object 
isis used, for instance higher education. Typical Age Range and Level indicate the age, 
respectivelyy the year of education of the intended learner. Difficult y (Level) expresses how 
hardd it is to work though a learning object for the typical intended target audience. Typical 
Learningg Time and Pedagogical Duration allow specifying the time it takes to work through 
aa learning resource. Language and Country refer to the language of the intended learner and, 
respectively,, the (European) country for which the resource was developed. The attributes 
Aggregationn Level (in LOM located in the General category) and Granularity allow specifying 
thee grain size of material (attribute values are shown in Table 2-1). 

Thee possible values that can be assigned to these attributes are specified in a "value space" (a 
sett of permitted values for an attribute), typically in the form of a closed vocabulary or a 
referencee to another standard. In LOM and similar annotation structures, the possible 
attributee values for the semantic attributes (such as those in the educational category) are flat 
listss of terms. Because a standard is designed to be used by people all over the world, voca-
bulariess are defined that everybody understands: mostly rather general, flat lists of terms. 
Exampless of terms from indexing vocabularies defined for attributes in the LOM Educa-
tionall  category are given in Table 2-4. 
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Attributess in LOM Educational category 

Interactivityy Type 

Learningg Resource Type 

Interactivityy Level 

Semanticc Density 

Intendedd End User Role 

Context t 

Typicall  Age Range 

Difficult y y 

Typicall  Learning Time 

Language e 

(Generall  category): Aggregation Level 

Examplee values 

Active,, Expositive, Mixed 

Exercise,, Simulation, Questionnaire 

Veryy Low, Low, Medium 

Veryy Low, Low, Medium 

Teacher,, Author, Learner 

School,, Higher Education, Training 

12-144 years old 

Medium,, Difficult , Very Difficul t 

ll  Hour 

English h 

(seee Table z~i) 

Tablee 2-4 Examples of values for attributes in LOM Educational category. 

Thiss annotation structure allows classifying available instructional material, but (inten-
tionally)) does not express the level of detail necessary for designers to retrieve the infor-
mationn fragments they use to create that instructional material. A standard annotation 
structuree such as LOM enables teachers and learners to exchange instructional material 
basedd on container descriptions rather than content descriptions. For instance, "Intended End 
Userr Role = Teacher", although useful for retrieval purposes, provides no information on the 
contentt of the material. 

Forr different types of material often different metadata is relevant. To give an example, the 
typicall  learning time is relevant information for a course, but a fragment like a paragraph of 
textt or a single image requires information about the content: a topic, and other, more 
detailedd semantic descriptions. Only if material is provided with adequate metadata at this 
lowestt level of granularity, it is likely to be re-used in a meaningful way. 
Theree are several vocabularies available that can be used to classify fragments. Table 2-5 
comparess attribute values for Resource Type defined in DCMES, Learning Resource Type in 
LOM,, and Document Format in EMR. 
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DCMESS Resource Type 

attribute,, values 

Collection,, Dataset, Event, 

Image,, Intetactive resource, 

Service,, Software, Sound, 

Text,, Physical object, 

Stilll  image, and Moving image. 

LOMM Learning Resource 

Typee attribute, values 

Exercise,, Simulation, 

Questionnaire,, Diagram, 

Figure,, Graph, Index, Slide, 

Table,, Narrative text, Exam, 

Experiment,, Problem 

statement,, Self-assessment 

andd Lecture. 

EMRR Documenr Format 

attribute,, example values 

Hypertext,, Video, Exercise, 

Simulation,, and 

Questionnaire. . 

Tablee 2-5 Attribute values for Resource Type in DCMES and Learning Resource Type in LOM and EMR. 

DCMESS further gives examples of Resource Types, for instance of types of texts: books, 
letters,, dissertations, poems, newspaper, articles, and archives of mailing lists. However, the 
diversityy of different value lists and the diversity of different dimensions addressed within 
valuee lists, indicates that a standard vocabulary for the more elementary learning objects, 
fragments,fragments, is desirable but not yet achieved. 
Too support designers and developers (who typically use information fragments to build 
instructionall  material), Wiley (2000) specified a domain independent taxonomy for inter-
objectt comparison. This taxonomy allows a designer/developer to relate objects to each 
other,, for instance in attributes "Potential for inter-contextual re-use" and "Potential for 
intra-contextuall  re-use", with value scales like Low, Medium and High. Cisco Systems (2001) 
usess a vocabulary to describe the possible role of a fragment in instruction. Cisco System's 
approachh is to annotate an information object as Concept, Fact, Procedure, Process, or 
Principlee (based on Merrill's Component Display Theory; Merrill , 1983). This comes closer to 
thee pragmatically oriented vocabulary designers need to retrieve material that forms the 
basiss of their product. 

Inn addition to available standards for learning objects, different communities of practice 
developp domain-specific indexing vocabularies. LOM allows specifying domain-specific 
hierarchiess of terms in attribute Taxon Path, and EMR has several attributes to account for 
domainn information, for instance Discipline, Sub-discipline, and Main Concept. For many 
domainss however, there is no need to develop a domain ontology from scratch. In the 
contextt of the Semantic Web the content in Web pages is given well-defined meaning and 
structuree by means of indexes based on domain ontologies, and mapping schemas can be 
definedd to integrate different domain ontologies (for example, Reed & Lenat, 2002). 
Too conclude the above discussion, there are several annotation structures and indexing 
vocabulariess available to classify instructional material, but the more elementary learning 
objectss may require additional, more detailed semantic vocabularies to support their re-use 
byy developers. Standard annotation structures for informational and instructional material 
aree linear lists of attributes (possibly grouped into categories). Where possible the permitted 
attributee values are specified in closed indexing vocabularies, generally flat lists of terms. 
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Currentt standards for instructional material lack the knowledge-rich and many faceted 
aspectss that are needed to optimize re-use of information fragments through the Internet. 
Thiss is intentional; the standards leave room for additional and customized metadata. A 
knowledge-richh indexing structure for the more elementary learning objects, for instance a 
paragraphh of text or a single image, may help developers of learning material to retrieve these 
fragmentsfragments more easily. As Polsani (2003) points out: "I t is important that the developers agree 
onn a set of specifications for development of learning objects covering such areas as techno-
logy,, editorial requirements, and stylistic considerations. A commonly agreed standard wil l 
enablee genuinely sharable and reusable content objects." Mohan and Greer (2003) essentially 
stresss the same issue: "There is yet no standard way to specify content in a learning object using 
XML.. And the problem does not end with a set of commonly understood content tags. 
Contentt for different domains wil l need different markup tags". The use of ontologies as a 
basiss for an indexing framework is expected to provide elementary fragments of material with 
thee necessary additional semantic metadata. An annotation structure and indexing voca-
bularyy play a central role in the processes underlying the handling of material for re-use pur-
poses.. To approach problems that occur at each separate process, from analysis to re-using 
material,, various research areas are relevant, which wil l be reviewed in the following sections. 

2.55 The analysis process 

Materiall  comes in various grain sizes. To optimize re-usability, the fragments that make up 
largerr pieces of material must be retrievable, so that they can be re-used in diverse instructional 
context.. For instance, an entire encyclopedia is unlikely to be re-used in diverse instructional 
contexts.. A single section in that encyclopedia about a certain topic, is more likely to be re-
usedd in various contexts. Therefore, in many domains source material that in principle could 
formm the basis of instructional material is analyzed and segmented into fragments. 
Segmentationn requires a decision about the grain size of the resulting fragments. Because the 
interestt is in optimizing re-usability, the focus is on digital learning objects of the most 
elementaryy type: fragments. Fragments are atomic; they consist of one, inseparable piece of 
material,, for instance a short video, an image, or a paragraph of text. 

Thee nature of the source material (see Figure 2-2) must also be considered. Depending on the 
naturee of the source material, fragments that result from segmentation can be categorized as 
informationall  or instructional (and located on the continuum in Figure 2-1). 
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Fragments s 

Informationall  source 
document t 

Instructionall  source 
document t 

Figuree 2-2 Segmentation of informational and instructional source material. 

Iff  for example a reference work, designed for an expert to look things up, is carved up into 
fragments,, the resulting fragments wil l have an informational rather than instructional 
nature.. Segmentation of a pedagogical source document such as a geography textbook, on 
thee other hand, wil l generally lead to fragments that contain not only information but also 
thee instructional ingredients accompanying that information, for example an image 
accompaniedd by a textual explanation. 
Thus,, depending on the informational or instructional nature of the source material, frag-
mentss of different granularity should be identified. Segmentation of informational source 
materiall  wil l generally result in smaller informational fragments than segmentation of in-
structionall  material. 
Detectingg fragments in a document can be done manually and to some degree automatically. 
Inn either way, fragments with coherent topics must be identified. The specific domain the 
materiall  is about is therefore a crucial guidance for segmentation. The ideas expressed in 
materiall  are often reflected in the structure of a document, for example topics are treated in 
paragraphss and aggregated into sections. The human eye can easily detect document 
fragments.. For manual segmentation, for instance ARIADNE provides a tool, the Pedagogic 
Hypertextt Generator4, which allows segmenting source material manually and by doing so 
createe conceptual domain mark-up of HTML documents. 
Automaticc detection of fragments in a document is far from trivial. For automatic segmenta-
tion,, three types of structures in documents are of importance: the layout structure, the 
logicall  structure and the semantic structure. In terms of layout, a document is structured 

44 Information available from: http://vvavw.ariadne-eu.0rg/en/system/tools/tm3/index.html 
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accordingg to its physical components (text, image, line, rectangle, curve etc.), and visual 
representationn expressed in geometry markup (for example, area, position) and formatting 
markupp (font face, font size, color, line width etc.). The logical structure refers to the hier-
archicall  organization of components in a document (for example, heading, section, 
paragraph).. The semantic structure identifies the meaning of the hierarchical logical 
componentss (for instance, introduction, abstract). The structures are interrelated: the logical 
structuree of a document consists of a part-of hierarchy of segments of the document, each of 
whichh corresponds to a visually distinguished semantic component of the document. 
(Anjewierdenn & Kabel, 2001; Summers, 1995). Figure 2-3 shows the three types of structures 
inn a document. 

Layoutt structure Logicall  structure Semanticc structure 

Figuree z-i Document structures. 

Automatedd document analysis techniques are used to discover the logical document 
structuree from the layout structure. Observed layout information is analyzed to determine 
thee logical structure that was expressed in the layout. Thereafter the logical structure is 
processedd in ways that differ per domain. Document analysis mainly considers geometry and 
layoutt to discover the logical document structure, whereas particular applications wil l also 
takee into account the meaning of the text or image. Reasoning about the meaning is 
normallyy not necessary to discover the logical structure but is obviously necessary for manual 
segmentationn and indexing. 

Itt is expected that the use of ontologies can solve several of the problems in the analysis 
process.. A domain ontology, by providing a hierarchically structured conceptual represen-
tationn of a domain, can support manual or automatic detection of coherent fragments 
inn a document. Concepts represented in a domain ontology may also occur for example 
inn headings in the source material. In addition, document structures can be represented 
inn ontologies serving as a knowledge base that can be usedd for automatic detection of frag-
ments. . 

2.e>> The storage process 

Learningg objects and their associated metadata are typically stored in distributed learning 
objectt repositories. Different repositories often use customized annotation structures, 
whichh leads to problems with exchanging material. 
Repositoriess can differ from each other in several respects. First, to some repositories anyone 
cann contribute material, others are not public or provide authorized access. A repository that 
iss open for contributions has the obvious advantage of (often freely) available resources to 
anybody.. Open repositories allow material to evolve: people can adapt or improve material 
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andd store the result. But this approach also makes it difficult to control the versions and 
qualityy of material. Second, different learning object repositories can address different needs. 
Somee repositories contain mostly courses for teachers; others contain mainly fragments for 
developers.. For instance, Multimedia Educational Resource for Learning and Online 
Teachingg (MERLOT) is a repository with material specific for higher education, and Science 
Mathh Engineering and Technology Education (SMETE5) contains only material about several 
relatedd disciplines. Because of this, subsets of different annotation structures may be selected 
too index the material, possibly in addition to customized annotation structures specific for 
somee domain. The result is that different repositories use different and adapted annotation 
structures;; therefore the attributes and possible values must be mapped onto a standard. An 
examplee of a mapping between annotation structures of EMR and LOM is described by 
Najjar,, Duval, Ternier and Neven (2003). 

Domainn specific indexing vocabularies used in addition to standards can be highly struc-
turedd representations of a domain. To achieve semantic interoperability, metadata represen-
tationn languages such as XML and RDF are used. The use of ontologies may contribute to 
solvingg problems with the mapping of annotation structures, because these especially allow 
forr conceptual representations of a domain in an indexing vocabulary. 

2.77 The retrieval process 

Inn the context of re-use through the Internet one should take into account a wide variety of 
peoplee wanting to retrieve a wide variety of fragments for many different instructional goals 
andd tasks. The problems that come with a free text indexing vocabulary, namely a lack of 
standardizationn and structure, result in a matching problem with respect to retrieval. 
Roughlyy two movements or paradigms can be discerned in research on information retrie-
val,, a generic one focusing on improving information retrieval through automatic indexing 
andd statistical methods, the other on controlled vocabularies, coming from traditional 
libraryy and cataloguing studies. The stream of research focusing on generic solutions led to 
severall  ways to derive a set of keywords from a document (Sparck Jones, 1999), different ways 
too determine the relevance of documents from term frequencies (Salton, 1991; Robertson, 
1977],1977], and to techniques such as theme generation and summarizing (Salton, Allen, Buckley 
&&  Singhal, 1994). Since it was recognized that not only matching terms in queries and 
documents,, but also the user and the task he/she performs are involved in an information 
retrievall  system, information retrieval has become an interdisciplinary area of research that 
increasinglyy draws on information seeking research (for example, Vakkari, 1999). 
Too support the choices retrievers make, the role of context, and in particular the user's tasks, 
hass received considerable attention recently. Despite this, context and tasks are ill-defined 
concepts,, investigated at different levels of abstraction (see Cool & Spink (2002] for an 
overview].. At the highest level context is seen as a user's environment, for example an organi-
zationall  or work task setting, the lowest level is a linguistic level, for example investigating 

55 SMETE Science Math Engineering and Technology Education Web site: http://alpha.smete.org. 
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queryy disambiguation in cases where documents have the right terms but the wrong context 
(forr example, Lawrence, 2000). Many studies concentrate on generic aspects of (information 
seeking]]  tasks, in pursuit of grasping the changing level of users' understanding during the 
coursee of a search (for example, Belkin, 1993). Bystrom and Hansen (2002}  provide a con-
ceptuall  framework in which a (real-life) work task drives one or more information seeking 
taskss (the need for information], which may comprise one or more information retrieval 
taskss (consulting a source). From this point of view, a retrieval task is inextricably bound to a 
workk task, which is the purpose to re-use material. 

Thee use of ontologies may enhance the retrieval process in several respects. A knowledge-rich 
indexingg vocabulary, by providing a structured, conceptual hierarchy of concepts, may help 
retrieverss of material to accurately formulate their need for information. Because users can 
specifyy precisely what they look for, the use of ontologies has a high potential to yield precise 
searchh results. Ontologies not only allow for a precise representation of a domain; tasks can 
alsoo be represented in an ontology. This means that material can be annotated not only with 
domainn information (including semantic descriptions of the material), but also with task 
information.. The difficult task of instructional design, but also domain specific tasks, such 
ass maintenance of complex systems, can be represented in ontologies. Because it is the work 
taskk that eventually leads to consulting a source, it is anticipated that retrieval performance 
cann be enhanced through providing extensive, structured task-based retrieval support. 

2.88 The re-use process 

Re-usee does not happen only by retrieving material. From the retrieved material, instruc-
tionall  material must be created, such that teachers and learners can use it. Creating instruc-
tionall  material that stimulates teachers and learners to use it is generally not regarded as an 
easyy job. The creation of instructional material can be based on a design. A design is essen-
tiallyy a specification of a learning goal linked to an instructional strategy, possibly refined 
intoo teacher and learner activities. A design can function as a skeleton that is filled with 
fragmentss and instructional editing. Instructional material can also be created without a 
design.. In any way, creating material leads to a retrieval task necessary to collect fragments 
thatt wil l be used in instructional material. The product of design and development, instruc-
tionall  material, is used in a lesson or to learn from. 

Creatingg and using material each drive different needs for information. To some degree different 
metadataa is required to support creation and usage of material. In this thesis the emphasis is 
onn the metadata that is relevant for people wanting to retrieve fragments to create instruc-
tionall  material, which should lead to application of the developed product in a teaching or 
learningg situation. 

Severall  theories have been proposed to provide foundations for creating lesson material. 
Instructionall  design theory is defined by Merrill [1997) as a set of prescriptions for deter-
miningg appropriate instructional strategies, to enable learners achieve instructional goals. 
Withh the increased use of computers for learning, training and instruction theories for 
instructionall  design have evolved. The foundations on which instructional design theories 
aree based have evolved over the past half-century from behaviorism to cognitive science and 
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constructivism.. {See Tennyson and Scott, 1997 for an overview). The initial narrow focus on 
programmedd instruction gradually gave way to a multidimensional field of study integrating 
psychology,, technology, evaluation, measurement and management. To meet the expectations 
off  re-use realizedd though an object-oriented approach, only more recently learning object design 
theoriess and approaches have been developed. 

Gagnéé (1985) assumed that there are different kinds of instructional goals and that different 
instructionall  strategies are required in order for the learner to most efficiently and effectively 
reachh a given kind of instructional goal. Instructional design theories based on this assump-
tionn consist of three components: the knowledge or skill to be learned, the strategies used to 
promotee this learning, and relations between the knowledge and strategies, in the form of: 
"i ff  [knowledge outcome] then [specific instructional strategy]". Gagné proposed five 
categoriess of knowledge outcome: intellectual skills, cognitive strategies, verbal informa-
tion,, motor skills, and attitudes. Gagné also proposed nine events of instruction: gaining 
attention,, informing the learner of the objective and activating motivation, stimulating 
recalll  of prior knowledge, presenting the stimulus material, providing learner guidance, 
elicitingg performance, providing feedback, assessing performance, and enhancing retention 
andd transfer. For each pair of knowledge outcome and instructional event he then identifies 
thee conditions necessary for learning to be efficient and effective. 

Withh Component Display Theory (CDT) (Merrill , 1983), Merrill attempted to build a 
principledd mechanism that effectively allowed learners to control their path through 
instructionall  material. The knowledge or skill to be learned consists of a two way classifi-
cationn based on two dimensions: "performance" and "content". The performance dimension 
is:: remember instance, remember generality, use generality with an unencountered in-
stance,, and find a new generality. The content dimension is defined as facts, concepts, 
proceduress and principles. At the core of the strategies required to promote learning are 
Primaryy Presentation Forms: expository generality (rule), expository instance (example), 
inquisitoryy generality (recall), and inquisitory instance (practice). Secondary Presentation 
Formss consist of information added to facilitate learning such as attention focusing help, 
mnemonics,, and feedback. In addition, Interdisplay Relationships are sequences involving 
examplee - non-example matching, example divergence and range of example difficulty. For 
eachh performance-content classification, CDT prescribes the combination of Presentation 
Formss and Interdisplay Relationships. 

Merril ll  realized that learners needed control over the individual strategies instead of being 
presentedd with larger sequences of material, and that an object-oriented approach would be 
thee way to achieve this. CDT is an intellectual parent of many other important instructional 
theoriess and approaches, including Merrill's later Instructional Transaction Theory (ITT) 
(Merrill ,, 1997), Wiley's Learning Object Design and Sequencing Theory (LODAS) (Wiley, 
2000),, and Cisco Systems' Reusable Learning Objects Strategy (Cisco Systems, 2001). (These 
theoriess and approaches were introduced in Section 2.2). 

Merrill' ss Instructional Transaction Theory (ITT) (Merrill , 1997) is an attempt to define the 
completee set of prescriptions to drive automated instructional design and development. In 
ITT,, Merrill further specifies the format in which the material is to be expressed (knowledge 
objects)) and the ways in which pre-specified strategies (instructional transaction shells) 
shouldd operate on knowledge objects. Knowledge objects (entities, activities, processes and 
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properties)) are containers consisting of compartments (slots) for different related elements 
off  knowledge (the knowledge components). The framework of a knowledge object is the 
samee for a wide variety of different topics within a subject domain. The contents of a given 
compartmentt differ, but the nature of the knowledge element in a given compartment is the 
same.. All knowledge objects have a set of information slots including: name, portrayal, and 
description.. The name contains one or more symbols or terms that reference the knowledge. 
Thee portrayal is one or more multimedia objects (text, audio, video, graphic, animation) that 
wil ll  show or represent the knowledge object to the student. The description slot is an open 
compartmentt into which an author can place any desired information about the knowledge 
object.. It is possible for the description slot to be subdivided into several subslots. These 
mightt include function, purpose, etc., and may be defined by a given user. Transaction shells 
consistt of rules for selecting and sequencing knowledge objects, for example, identification, 
execution,, explanation, judging, classification, generalization and transfer. The knowledge 
representationn used for ITT shows how knowledge can be structured in automated 
instructionall  design. However, for a human person to find the knowledge objects from some 
repositoryy and construct instructional material, the attributes of knowledge objects (name, 
portrayal,, description) may be insufficiënt. 

Whilee the goal of automated instructional systems is worthwhile, there are two important 
reasonss to support manual retrieval of material and manual development of instructional 
material.. First, human assembly of material woks best with small objects (fragments). The 
majorityy of the data available on the public Internet are "small objects" (images, text files, 
etc.).. Second, before humans can build automated systems to assemble material, they must 
firstt learn the lessons to be gained by combining those by hand (Wiley, Recker & Gibbons, 
2000). . 

Inn LODAS, Wiley (2000) provides a theoretical basis for (by hand) design and sequencing of 
learningg objects. LODAS presents guidelines for the analysis and synthesis of an undifferen-
tiatedd content area (for example, English), the application of which produces specifications 
forfor the scope and sequence of learning objects. The theory also provides a taxonomy of five 
learningg object types and provides design guidance for the different types of learning 
objects.. Wiley gives a worked example of this process, and connects the instructional design 
theoryy to the taxonomy by providing guidance of the type "for this type of learning goal, use 
thiss type of learning object." 

Theree is a lack of practical experience with learning object design theory such as Wiley's and 
withh the use of annotation structures for instructional design (for example IMS Learning 
Designn Information Model (2003)). It seems that to gain experience the direction wil l be a 
pragmaticc approach by supporting retrieval of material in such a way that it is clear what 
designers,, developers, teachers and learners can do with the material. 

AA task-ontology, which is a conceptual decomposition of a real-life work task, may be an 
adequatee means to take a practical approach. To develop instructional material two tasks are 
relevant:: the task of specifying a design, and the task to be learned. A task-ontology for 
instructionall  design can be used to formulate a learning goal, strategy, and to further specify 
aa strategy into tasks teachers and learners should carry out with the material. A task-onto-
logyy that reflects the task (or knowledge or skill) to be learned, for instance an operational 
taskk such as maintenance, can guide the development of instructional material. Examples of 
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thesee task types wil l be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. Task-ontologies can provide 
thee extensive re-use support that may bring the promise of creating a better product in less 
timee closer to reality. 

2.99 Conclusions 

AA review of the literature has learned that there are several approaches to solve problems with 
thee material handling processes: analysis, storage, retrieval and re-use. The processes form a 
value-addingg chain from analysis of source material to re-use of instructional material. In 
eachh process value is added to material in order to enable re-use. There is theoretical and 
practicall  support for analysis and segmentation of source material. Problemss with decentra-
lizedd storage are approached by mapping customized annotation structures. In an increasing 
degreee there is support for how to create and use instructional material. Last but not least, 
theree are several standardized annotation structures and indexing vocabularies that support 
retrievall  of instructional material of different grain sizes, allowing a wide public to exchange 
instructionall  material. These are considerable achievements, given that learning object 
technologyy is relatively new. In spite of this, not all problems occurring in the material hand-
lingg processes are solved. There is still room for improvement. A knowledge-rich indexing of 
materiall  using ontologies may provide added value to the material handling processes. 
Whetherr ontologies can provide the expected added value is empirically investigated in the 
nextt chapters. 
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33 The role of ontologies in the material 

handlingg processes 

Thiss chapter studies the material handling processes in a case. This chapter is based on 
severall  publications. Four papers were published, one at the 9th International Conference on 
Artificia ll  Intelligence in Education (Kabel, de Hoog & Wielinga, 1999); one at the 3rd 
Belgium-Netherlandss Conference on Artificial Intelligence (Anjewierden & Kabel, zooi); and 
twoo at the 5th International Intelligent Tutoring Systems conférence (de Hoog et al. 1002a; 
dee Hoog et al, 2002b); and a report was published by the Netherlands Organization for 
Appliedd Scientific Research (TNO), Physics and Electronics Laboratory (Kabel, de Hoog and 
Wielinga,, 2000). This chapter is also based on IMAT project deliverables. 

3.11 Introduction 

Inn this chapter the role of ontologies in the material handling processes is illustrated in a case 
studyy in a technical domain. In technical domains such as described in this chapter, the 
necessityy to re-use existing sources has been evident for some time, but is still pertinent. The 
ideaa to re-use content was recognized in for instance CALS (Continuous Acquisition and 
Lifecyclee Support) initiated in 1988 by the US DoD. Their slogan "store once, use many times" 
reflectss that idea. CALS proposed that the exchange of technical information between govern-
ment,, weapon systems suppliers and their subcontractors should be undertaken and control-
ledd electronically for the lifecycle of the system. This resulted in structured content in the form 
off  IETMs (Interactive Electronic Technical Manuals) of different classes, varying from hypertexts 
too knowledge based systems (IETM Guide, 1999; Mil-std-3001, 2001). The initiative quickly 
spreadd to the civil sector because many business processes and underlying concepts are not 
specificc to defense. In technical domains, for example where equipment has to be maintained 
andd repaired, training material is often created in-house by the buyer of the equipment (usual-
lyy an instructor or teacher), because there are no publishers for text books for those limited 
domains.. The number of students is often low, and/or the system or machine people have to 
learnn about frequently changes, making the training material outdated fast. It is not feasible or 
attractivee for training companies to give the training, nor is it profitable for educational 
publisherss to publish the training material. As a consequence the major source of content is 
thee technical manual delivered by the vendor. Technical manuals often come in large volumes 
andd usually a large amount of (electronic) material is available. Unfortunately these manuals 
aree most of the time not immediately suitable for training and instruction, leading to tedious 
andd time consuming re-working of the source material. Rather than creating instructional 
materiall  from scratch, development of the material can be made cheaper by re-use existing 
sources,, certainly in these domains. Technical manuals are relatively structured documents 
suitablee to be analyzed automatically. Segmentation of technical manuals, which are of an 
informationall  nature, leads to fragments that must be stored, retrieved and enhanced through 
instructionall  editing before the material is ready to be used in a lesson. 
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Thee role of ontologies in the processes of handling material is illustrated with the IMAT6 

projectt since this project covers the steps necessary to go from source material to instruc-
tionall  material. IMAT was a 2,5 year lasting Esprit project that aimed to facilitate the re-use 
off  technical manuals for maintenance training in industry (Barnard, Grandbastien, de Hoog 
&&  Desmoulins, 2002). To this end tools and methodologies were developed that break up the 
manualss into re-usable chunks or fragments; index these fragments from different pers-
pectivess and store them in a database, from which they can be retrieved and re-assembled 
intoo instructional material using any authoring tool. Three domains were addressed in the 
IMATT project: aircraft maintenance, car repair, and the programming and configuration of 
trafficc control equipment. 
Sectionn 3.2 describes ontology types included in a knowledge-rich annotation structure. 
Sectionn 3.3 describes the role of ontologies in the analysis, indexing, retrieval and re-use 
processess and illustrates how problems can be solved with the deployment of ontologies. 
Sectionn 3.4 describes the IMAT case, and Section 3.5 provides conclusions. 

3.22 Ontology types in a knowledge-rich annotation structure 

AA knowledge-rich annotation structure for indexing material reflects an abstract view of the 
worldd that one wishes to represent. As was briefly explained in Chapter 2, three perspectives 
onn material must be covered in an annotation structure7. Three perspectives, shown in 
Figuree 3-1, are taken on the material that is handled. First, the physical appearance of the 
materiall  itself (what is it?), for example "a video shot in mpeg format". Second, the domain 
(whatt is it about?), for example "the assembly of a steering wheel". The third is the pers-
pectivee of a task carried out with retrieved material (what can one do with it?), for example 
includingg a "demonstration" in instructional material. 

physical l 
-—— -> 

domain n 

task k 
-> > 

Figuree 3-1 Perspectives on material. 

66 The Integrating Manuals and Training (IMAT) project (ESPRIT 29175) was partly funded by the European Union. 

77 The IMAT annotation structure was developed in 1999, in parallel to the working drafts that later became the 

LOMM standard. A detailed comparison of the LOM standard and the IMAT annotation structure is not the purpose 

off  this thesis. 
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Thesee three perspectives on material are expressed in three types of ontology: ontologies that 
representt physical aspects of the material, ontologies that represent domain aspects, and 
ontologiess that represent aspects of a task. These types of ontology are used in the processes 
underlyingg the handling of material, shown in Figure 3-2. 

analysis s storage e -*•• retrieval re-use e 

Figuree 3-2 Ontology types used in material handling processes. 

Ontologiess are used at several points in the material handling processes. To analyze and 
carvee up a source document, knowledge about the document structure (the physical 
appearancee of material] is necessary. In addition, knowledge about the domain is needed to 
obtainn fragments with coherent topics. These types of knowledge are captured in ontologies 
aboutt the physical appearance of material and the domain. To support the re-use process, 
knowledgee of the instructional design task is required, captured in a task ontology. For 
storagee and retrieval, all types of ontology are used. These three types of ontology together 
coverr relevant aspects of material in an annotation structure necessary to retrieve fragments 
andd to create instructional material. Material can be seen as content annotated with a set of 
attribute-valuee pairs. The annotations correspond to concepts in one of the ontologies that 
regardd the physical appearance of material, the domain, and the task, and the user can specify 
anyy combination of keys to retrieve the material based on the annotations. To illustrate what 
kindd of concepts are used for retrieval and re-use, Table 3-2 shows the perspectives taken on 
handlingg material (left column), reflected in ontologies (middle column], and the type of 
conceptss used for annotating material and specifying an instructional design (right column]. 
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Perspective e 

Physical l 

Domain n 

Designn task 

Ontology y 

Fragment t 

Description n 

Instructionall  Description 

Domain n 

Instructionall  Design 

Top-levell  concepts 

Mediumm Type 

Representationall  Type 

Structurall  Type 

Descriptionn Type 

Descriptionn Scope 

Knowledgee Type 

Instructionall  Role 

Topic c 

Learningg Goal 

Instructionall  Strategy 

Instructionall  Activity 

Instructorr Action 

Learnerr Action 

Tablee 3-1 Perspectives, ontologies and top-level concepts. 

Exceptt for domain ontologies, the ontologies are generic, meaning that they are applicable 

too material in general, or to instructional design and development in general. The ontologies 

i nn Table 3-1 (Kabel, Riemersma & Wielinga, 2000; Kabel & Wielinga, 1999) are described in 

moree detail in the next sections. 

3.2.11 Physical aspects of material 

Thee fragment ontology covers morphological and syntactical aspects of material. Figure 3-3 

showss examples of concepts in the Medium Type, Representational Type and Structural type 

branchess in the fragment ontology. 

Ö - QQ fragment medium 

ÈT_33 text format 
11 I ascii 

 Pdf 
 rtf 
 html 
 doc 

II I wpd 

É K 33 image format 
QQ bmp 

OO gif 

aw w 
 jpeg 

Q-Q-QïQï fragment representational type 
I f K 33 pictorial representation 

l~R_j]] analog representation 
BB cartoon 
BB drawing 
BB photo 

- BB screendump 
6-LJJ basic pictorial elements 
EH_jj structured representation 

- ÉÉ chart 
Efl-QQ diagram 
- E ll map 

!_i!_i textual representation 
T - BB body of text 
EH_11 structured text 

T - BB abstract 

ÉH_J|| fragment structural type 
EH-ÜJJ annotation 
j - BB box 

öö document segment 
BB alinea 
BB appendix 

- BB bullet 
BB chapter 
DD item 
BB paragraph 
33 part 

* - BB section 
BB equation 

- BB figure 
5H_)) headings 
Ep-QQ reference 

Figuree 3-3 Examples o/concepts in the/raiment ontology. 
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Thee Medium Type attribute covers formats of text, image, audio and video fragments. 
Representationall  Type stands for ways of representation. Representational Type concepts 
concernn the visual appearance of a fragment, for example a "body of text" or a "table". 
Structurall  Type covers structural properties of the material. Structural Type concepts 
concernn the structural appearance of a fragment, for example a "paragraph" or a "section". 
Thee Representational Type and Structural Type vocabularies are used to classify layout and 
logicall  components in a document. The attribute Learning Resource Type in the LOM 
standardd described in Chapter 2 is a mix of Medium, Structural and Representational Types. 
Takingg an example of a picture fragment used in the domain of motorcycle maintenance, 
shownn in Figure 3-4, the Medium Type and Format would be "image, .jpg"; the Represen-
tationall  Type would be "pictorial representation, structured representation, wiring dia-
gram",, and the Structural Type "document segment, figure". 

A3 3 

LEFTT FRONT 

H8>--
green n 

LEFTT REAR 

~~^£y~~^£y  orang e 

green n 

TURN N 
SIGNAL L 
SWITCH H 

OFF F 

ff  Jï 
grey y 

TURN N 
SIGNAL L 
RELAY Y 

black k 

PLUS S 

RR i l 
RIGHTT FRONT 

green n 

ligh tt  blue 

A1 1 

RIGHTT REAR »—q= 

green n 

ALAR M M 
SWITCH H 

ONN OFF 

Figuree 3-4 Examplefragment. 

Thee description and instructional description ontologies cover semantic aspects of material. 
Figuree 3-5 shows the description ontology with Description Type and Description Scope 
concepts. . 
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E3-_JJ description entity 
" p i ll description 
EjH_jEjH_j description scope 

i )) multiple elaborate 
i )) multiple general 

- 1 )) single elaborate 
1)) single general 

Ék_ll description type 
- H ii behavioral description 
- H ii functional description 
- BB organizational description 

El-i_jj physical description 
- BB procedural description 
- BB psychological description 
- BB social description 

EB-:_jj structural description 

Figuree 3-5 Examples of concepts in the description ontology. 

Descriptionn Type allows classifying material in terms of the kind of description or depiction. 
Descriptionn Type concepts concern the perspective from which material was written, for 
examplee a "physical description" of components. Description Scope stands for the scope of a 
descriptionn or depiction. In a fragment, one or more concepts (or ideas) are described or 
depicted.. A concept is furthermore described or depicted in general terms or elaborately. For 
example,, the fragment in Figure 3-4 would be annotated with the Description Type "stru-
cturall  description", and Description Scope "single elaborate" meaning that in the image a 
singlee concept is depicted in an elaborate (detailed) fashion. 
Figuree 3-6 shows the instructional description ontology containing the vocabularies to 
annotatee material on Knowledge Type and Instructional Role. 

0-0-

instructionall description entity 
PP instructional description 

instructionall role 
OO consolidation 
CJJ instruction/learning block 
fi|fi| ore-instructional 

-m-m definition 
- I II illustration 
- 1 )) instruction 

l ll introduction 
l ll objective 

knowledgee type 
_JJ attitudes 
_JJ declarative knowledge 
_JJ procedural knowledge 
:_jjj reasoning skills 

- BB diagnosing 
- E )) explication 
- l ll interpretative/causal reasoning 
L-ÜÜ prediction 

Figuree 3-dExamples o/concepts in the instructional description ontolc 
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Knowledgee Type allows classifying material in terms of the kind of knowledge embedded in 
thee material. In the example fragment in Figure 3-4, the Knowledge Type is "knowledge of 
structure""  and Instructional Role "explanation" (the example fragment could be used to 
explainn the composition of parts and functions between them]. Top-level Knowledge Type 
conceptss are inspired by the work of Gagné, Briggs & Wager [1992) who identify five 
categoriess of learned capabilities: intellectual skills, cognitive strategies, verbal information, 
motorr skills, and attitudes. These categories of learned capabilities are re-interpreted in the 
lightt of modern knowledge engineering (Schreiber et al. 2000). Instructional Role covers the 
possiblee roles a fragment can play in an instructional context, for instance a text fragment 
cann play the role of "definition" in instructional material. Instructional Roles are categorized 
intoo concepts that are typically used before (pre-instructional), during (instruction/learning 
block)) and after instruction (consolidation). 

3.2.22 Domain aspects 
AA domain ontology is a conceptual representation of some specific domain, allowing 
classifyingg material in terms of the Topic treated in the content. For example, the fragment 
inn Figure 3-4 would be annotated with the Topic "alarm switch". Building an ontology for a 
particularr domain from scratch requires a profound analysis, revealing the relevant concepts, 
attributes,, relations, constraints, instances and axioms of that domain. Design principles for 
buildingg an ontology from scratch are described in Gruber (1995); van Heijst, Schreiber, and 
Wielingaa (1997); and Uschold and Gruninger (1996). In general, to build a domain ontology, 
onee should think of naming conventions in advance and define unique concepts. One 
shouldd represent synonyms and abbreviations in attributes, in order to be able to recognize 
conceptss in the material and in queries. Furthermore, different generality levels have to be 
distinguished,, corresponding to different levels of re-usability. Overviews like an index, 
tablee of contents, a list of parts or a tree diagram can often serve as good starting points for 
creatingg a domain ontology from scratch, because they contain (often structured) lists of 
relevantt terms. Constructing a domain ontology can also be a matter of assembling existing 
ones.. The simplest way to combine ontologies is through inclusion. Inclusion of one ontology 
intoo another has the effect that the composed ontology consists of the union of the two 
ontologiess (their classes, relations, axioms). In other words, the starting ontology is extended 
withh the included ontology. Another way to combine ontologies is by restriction. This means 
thatt the added ontology only is applied to a restricted subset of what it was originally 
designedd for. Conflicts between names have to be resolved, and a good tool for engineering 
ontologiess should take care of that. See Corcho, Fernandez-Lopez & Gomez-Perez (2002) for 
ann overview of methodologies, tools and languages for building ontologies. Recently there is 
significantt progress in semi-automated development of domain (and task) ontologies, 
(Anjewierden,, Wielinga, de Hoog & Kabel, 2003). 
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3.2.33 Task aspects 
Thee task ontology for instructional design comprises 5 top-level concepts (shown in Table 3-1). 

Learningg Goal 
Instructionall  Strategy 
Instructionall  Activity 
Instructorr Action 
Learnerr Action 

Thesee concepts represent the steps a developer of instructional material has to take in in-
structionall  design methods (Gagné et al., 1992). Instructional design tools such as Designer's 
Edge88 also supporr similar instructional design steps. 
AA Learning Goal describes the desired outcome of an instructional curriculum in terms of 
knowledge,, skills and attitudes that are necessary to carry out certain tasks. In general a 
learningg goal refers to the knowledge, insight and competencies a learner has to master, 
whichh is reached through motivation, communication of information, information proces-
sing,, or storing and recalling information. Learning goals are often formulated specifically 
forr the task that has to be learned and wil l therefore be explained in the context of the IMAT 
projectt (Section 3.4.1]. 
Knowledgee is communicated to the learner by means of Instructional Strategies. Figure 3-7 
showss Instructional Strategy concepts (based on Chen, 1995). 

By*!! instructional strategy 
H)) articulation 
UU coaching 
I )) exploration 
Hii modelling 
I II reflection 
i )) scaffolding and fading 

Figuree yy Instructional Strategy concepts. 

Instructionall  Strategies refer to an effective way of teaching or to characteristics of an effec-
tivee learning environment. 
Instructionall  Strategies can consist of Instrucrional Activities. Figure 3-8 shows examples of 
Instructionall  Activity concepts. 

88 Designer's Edge Web site: http://www.allencomm.com/products/authoring_design/designer. 
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instructionall activity 
- BB asking questions 
- I BB demonstrating 
- I BB evaluating 

IBB explaining 
1111 illustrating 
IBB instructing 

- I BB presenting 
IBB presenting tasks 

- I BB providing examples 
- I BB providing feedback 

IBB providing hints 

Figuree 3-8 Examples oflnstructional Activity concepts. 

Instructionall  Activity concepts are based on Gagné's nine events of instruction: gaining 
attention,, informing the learner of objective, stimulating recall of prior knowledge, presen-
tingg the stimulus material, providing learner guidance, eliciting performance, providing 
feedback,, assessing performance, and enhancing retention and transfer (Gagné et al., 1992]. 
Gagnéé is considered to be an important contributor to the systematic approach to instruc-
tionall  design and training. Gagné is also known as a behaviorist, meaning that the focus is on 
thee outcomes (or behaviors) that result from training. In the maintenance training design 
contextt in the IMAT project Gagné's nine events of instruction were considered to be 
appropriate. . 

Instructionall  Activities can comprise certain Instructor Actions and Learner Actions. Figure 
3-99 shows examples of concepts. 

EjJ-_ll instructor action 
i )) ask further questions 
BB construct and ask questions 
111 diagnose faults 
I II diagnose lack of knowledge 
IIII evaluate answer 
ell evaluate instructor knowledge 
55 evaluate performance 
1111 explain next lesson 
ËII give assignment 

- IBB give example 
1111 give instruction 

0-0- j learner action 
BB act on references 
BB answer questicn 
88 comprehend and accept learning goal 
l ll comprehend and apply hints 
BB comprehend and do assignments 
BB comprehend directions 
111 comprehend instructions 
i ll comprehend question 
BB comprehend summary 

- BB diagnose lack Df knowledge and faults 
- BB evaluate learner knowledge 

Figuree 3-51 Examples of Instructor and Learner Action concepts. 

Instructorr Actions stand for everything the instructor does within a certain Instructional 
Activity ;; Learner Actions stand for everything the learner does within a certain Instructional 
Activity . . 
Thee choice of concepts for instructional descriptions of material and instructional design are 
subjectt to debate in the instructional design community. The instructional description and 
instructionall  design ontologies described in this chapter are derived from the literature 
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(Chen,, 1995; Gagné et al., 1992). Other taxonomies for sequencing structures exist, as des-
cribedd in Chapter 2 (IMS Learning Design Information Model, 2003; Merrill , 1997; Wiley, 2000). 
Sectionn 3.3 describes how the ontologies are used for segmentation of source material, indexing, 
thee specification of an instructional design and retrieval of fragments relevant for a design. 

3.33 Using ontologies for analysis, indexing, design and retrieval 

Fromm an indexing point of view, there are different ways to index fragments. Some index 
valuess can be derived automatically from the source, others need to be deduced using 
mappingss between ontologies and the content in material, combined with heuristics, while 
stilll  other value types can not be determined up-front and need to be added to fragments 
whilee using them. The way to index material depends on the time at which the information 
iss available: attributes about the physical aspects of the material itself and the domain can be 
determinedd before storage, whereas task-related aspects are determined while specifying the 
instructionall  design task. Concepts from different ontologies are connected in such a way 
thatt when the steps in an instructional design are specified, relevant fragments can be 
retrievedd based on physical and domain-related attributes. In this way, the designer's focus 
shiftss from the retrieval task to the work task of creating instructional material. Together the 
vocabulariess in these ontologies serve as a rich annotation structure allowing for flexible 
retrievall  from different perspectives. 

Thee role of ontologies in handling material is elaborated in the next sections. While auto-
mationn is possible to some extent, all ontologies can of course be used by a human actor to 
indexx and retrieve material. 

3.3.11 Automatic segmentation and indexing on syntactic aspects of material 
Segmentationn can be done manually or automatically, depending on the extent to which a 
sourcee document is structured. A novel, for example, is relatively unstructured as opposed to 
aa TV-guide. A TV-guide would be easier to analyze automatically because of its structure and 
becausee the individual segments still have meaning when lifted out of their original context. 
Ann unstructured document generally requires human interpretation and wil l have to be 
segmentedd manually. 

Dependentt on what is known about a document in advance, a top-down or bottom up 
approachh to discover the logical structure is possible. If a document contains systematic 
markupp explicitly expressed in a markup language, this markup can be used to discover the 
logicall  structure in a document. However, in practice this is problematic. Even though 
markupp languages such as HTML allow expressing a document structure and style, this is 
nott always expressed in markup in a systematic way. For example, a new chapter can be 
indicatedd by the HTML tag "heading 1", but often people use font face properties rather than 
taggingg to indicate that text is a heading. If "heading 1" is not explicitly expressed in HTML 
markup,, algorithms must be used to discover that text with a large font face can be a 
heading.. A bottom up approach is necessary if a document contains only layout information, 
ass for example in PDF. The layout information is analyzed to reconstruct the hierarchical 
documentt segments. 
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Too support segmentation of source material, ontologies can be used as a knowledge base in 
thee document analysis process. Automatic annotation can be achieved for syntactic aspects of 
material: : 

aa fragment's Medium Type and Format 
aa fragment's Representational Type 
aa fragment's Structural Type 

Conceptss that refer to the syntactic aspects of material that occur in the content of a 
fragmentt can be identified and be used for identifying the logical document structure. To 
findd the logical document structure, a document analysis system reasons about geometry 
andd formatting properties in a document. For example, parts of a document are classified as 
aa header or footer, or paragraphs are aggregated into sections. Once the logical document 
structuree is identified the constituting fragments are indexed accordingly with the concepts 
inn the ontologies. 

3.3.22 Automatic indexing on domain and semantic aspects of material 
Indexingg with ontologies can be done manually or automatically, depending on the 
attributess that have to be described. Automatic indexing can be achieved when the attribute 
valuess can be directly derived from the source document or deduced using additional know-
ledge.. Automatic indexing with ontologies is essentially defining a mapping between a 
conceptt in one of the ontologies and fragments in the document. The ontologies that can be 
usedd for automatic segmentation can also be used for automatic indexing. Attribute values 
off  Medium Type, Structural Type, and Representational Type can be derived automatically 
fromm the source and can be added as index to the fragment (see Section 3.3.1). Other general 
syntacticc attributes of which values do not come from ontologies, for example Size for text 
fragmentsfragments and Width and Height for images can also be derived from the source and added 
ass indexes. In addition, the domain topic as well as semantic attributes that characterize the 
materiall  can be added automatically to document fragments. Besides syntactic aspects of 
material,, automatic annotation can be achieved for: 
-- a fragment's domain Topic 

aa fragment's Description Type 
aa fragment's Description Scope 

Domainn ontologies can serve to identify and index fragments on Topic by matching terms in 
thee title of a fragment to terms in the ontology. If the title of a fragment maps onto a 
concept,, then the Topic of the fragment becomes the name of the concept and recursively all 
sub-fragmentss wil l also be indexed under this Topic. The idea is that if a section is about 
somee concept, all sub-sections wil l also be about that concept. 

Automaticc indexing becomes more complicated when the concepts in an ontology do not 
occurr in fragments but have to be identified using heuristic rules, as is the case for the type 
andd scope of a description or depiction. Additional knowledge is necessary to discover 
attributee values for Description Type and Description Scope. A way to derive Description 
Typee is to map the words in the body of a fragment to a set of terms that indicate a high 
probabilityy of a certain Description Type. For example, if combinations of terms such as 
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"weighss ... kilo" occur in the content of a fragment, the fragment is likely to be a "physical 
description".. The Description Scope of a fragment can often be found by considering the 
relativee position of the fragment, assuming that the style of the source document is such that 
generall  descriptions are followed by elaborations. Another general rule is that the deeper the 
nestingg the more detailed the content wil l be. For example, if a section heading is "threats to 
gorillas",, and a subsection heading is "illegal poaching", the first is expected to have general 
descriptionn scope while the latter wil l probably have an elaborate scope. The heuristic rules 
thatt support the derivation of semantic concepts like these do not always guarantee correct 
indexes. . 

3.3.33 Manual indexing on semantic aspects of material 
Thee attributes Knowledge Type and Instructional Role are closely related to a design task, 
butt reflect aspects of material that can be determined independent of a design task. To 
supportt the development of instructional material, these should also be added as indexes. 
Annotationn must be done manually for: 

aa fragment's Knowledge Type 
aa fragment's Instructional Role 

Thee Instructional Role attribute allows for multiple values because a single fragment can be 
usedd in different instructional contexts. 

3.3.44 Retrieval and re-use, manual task-based indexing "by doing" 
Ass noted in Chapter 2, a task ontology covering aspects of instructional design can serve as a 
blueprintt for the development of instructional material. This blueprint takes the form of a 
descriptionn of the task of the instructional designer. A task description of instructional 
designn starts with specifying learning goals. Learning goals, combined with the type of 
knowledgee that the learner should acquire, point to a certain instructional strategy. Sub-
sequently,, the instructional activities and the various instructor and learner actions that 
havee to be carried out are specified. For example, in the context of maintenance training a 
Learningg Goal is "recognition of normal/deviant appearance of components" for which 
"perceptuall  knowledge of structure" (Knowledge Type) is required and which is taught 
throughh "articulation" (Instructional Strategy). An Instructional Activity would be "presen-
ting""  the states of components. A teacher "presents" (Instructor Action) an "illustration" 
(Instructionall  Role); the learner "studies" (Learner Action) it. 

Inn Chapter 2 it was also noted that available standard annotation structures to some degree 
lackk knowledge-rich descriptions of semantic aspects of (information) fragments, which are 
necessaryy to support development of instructional material. The ontologies described here 
aree an example of a knowledge-rich annotation structure, allowing detailed and structured 
descriptionss of physical, domain-related, and task-related aspects of material. The task 
ontologyy for instructional design described in Section 3.2.3 supports constructing the pro-
cesss of creating instructional material. Development of instructional material is supported 
byy specifying each step in the instructional design, such that a blueprint is created that can 
bee filled with fragments suitable for each step. 
Sectionn 3.4 describes a case study that investigates how different types of ontologies can sup-
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portt the transformation of material between the processes, and support flexible, task-based 
retrievall  of material. 

3.44 IMAT: re-use of technical manuals in maintenance training 

Thee problem of analyzing content and organizing it in such a way that retrieval and re-use is 
supportedd was investigated in the IMAT (Integrating Manuals and Training) project. In this 
projectt technical manuals of complex industrial systems aree re-used in maintenance training 
design.. The aim of section 3.4 is to demonstrate how ontologies, implemented in tools, 
supportt the processes of handling material in practice. IMAT serves as a good example of all 
processess from analysis of source documents to re-use of fragments in instructional material. 
Figuree 3-10 again shows the processes of handling material, but with the tools that have 
beenn developed in IMAT to support the separate transformation stages. 

analysis s -**  retrieval 

Document t 
Analysiss and 
Indexingg Tool 

Authoring g 
Environment t 

Interface e 

Figuree 3-10 Tools supporting material handling processes. 

Thee tools make use of the ontologies that have been described earlier (see Table 3-2), that is, 
withh some extensions. AIDAS, a document analysis and indexing tool supports the analysis process. 
Thiss tool automatically carves up technical manuals into text and image fragments, indexes 
thesee fragments using the fragment, description and domain ontologies and exports them 
too an object-oriented database, which facilitates the storage process. An authority environment 
interfacee supports the retrieval process with extensive search possibilities and allows adding 
indexess such as Knowledge Type and Instructional Role manually. Retrieved fragments can 
bee transferred to an authoring environment of choice. A scenario tool is developed to support 
thee re-use process. This tool helps the instructional designer to define an instructional 
scenario,, and produces the characteristics of fragments that are relevant for the specified 
scenario,, which can be used for retrieval. 

3.4.11 Ontologies in IMAT 
Somee extensions of the physical and task ontologies were necessary to specifically describe 
thee type of source material of concern in IMAT: technical manuals, and to specifically suit 
thee type of instruction in IMAT: maintenance training. To this end, the Description Types 
aree refined in order to describe technical manuals. This also goes for detailed Knowledge 
Typess that are specific for maintenance training. A concept hierarchy of Learning Goals, 
whichh are specific for the maintenance training task, had to be developed from scratch. In 
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thee kind of technical training dealt with in IMAT, the following learning goals are defined to 
suitt the maintenance training task (see Figure 3-11). 

learningg goal 
EJH33 being able to do subsidiary tasks 

beingg able to perform all maintenance tasks 
beingg able to reason about a system 

functionall knowledge of a system 
-\_jj structural knowledge of a system 

E3-ÖÖ naming of subcomponents 
- f tt location of subcomponents 
- f tt perceptual knowledge about subcomponents/recognition 
- QQ recognition of normal/deviant appearance of components 
-1111 structural description of subcomponents 
- f tt structural lay-out of subcomponents 

Figuree 3-11 Examples of Learning Goal concepts. 

Inn addition, for each application domain in IMAT (weapon systems, cars and traffic control 
systems)) specific domain ontologies were developed. Such domain ontologies contain 
hierarchiess of components and functions, part—of relations, operations etc. These domain 
ontologiess were built from scratch using several aids. The generic description type ontology 
(seee Figure 3-5] served to identify perspectives from which a system can be described, for 
examplee physical and functional system descriptions. Furthermore a generic system 
ontologyy that identifies system components served as a skeleton for building specific 
ontologies.. For example, from a physical perspective a system can be decomposed at various 
levelss of aggregation. In abstract terms, a system can be decomposed into "compound 
system",, "equipment", "system", "subsystem", "unit", "subunit", "component", and so on. 
Inn specific terms, for example the car domain ontology, these physical descriptions would be 
somethingg like "car", "bodywork", "door", "door handle", and so on. The technical manuals 
oftenn offered very structured overviews, divided into physical, functional and operational 
parts,, used as starting points to create the specific domain ontologies. For example, a list of 
systemm parts served as a good representation of the physical elements of a system; the 
functionss of a system listed in the table of contents served as a good representation of a 
system'ss functions. Table 3-2 shows an overview of generic and specific levels of applicability 
off  the various ontologies, including example concepts. 
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Structurall Type: - Figure 

Representationall Type: 
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Descriptionn Scope: 

Knowledgee Type: 

Instructionall Role: 

Appliess to instructional design 

Instructionall Strategy: 

Instructionall Activity: 

Instructorr Action: 

Learnerr Action: 

-- Pictorial representation 

-- Structured representation 

-Chart t 

-Structurall overview 

-- Single elaborate 

-- Procedural knowledge 

-- Learning block 

-- Illustration 

-- Example 

-- Modeling 

-- Giving examples 

-- Provide example. 

-- Comprehend example 

Specific c 

SpecificJorr cars 

Topic:: - Car, 

-- Body work. 

-- Headlight carrier panel 

-- Lamp 

Specific/orr technical manuals 

Descriptionn Type: 

-- Depiction of a component 

-- Cross section of a component 

Knowledgee Type: 

-- Procedural knowledge 

-- Knowledge in taking 

precautions s 

Specificc for maintenance training design 

Learningg Goal: 

-- Being able to maintain system X 

-- Skill in performing inspection 

-- Skill in taking precautions 

Tablee 3-2 Overview of abstraction levels of ontologies. 

Thee tools used in IMAT make use of the ontologies and are described in the next sections. 

3.4.22 The analysis process in IMAT 
Thee highly structured technical manuals allow for automatic segmentation. The document 
analysiss and indexing tool AIDAS supports segmentation and indexing of technical manuals 
(Anjewierden,, 2001; de Hoog et al., 2002a). The indexed fragments can be exported to an 
object-orientedd database. Additionally, AIDAS supports the creation of domain ontologies 
fromm overviews or from scratch. Document analysis techniques are combined with the use of 
ontologies,, to subsequently discover the layout structure in a document, the logical 
structuree (the fragments], and to index the logical structure. Segmentation is based on the 
originall document structure: the arrangement of chapters, sections, subsections and 
paragraphs,, resulting in both small fragments (for example an item in a list) and larger 
fragmentss (for example a list combined with a picture). One fragment can contain one or 
moree other fragments. AIDAS analyses text and images: sound and video source material is 
nott analyzed and segmented. Image analysis is performed on large schemas of electrical 
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systems.. Segmentation of these images is based on identification of lines, regions, boxes and 
thee like using image processing techniques and OCR for text. The logical analysis of an 
imagee attempts to identify semantically meaningful subparts to be re-used together with 
textt fragments about that particular subpart. The stages that are distinguished in AIDAS to 
analyzee and index the technical manuals are described below. 

3.4.2.11 Discovering the layout structure: interpreting PDF 
Thee technical manuals in IMAT are available in PDF (Portable Document Format). The 
approachh in IMAT is to use layout information in PDF documents. PDF is a page description 
languagee that is powerful in terms of the rendering capabilities it provides and is widely 
usedd for document exchange. PDF represents a document as a set of instructions for a 
renderingg engine. When these instructions are processed a bitmap is generated which can be 
displayedd on a graphics device. The instructions in PDF fall into four categories: (1) control 
instructionss which work on the image model and produce no output; (2) text instructions 
renderr glyphs; (3}  graphics instructions render lines, curves and rectangles etc.; and (4) image 
instructionss render images. The stream of PDF-instructions is converted to a set of text, 
graphicss and image objects. There are about ten different classes of layout objects (line, 
rectangle,, text, image, curve etc.]. Each of these classes has about ten features (position, font 
face,, font size, color, line width etc.). This information is used in the next step in the analysis 
process. . 

3.4.2.22 Discovering the logical structure 
Thee fragments that need to be stored correspond to elements in the logical document 
structuree (sections, tables, images, items, etc.). To discover the logical structure, the layout 
structuree is interpreted: a set of layout objects is converted to a single logical structure 
object.. To this end, AIDAS reasons about geometry (the positioning of objects on a page); 
markupp (fonts and styles), and sometimes lexical information, for example to recognize that (a) 
iss the start of an item in an itemized list. The approach in AIDAS is based on the idea that 
layoutt objects represent not only their layout features, but that these features also contain 
cuess about the role in the logical structure. For example, a text object in a large bold font 
couldd play the role of a section title, and a text object containing an asterix could play the role 
off  a bulleted item. AIDAS uses this idea by assigning a set of possible roles to each layout 
object.. This process is performed incrementally until thee logical structure is produced. 
Figuree 3-12 shows a page from a technical manual after AIDAS has analyzed it. At the left, 
subsequentt pages can be browsed; at the right the colored lines correspond to the discovered 
logicall  structure. Additionally the textual PDF fragments are reproduced in HTML format. 
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Figuree 3-12 AIDAS tool: result o/text analysis. 

Thee buttons at the bottom of the AIDAS tool, from left to right, allow to set a context (for 
examplee car repair); set a document (for example a manual of a certain type of car); perform 
textt and image analysis (segmentation and indexing); and to expott the indexed fragments to 
aa database. The drop down menu "Storage" allows either clearing the database before 
storage,, or overwriting changed fragments. 

Clickingg on the "Image analysis" button performs the analysis of the images in the source 
materiall  (Worring et al., 2001). This process converts the images to SVG, which are stored in 
thiss format in the database. The transformation to SVG makes it possible to search rhe con-
tentt of an image, something that is not possible with bitmap images. Figure 3-13 shows the 
resultss of analyzing a wiring schema. 
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Figuree 3-13 A1DAS tool: result of image analysis. 

Thee lines in Figure 3-13 are colored and indicate what has been recognized, shown in the list 
off  elements in the upper right hand corner. Components in the drawings are identified as 
boxess with text and (directed) lines associated with text labels. Text is recognized using OCR 
techniques,, and mapped onto concepts in fragment and domain ontologies. By means of 
colorss it is indicated how reliable the OCR is, as this is not 100% certain for documents 
havingg a low quality of the source. As no mistakes are allowed in technical diagrams the user 
mustt have a clue about the quality of the OCR. 
Additionall  functionalities in the AIDAS tool include a search facility with which the user can 
havee a look at the created fragments, and a functionality to build and maintain ontologies. 

3.4.2.33 Indexing the fragments 
Duringg this stage ontologies are used to index the text and image fragments. The logical 
structuree is analyzed and various techniques are used to define a mapping between the logi-
call  and the semantic structure in a document. Each mapping found between a concept in 
onee of the ontologies and the content of a fragment becomes an index on the fragment. 
Thee fragment ontology is used for indexing the fragments on general syntactic properties 
suchh as Size for text fragments and Width and Height for images, and on Medium Type, 
Structurall  Type, and Representational Type. The attribute values are derived automatically 
fromm the source. 
Specificc domain ontologies serve to index fragments on Topic by matching terms in the title 
off  a fragment to terms in the ontology. Titles in technical manuals are often similar to con-
ceptss in the domain ontology. For example when a section describes how a particular 
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componentt works or how it can be replaced, the titl e wil l at least include the name of the 
component.. AIDAS uses a procedure that takes a title, normalizes it to a set of relevant words 
andd then compares this list of words with the concepts in the domain ontology. Although 
thiss process may seem trivial, knowledge about language is required, for example about 
inflectionss and conventions used in particular languages (deleting d' in d'ecoulement in 
French).. If the titl e of a fragment maps onto a concept, then the Topic of the fragment 
becomess the name of the concept and recursively all sub-fragments wil l also get this Topic. 
Thee idea is that if a section is about some concept, all sub-sections wil l also be about that 
concept,, at least indirectly. Technical manuals basically contain text and drawings that are 
oftenn physically separated in the document. A convention that is often used in titles is 
"Generall  theory of operation (Fig. 14-15A)". Before this can be properly indexed a number of 
inferencess need to be made. First, a picture fragment must be found which has "14-15A" in 
thee caption and then extract a Topic from the caption. The domain ontology should contain 
att least abbreviations and the most important synonyms of components for matching titles 
ontoo concepts to work well. 

Thee description ontology is used for indexing fragments on semantic properties that regard 
thee Description Type and Scope of the material, by mapping terms in the text to terms in the 
ontology,, while making use of heuristics. A way to derive Description Type is to map the 
wordss in the body of a fragment to a set of terms that indicate a high probability of a certain 
Descriptionn Type. For example, a fragment is indexed as a "structural description" if the 
termss or sets of terms like "component", "consists of' occur in the body. The Description 
Scopee of a fragment can often be found by considering the relative position of the fragment. 
AA simple rule is that if a chapter has a certain Topic and the first section of the chapter is 
calledd "Introduction" or "General" then the section can be indexed on the Topic with a 
Descriptionn Scope of "general". Another way to derive the Description Scope is by looking at 
thee occurrences of a certain Topic in a larger context. For example, by checking if more 
fragmentsfragments about the same Topic occur, the value for the Description Scope attribute can be 
derived.. If for instance two fragments occur, both with the concept "CWAR-radar" (or any of 
itss synonyms or abbreviations) in the title of the fragment, the first is likely to have a general 
Descriptionn Scope, while the second probably has an elaborate Description Scope. This, of 
course,, depends on the document structure. 

AIDASS demonstrates that a mapping between layout and logical document structure with 
supportt of ontologies allows identifying document fragments and indexing them on 
syntacticc properties, and that a mapping between logical and semantic structure is feasible 
withh the support of ontologies, allowing indexing the fragments on semantic properties. 

3.4.33 The storage process in IMAT 
Inn the storage process, fragments are stored in an object-oriented multi-media database 
(Jasminee ®). Fragments can be stored in the database three ways: by hand; they can be 
exportedd from the AIDAS tool; or they can be re-/ed into the database from the Authoring 
Environmentt Interface (see Section 3.4.4). Fragments exported from the AIDAS tool result 
fromfrom segmentation and contain automatically derived indexes. Fragments re-fed into the 
databasee may be enhanced with instructional editing and with additional, manually added 
indexes.. In addition, "bags" of possible relevant fragments for a certain instructional 
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scenarioo can be stored. An example of a stored indexed fragment is shown in Figure 3-14. 
Automaticallyy derived attribute values are printed in italics. 

Domainn Topic: 
Fragmentt Medium Type: 
Fragmentt Representational Type 
Fragmentt Structural Type: 
Description n 

Descriptionn Type: 

Descriptionn Scope 
instructionall Description 

Knowledgee Type: 

instructionall Rote: 

HeadlightHeadlight carrier panel 
Image;Image; .bmp 
Drawing Drawing 
Figure Figure 

StructuralStructural description; Cross section 
off a component 

SingleSingle detailed 

Perceptuall knowledge of structure; 
Identificationn of parts 

illustration;; Explanation 

Figuree 3-14 Example of an annotated imagefragment. 

Managingg the database consists of two parts: creating contexts for applications and managing 
fragments.. Creating contexts is done by loading ontologies that are relevant for the context 
(orr domain) from which the fragments in the technical manual are extracted. In addition, 
versionss of fragments can be created, so that for instance a fragment containing a mistake 
cann be edited and the modified fragment stored as a draft. In technical domains, manuals can 
containn mistakes that are discovered during use, but the cycle time between the detection of 
aa mistake and an official update from the manufacturer is often very long. In the mean time 
itt is necessary to store the mistake without changing the "official" content of the technical 
documentation. . 

Thee structure of concepts, attributes and relations in the ontologies is represented in a data-
modell  (Kabel & Wielinga, 1999). A datamodel defines a placeholder for the content that is to 
bee stored, which means objects, with attributes, their possible values and relations between 
objects.. Figure 3-15 shows the structure of concepts, attributes and relations is represented 
inn a datamodel. 

11 + 

elabors elabors 

11 + 

description n 

has-description has-description 

1++ 1 + 

tes tes 

fragment t 

11 + 

Ass-frsfl l 

11 + 

fragment t 

has-mstructionat-has-mstructionat-
description description 

1++ 1 + 

ment-part ment-part 

instructional l 

description n 

11 + 

etabon etabon 

11 + 

instructional l 

description n 

tes tes 

FigureFigure 3-15 Datamodel. 
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Thee rectangles represent objects. The lines represent relations and the italic text indicates 
thee name of the relation. One fragment, textual or pictorial, can contain one or more other 
fragments,fragments, be it textual or pictorial. This design implicates that besides atomic fragments 
(thee most elementary fragments as defined in Chapter z), larger fragments can be stored, in 
suchh a way that larger fragments contain atomic fragments. Each fragment has a description 
andd an instructional description. One (instructional) description may elaborate another, 
accountingg for different levels of granularity. 
Ontologiess are represented in the Conceptual Modeling Language (CML), (Schreiber et al., 
2000).. In the fragment ontology, the concept "fragment" is defined as the fundamental 
placeholderr for the indexing of an information element (see Figure 3-16). 

EfKjll fragment entity 
Cp-if!! fragment 

- E ll pictorial fragment 
L g jj t e x f fragment 

S-CJJ fragment medium 
|l-CDD fragment representational type 

G~JJ fragment structural type 

Figuree }-i6 Structure of concepts in the/rogment ontology. 

Al ll  fragments in the database are represented as instances of the concept "fragment" (see 
Figuree 3-17). A fragment can be a text fragment or a pictorial fragment, which inherit attri-
butess from fragment and have additional attributes specific for pictures (for example, start X, 
startt Y, width, height). 

CONCEPTT fragment, 
DESCRIPTION N 

"A"A fragment is a unit of information"; 
SUB-TYPE-OPP fragment entity', 
ATTRIBUTES S 

sourcee { string }; 
"datee created': { string }; 
size;; { number}; 
url:: { string }. 
medium:: { fragment medium'}; 
'structurall type': { fragment structural type'}, 
"representationall type': { fragment representational type'}: 
descriptionss { description}; 
Instructionall descriptions': {'instructional description'}; 
parts:: {fragment }; 

ENDD CONCEPT fragment; 

Figuree 3-17 Concept "fragment" with attributes. 
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Thee terms in curly brackets refer to the possible values that the attribute can have. The values 
off  attributes Source, Date Created, Size and URL are standard data types and are not derived 
fromm ontologies. 
Forr the attributes Medium Type, Structural Type and Representational Type, possible values 
comee from branches of the fragment ontology. For example, the possible values for the 
Structurall  Type attribute come from the structural type branch in the fragment ontology. 
Thee attributes Descriptions, Instructional Descriptions and Parts represent relations to 
otherr objects. The Descriptions attribute represents a relation to an object "description". In 
thee description ontology a concept description is defined as the placeholder for a description 
(seee Figure 3-5]. A "description" object has two attributes, Description Type and Description 
Scope,, the possible values come from the description type and scope branches in the 
descriptionn ontology. Likewise, the Instructional Descriptions attribute represents a relation 
too an object "instructional description". In the instruction ontology, a concept instructional 
descriptionn is defined as the fundamental placeholder for an instructional description (see 
Figuree 1-6). An "instructional description" object has two attributes, Knowledge Type and 
Instructionall  Role, the possible values come from thee knowledge type and instructional role 
branchess in the instructional description ontology. The Parts attribute also represents a rela-
tionn to another object, fragment, allowing a fragment to contain one or more other fragments. 

3.4.44 The retrieval process in IMAT 
Thee Authoring Environment Interface (de Hoog et al., 2002b] supports the retrieval process. 
Thee tool operates on the database, serving as a mechanism for transferring selected fragments 
fromfrom the database to the "authoring environment" that is used to create instructional 
materiall  (for instance Microsoft Word). The main functionalities of this tool are to compose 
queries,, browse and view results, add additional indexes, and copy fragments to an 
authoringg environment of choice, which can be any application that supports the copy/paste 
facilityy in Microsoft Windows. 
Inn the window in Figure 3-18 the user can specify what is searched for. 
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Figuree 3-18 Authoring Environment Interface -jra.gment retrieval window. 

Att the top of this window, the otigin of the fragments can be selected. Fragments either 
comee from technical manuals (the source document fragments), or from user customized 
contentt (fragments enhanced with instructional editing), or both. One can also search for 
fragmentss coming from one particular manual by specifying its title in "Source title". The 
slotss in the window in Figure 3-18 represent the search terms that can be used: Topics, 
Keywords,, Description Type, Knowledge Type and Use (Instructional Role). The "+" and "-" 
pushh buttons open lists of predefined terms, which are derived from the ontologies, that can 
bee selected by the user.'After filling all or only a few of the slots, the user clicks on the 
"Retrieve"" button, after which the search is started. In the "Search log" section, a count is 
givenn of the number of fragments matching the query. After the search is over a "Display" 
buttonn appears, which after being pushed, shows a list of retrieved fragments, each of which 
cann be displayed. Figure 3-19 displays a picture that has been retrieved. 
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FE E 

Figuree 3-15) Authoring Environment Interface - main window displaying retrieval results. 

Thee "tabs" in Figure 3-19 make it possible to display the four main types of fragment (text, 
pictures,, video, sound), but simultaneous retrieval can be done activating the set boxes to the 
leftt under "Search". By clicking on "Set criteria" the user can specify queries, as shown in 
Figuree 3-18. The retrieved fragments are listed at the top, clicking the set boxes displays a 
fragmentt on the canvas. For pictures, the tool offers possibilities to scale it, to show thumb-
nailss when many pictures are retrieved, as well as cutting out a part of a picture. When the 
picturee is an analyzed diagram present in SVG in the database, search can also be performed 
onn the content of the picture. Thus searching for a particular component with "text" and 
"pictute""  selected would return all fragments (text and pictures] containing this component. 
Transferr to an authoring environment can be done by using the Clipboard (copy-paste) 
facilityy or by storing the fragment as a file. 
Inn the Authoring Environment Interface a retrieved fragment can be given additional indexes 
usingg the instructional description ontology. This is shown in Figure 3-20. 
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Figuree 3-20 Authoring Environment Interface - window/or additional manual indexing. 

Inn Figure 3-20 a retrieved picture (not shown) is going to be indexed with a particular Know-
ledgee Type: perceptual knowledge of structure with visual identification of parts. 
Inn the retrieval process, of course all ontologies can be used. The distinction between various 
perspectivess on content has obvious advantages with respect to retrieval: search and retrieval 
cann be performed based on combinations of physical, domain, and task related properties. 
Forr example, an instructional designer may look for a picture of some component, using it 
forr "illustration" in the lesson material. The vocabulary in the instructional descriptions 
ontologyy wil l serve to find all illustrations, while the domain ontology wil l provide the topic. 
Additionally,, so called instructional material bags with fragments relevant for an instruc-
tionall  scenario can be saved, and annotations concerning organizational memory (user ex-
periences)) can be added to the material 

3.4.55 The re-use process in IMA T 
Thee re-use process is supported with the Scenario Tool (Barnard, Kabel, Riemersma, 
Desmoulinss & Grandbastien, 2000; de Hoog et al., 2002b). The Scenario Tool (see Figure 3-21) 
supportss constructing a skeletal lesson in order to retrieve those fragments suitable for a 
certainn training scenario. 
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Figuree 3-21 Scenario Tool. 

Inn Figure 3-21 the top-level bars from left (Learning Goal] to right (Material Use), are the 
sequentiall  steps in constructing a skeletal lesson, which in turn follow the instructional 
designn ontology. First a Learning Goal is selected and the tool automatically selects the fit-
tingg fragment description (for example "definition; location of component"). Next the user 
selectss a Knowledge Type (for instance "declarative knowledge, knowledge of structure, 
composition")) and an Instructional Strategy. The options are constrained by previous 
choices.. After choosing a particular Instructional Strategy the remaining columns are 
derivedd automatically. The content of the column Instructional Activities contains the 
skeletall  lesson consisting of a sequence of things that have to be done. At the top is the 
activityy that has to be carried out first (for example "setting goals"), and at the bottom is the 
onee that has to be carried out last (for example "explanation of next lessons"). The column I/L 
Actionss specifies which kinds of activities are expected from instructors and learners during 
aa phase of the skeletal lesson. The final column Material Use indicates what role the material 
usedd plays in the related phase. For example, during the Presentation activity the material 
usedd plays mainly a definitional role. After the skeletal lesson has been identified it can be 
savedd to file as an instructional material bag in the Authoring Environments Interface. This 
"bag""  can be opened and then it shows the structure of the skeletal lesson developed using 
thee Scenario Tool. The user can now employ the characterizations from the skeletal lesson, 
forr example Knowledge Type and Material Use, together with a Topic or keyword to guide 
thee retrieval, that is setting search criteria just as in Figure 3-18. The retrieved and selected 
fragmentss can now be stored as files in the relevant sections of the bag, ready to be copied to 
ann authoring environment. 
Inn the re-use process the benefit of discriminating between physical, domain, and task-
relatedd aspects of fragments is found in the shift of the instructional designer's focus from 
thee retrieval task to the goal task of instructional design. By specifying the task-related 
aspectss and a topic, an instructional designer is provided with a set of potentially useful 
fragmentss for some learning goal and is supported in sequencing the fragments. 

3.4.66 Evaluation of the ontologies in IMAT 
AA formative evaluation (Kabel, Riemersma & Wielinga, 2001) was performed at the three 
IMA TT user sites: RNLAF (Royal Netherlands Airforce), AFPA (Association Nationale pour la 
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Formationn Professionnelle des Adultes) and ETRA. At the RNLAF the focus is to learn the 
learnerss to reason about a (weapon-)system; the most important learning goal at AFPA is 
gearedd towards corrective maintenance (of a car); at ETRA all learning goals would be 
suitable,, but the instructional strategies mainly are exploration and coaching (to learn 
solvingg problems with traffic control systems]. The goal of the evaluation was to provide 
directionss for improvement of three ontologies, description, instructional description and 
instructionall  design, in terms of completeness and correctness, specificity level and com-
prehensibility.. To evaluate the ontologies, the three user partners composed lesson material 
fromm their database with indexed fragments using the ontologies in the Scenario Tool and 
thee Authoring Environment Interface, and filled out a questionnaire. 

3.4.5.11 Completeness and correctness 
Userss were asked if they would add or remove top-level concepts. The resulting comments 
aree listed below. 

Despitee the inclusion of an extensive corrective maintenance branch in all relevant 
partss of the ontologies, users missed "problem solving" to deal with problems that are 
nott covered by the standard fault-tree or dealing with unexpected situations (for 
examplee during exercises). They would like to have this represented in a Learning Goal, 
Knowledgee Type, Instructional Strategy ("problem-based and/or case-based learning") 
andd Instructional Role ("problem" and "case"). 
Thee difference between installation and configuration, mainly in those systems with 
embeddedd software, should be explicit. The first one would relate to physical instal-
lationn of the equipment and its components, the second one (configuration) to the 
preparationn of the system to carry out a given functionality. Users would add a Lear-
ningg Goal "being able to configure a system", and add Description Types "overview of 
installationn task", "overview of configuration task" and "overview of programming 
task",, and lastly they would add a Knowledge Type "knowing how to configure a system". 
Thee Learning Goal "being able to perform inspection tasks" is seen as a sub-goal of 
bothh preventive and corrective maintenance. 

Too Knowledge Types, users would add "knowledge about responsibilities and compe-
tenciess of different staff members/organizational units" and they would remove 
"attitudee with respect to organizational goals" and "attitude with respect to teamwork". 
Userss would like to be able to define their own Instructional Strategies, for example 
"collaborativee learning". They would also like to choose a combination of two instruc-
tionall  strategies instead ofjust one. 

Inn general, improvements with respect to correctness and completeness would lie in ex-
tendingg the ontology with a problem solving branch; differentiating between installation 
andd configuration of a system; and in extending the number of Instructional Strategies. 

3.4.6.22 Specificity level 
Too evaluate the specificity level of concepts, users were asked if they would split or merge 
detailedd concepts. The idea behind this is that when users want to split a single concept into 
twoo or more concepts itt is regarded as being too large, and if they want to merge two or more 
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conceptss into one, it is regarded as being too small. The comments on this question are listed 
below. . 

Withh respect to Learning Goal, the difference between "structural description of (sub) 
components""  and "structural layout of (sub)components" is not clear, nor is the dif-
ferencee between "goals of the function" and "function". According to the users, the 
conceptss are too detailed and should be merged. 
Thee specificity level of Knowledge Type concepts is generally regarded to be too 
detailed.. The detailed Knowledge Type concepts are suitable for an expert (a learning 
psychologist)) but not for instructors as in their own education they do not learn much 
moree detail than the distinction between knowledge, skills and attitudes. 
Thee list of actions is considered a form of guidance or a reminder for the instructors 
(sincee it is automatically generated). It may be very detailed for many instructors but it 
iss valuable as a checklist. 

Somee distinctions between concepts in Instructional Role require differentiating 
definitions,, for example "feedback" and "answer"; "hint", "guideline" and "reminder". 

Inn general, the specificity level of concepts is sometimes considered to be too detailed. Either 
thee differences between concepts have to be made clear or concepts have to be merged. 
Sometimess not all detailed concepts are used, but they are useful serving as a checklist. 

3.4.6.33 Comprehensibility 
Too evaluate if users comprehend the ontologies, they were asked if they understand the 
meaningg of the detailed concepts. Comments are listed below. 

Learningg Goal concepts are regarded to be complex and formulated in theoretical terms, 
forr example learning the learner to recognize (sub)components in larger (subcomponents 
orr units. 
Knowledgee Type concepts too are found quite theoretical and abstract. 
Withh respect to Instructional Strategy concepts users say they are unfamiliar with the 
termm "exploration", and that "articulation" is a non-standard term. In general they 
needd more explanation to understand these strategies. 

Generall  improvements lie in reducing the complexity of mainly Learning Goal and Know-
ledgee Type concepts, and in a better explanation of Instructional Strategy concepts. 
Thee evaluation aimed to highlight directions for improvement. The ontologies that are at 
thee core of the Scenario Tool could be improved in terms of completeness and correctness, 
specificityy level and comprehensibility. However, the evaluation also showed that users were 
ablee to perform the task of creating instructional material with the Scenario Tool. Beside this 
evaluation,, the tools were used in the daily practice of the people who created training 
materiall  and give maintenance courses. When asked, users confirm that the tools have added 
valuee in their work. 
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3.55 Conclusions 

Thee IMAT approach to re-use technical documentation for training purposes is based on the 
ideaa of dispensing with the traditional sequential structure of documents and to replace it 
withh a much richer structure that allows retrieval and re-use of material in a variety of 
instructionall  contexts. In essence, the technical documents are converted into a large collec-
tionn of information fragments stored and indexed in a database. Each information fragment 
iss described by a number of attributes to which values are assigned from a collection of onto-
logies.. These descriptions concern the subject matter in the application domain; syntactic 
propertiess of the material such as the medium type, structural and representational 
properties;; semantic properties of the material such as the description type and scope; and 
semantic,, task-related properties of the material such as the type of knowledge and the role 
off  the material in instruction. These properties provide flexible access to fragments. The task 
off  developing instructional material is not always well understood and the diversity of 
learningg goals and learning tasks requires flexibilit y in instructional material design. A rich 
sett of ontologies appears to be a crucial means of achieving this flexibilit y of (re-)use of source 
materials. . 

AA "proof of concept" of using ontologies in the material handling processes was demon-
stratedd in the IMAT project. Ontologies have a number of advantages that are an improve-
mentt with respect to other methods: they solve a number of terminological problems, they 
supportt the (semi-) automated segmentation of source documents, they enable a rich, multi-
facettedd description of document fragments, and their modular structure allows retrieval 
fromm multiple viewpoints. Retrieval is even more extensively supported when the context of 
re-usee is taken into account: instructional designers are able to create instructional material 
fromm a collection of information fragments, fully based on task specifications. 
Havingg shown the feasibility of using ontologiess for the processes, the next question to be 
addressedd regards the effect of using ontologies for indexing with respect to other methods. 
Semanticc annotations are important to provide meaningful information to retrievers, but 
manuallyy added annotations may contain inconsistencies, which would undermine the 
powerr of retrieval based on these annotations. The next chapter investigates whether using 
ontologiess leads to higher consistency between annotations made by different indexers 
whenn compared to a bag of keywords. 
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44 Consistency in indexing with ontologies 

Thee research presented in this chapter  provides some insight in the degree of consistency 
employedd in manual indexing. This chapter  was published (with minor  changes] at the 
Learningg Objects 2003 Symposium (Kabel, de Hoog &  Wielinga, 2003), and in a special edition 
onn learning objects of the AACE Journal of Educational Multimedi a and Hypermedia (Kabel, 
dee Hoog, Wielinga &  Anjewierden, 2004b]. 

4.11 Introduction 

Thiss chapter investigates whether people can use a knowledge-rich annotation structure to 
indexx material. Automatic indexing with ontologies can be achieved to some degree, as was 
illustratedd in Chapter 3, but most semantic tagging as yet has to be done manually. As is 
stressedd by the ARIADNE foundation, one of the practical problems that arise when a 
metadataa system is widely used is indexation (the creation of the metadata by humans], 
whichh should be as easy as possible. The difficulty of manual indexing is illustrated in an 
empiricall  study of the use of ARIADNE's EMR annotation structure for indexing over the 
pastt 7 years (Najjar, Ternier & Duval, 2003]. This study shows that indexers often use only a 
subsett of attributes, and in addition often use just one value. This indicates that indexers 
differr in the way they choose attributes to describe their learning objects as well as in 
vocabularyy values assigned to each attribute. Moreover, by looking into the metadata 
informationn filled in by each indexer, they noticed that indexers often use different mental 
templatess of attributes andd values every time they index new learning objects. This indicates 
thatt even a single person may over time use different attribute values for the same object. To 
indexx material with semantic metadata requires human interpretation. Having a standard 
suchh as IEEE LOM (2002) does not guarantee that applying this standard to the same learning 
objectss by different people wil l yield the same outcomes. If there are differences, this wil l be 
detrimentall  to the effectiveness and efficiency of retrieval for re-use. Ontologies may be a 
meanss to promote consistent indexing because, as opposed to flat lists of values, structured 
listss of values may make it easier for indexers to index learning objects in a consistent way: 
thee structure leaves less room for different interpretations. 

Ann empirical investigation is reported in this chapter, addressing the question whether 
differentt indexers are capable of applying a standardized value vocabulary consistently. To 
gainn insight into the degree of consistency in indexing, three questions are investigated. 
First,, to what extent do different indexers, having the same attributes and value lists at their 
disposal,, annotate the same learning objects with the same values? Second, does annotating 
withh structured value lists lead to more correspondence between indexers than flat value 
lists?? And third, is consistency of indexing dependent on medium types (for example video 
orr text), the nature of the annotation structure (flat lists versus ontologies], different types of 
attributesattributes (tangible versus intangible), or on a specific domain (formal versus informal)? This 
wil ll  be investigated in two experiments in which subjects annotate a set of pre-selected 
fragments. . 
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Thee experiments are conducted in a controlled setting. The experiments are set up as realistic 
ass possible, however several choices were made that can influence the scope of this research. 
Thee first is a choice of subjects, who should represent the "average indexer". From profes-
sionall  indexers a relatively high degree of consistency may be expected. However, there is not 
muchh experience with recently developed standards. In addition, it cannot be expected that 
inn the future all indexing wil l be performed by experts. Likewise, quite likely users of 
metadataa for retrieval wil l be inexperienced too as the population of Internet users increases. 
Byy selecting relatively inexperienced indexers for this research, a kind of "worst case" was 
created,, determining a bottom line of what can be achieved in terms of consistency. Another 
factorr is the difficulty of the indexing task itself. Applying an annotation structure and 
indexingg vocabulary is seen as a difficult task. For instance, to annotate material with a domain 
vocabularyy LOM allows 15 values in the attribute Taxon Path, and a keyword attribute allows 
forr 40 values, ideally requiring a domain expert. In reality, a domain expert with experience 
inn indexing who is familiar with the material may specify several different attributes of one 
orr several fragments at once. To make the indexing task practicable for the inexperienced 
indexerss the subjects were trained in using the annotation structures. In addition, the choice 
wass made to permit a limited number of values per attribute. To reduce the complexity of 
thee task of indexing with ontologies on multiple attributes, all fragments were annotated in 
successionn per attribute. Concentrating on one attribute (one ontology) at a time requires 
lesss mental effort than thinking about attributes alternately. By organizing the stimulus 
inputt simultaneously into several dimensions and successively into chunks, the amount of 
informationn one is able to receive, process and remember is stretched (Miller, 1956). 

4.22 Consistency in indexing with flat value lists 

Inn this experiment, subjects annotated a set of pre-selected fragments about the JAVA 
programmingg language. To be able to judge subjects' annotations these were compared with 
ann expert's annotations made by a professor of Social Science Informatics with knowledge of 
thee JAVA programming language, pedagogical experience and a long history of research in 
thee area of ontologies. 

4.2.11 The annotation structure 
Thee annotation structure used in the JAVA experiment (see Table 4-1) comprises 13 LOM 
attributess and 4 additional ones (derived from the IMAT vocabulary). Value lists are flat, 
eitherr scales (values ranging from low to high) or unordered collections of terms, except for 
thee JAVA concept hierarchy, which is a structured value list. 

Category y 

General l 

Lifecycle e 

Attribute e 

LOM:: Titl e 

LOM:: Description 

LOM:: Version 

LOM:: Role, Entity, Date 

Examplee values 

Freee text 

Freee text 

Freee text 

Freee text 
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Category y 

Content t 

Education n 

Domain n 

Attribute e 

LOM:: Learning Resource Type 

(adaptedd to the JAVA domain) 

LOM:: Semantic Density 

Descriptionn Type (writing perspective) 

Descriptionn Scope (nature of grain size) 

Knowledgee Type (kind of knowledge) 

LOM:: Learning Context 

LOM:: Interactivity Type 

LOM:: Interactivity Level 

LOM:: Difficult y 

Instructionall  Role (possible role(s) in 

instruction) ) 

Examplee values 

Narrativee Text 

Programmingg Code 

Veryy Low 

Veryy High 

Physicall  Description 

Procedurall  Description 

Generall  (introductory) 

Detailed d 

Terminologicall  Knowledge 

Conceptuall  Knowledge 

Practicall  Knowledge 

School,, Higher Education 

Active e 

Expositive e 

Veryy Low 

Veryy High 

Veryy Easy 

Veryy Difficul t 

Example e 

Explanation n 

Goodd Practice 

LOM:: Taxon Path (JAVA domain Class 

ontologyy comprising an is-a and a part-c f Method 

conceptt hierarchy) Variable 

Tablee 4-1 Annotation structure and example values of the indexing vocabulary used in the JAVA experiment. 

Thee LOM annotation structure and indexing vocabularies were only partly included because 
nott all attributes are applicable to the document fragments and because indexing the frag-
mentss with the complete annotation structure would take too much time. The perspectives 
onn material (described in Chapter 3, the physical and domain related aspects of the material 
andd the task of instructional design) are partly covered in this annotation structure by 
categoriess of attributes about the content, the domain and education. 

4.z.z4.z.z Method 
Subjectss had the task to annotate a set of 7 text and picture fragments by assigning a single 
valuee to each attribute. The correspondence between subjects' annotations and an expert's 
annotationss is measured. The following subsections describe the variables, subjects, materials 
andd procedure. 
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4-2.2.11 Variables 
Thee dependent variable is the correspondence of subjects' single value annotations with 
thosee of the expert. Correspondence is operationalized by calculating the percentage of 
subjectss that annotated the same as the expert over all fragments. The results are analyzed 
basedd on strict matching criteria (which require an exact match between the subject's and 
thee expert's value, free text annotations excluded), and on flexible matching criteria, to 
accountt for subjects who were less specific than the expert but not necessarily wrong. The 
flexibleflexible matching criteria are that, in a structured value list such as the JAVA concept 
hierarchy,, a subject's value matches with the expert's more specific value, for instance Class 
matchess with a direct sub-concept in the ontology Applet. In value scales, two adjacent 
valuess match (for example Very Easy matches with Easy), and in unordered value lists similar 
valuess match (for example Learning Resource Type value Preface matches with Foreword). 
Thee flexible matching criteria are a kind of approximation of an ontology, allowing a 
tentativee answer to the question about the effect of structured versus flat value lists. If high 
consistencyy is found based on values that are similar but not exactly the same, structured 
valuee lists, permitting different levels of abstraction, may be a means to reduce the number 
off  mismatches between two indexers. 

4.2.2.22 Subjects 
Thee participating subjects were third year Social Science Informatics students. 28 Subjects 
participated.. Most of them have taken a JAVA course, however, JAVA is seen as a difficult 
domain.. To pool knowledge of the domain the subjects were assigned to groups of two and 
sometimess three persons. Most subjects are familiar with search engines and have some 
instructionall  experience. 

4.2.2.33 Materials 
Twoo sets of 7 fragments were selected from the Internet. Each group of subjects annotated 
onee of two sets of fragments, to prevent subjects copying their neighbors' annotations. The 
fragmentss consisted of text fragments and pictures about JAVA. Text fragments consisted of 
narrativee texts, for example a paragraph explaining a Java concept, and pieces of JAVA code. 
Picturess consisted of structural schemas and screen dumps of JAVA applets. 
Too annotate the fragments an annotation tool was developed in HTML {see Figure 4-1), 
allowingg subjects to browse through the fragments and to select a value from a drop down 
menuu or to type in text where fixed lists are absent. 
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Figuree 4-1 Annotation tool/orjrqgments aboutJAVA. 

Thee possibility to browse th rough the fragments allowed subjects to compare and, if 

necessary,, change previously specified at tr ibute values. Once a fragment annotat ion was 

complete,, this was send to the experimenter by e-mail (using the "Send" bu t ton of the 

Internett browser). 

4.2.2.44 Procedure 

AA week prior to the actual investigation the subjects were introduced to the context in which 

thee indexing task had to be carried out. For example the subjects were told that the frag

mentss they had to annotate were suitable for an introductory JAVA course at university level. 

Inn addition the annotat ion structure and indexing vocabularies and were introduced. This 

wass done to reduce the effect of a possible learning curve caused by using an extensive 

annotat ionn structure for the first t ime. 

Ass some subjects had not previously taken a JAVA course, the subjects were assigned to 13 

groups,, each with at least one person with knowledge of JAVA. The tool was demonstrated, 

afterr which each group annotated one of the two sets of 7 fragments. As a support the 

subjectss could look into a reference work with definitions and examples of at tr ibute values. 

Thee General and Lifecycle categories were filled only once for all fragments because the 

values,, such as Entity (the name of the contributor) and the Date, were expected to be the 

samee for all fragments. Subjects had as much t ime as was necessary to finish the indexing 

task.. The indexing task took between 60 and 90 minutes. 
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4-2-33 Results 

4.2.3.11 Data, preparation 

Thee results of the two sets of 7 fragments were joined together because with an independent 
sampless T-test, no significant differences in percentages correspondence were found. There 
weree also no significant differences between the times in which subjects annotated a set of 7 
fragments. . 

4.2.3.22 Analysis of results 
Onn average, less than half of the subjects' annotations strictly corresponded with the expert's 
annotations.. With the flexible matching criteria 78% of the subjects' annotations corres-
pondedd with the expert's annotations. The flexible matching criteria result in an increase in 
consistencyy of 30%. A closer look at the results shows for which attributes a broad view (flexi-
blee matching criteria) is especially required. Table 4-2 shows the percentage annotations 
correspondingg with the expert's annotations. A high percentage indicates high correspon-
dence.. For example, 84% strict correspondence for the Learning Resource Type attribute 
meanss that out of^i assigned attribute values (the 13 groups of subjects who each annotated 
77 fragments on this attribute), j6 were the same as used by the expert. The rows show 
percentagess based on the strict and flexible matching criteria. The columns represent attri-
butes,, ordered from high average percentages for the strict criteria (left column) to low ones. 

Strict t 

Flexible e 

§1 §1 

H% H% 

95% 95% 

u u 
2 2 
a a 
J3 3 

69% 69% 

&6% &6% 

a a 
0 0 
0. . 

'B B 
Q Q 

56% 56% 

81% 81% 

t t 
0 0 
e e 

55% 55% 

80% % 

u u (X X 
8 8 

<*> > 
a a 
0 0 c c 
a. . 
c c 
0 0 
SG G 
a a 

49% 49% 

75% 75% 

0 0 
<L <L 

'EL L 
0 0 
H H 

46% 46% 

75% 75% 

u u 

1 1 
0 0 

u u 

H H 
1 1 
45% 45% 

74% 74% 

"3 3 
m m 
0 0 

45% 45% 

61% 61% 

n n 

Li i 

'EL L 
O O 

i-i-

44% % 

77% 77% 

S S 
(3 3 

Q Q 

'B 'B 
3 3 

37% 37% 

&7% &7% 

I I 
u u 
Q Q 
Q Q 
C C 

i<5% % 

56% % 

"7j j 

> > 
.3 3 

u u 
2 2 
a a 

16% 16% 

&9% &9% 

> > < < 

48% % 

78% % 

Tablee 4-2 Percentage subjects corresponding with the expert's annotations. 

Nott surprisingly, attributes with "tangible" values that exclude each other, such as Learning 
Resourcee Type and Interactivity Type, generate more agreement than "abstract" attributes 
suchh as Semantic Density, because they require less interpretation. In this respect the high 
percentagess found for the abstract attribute Knowledge Type are surprising. This may be 
duee to the fact that a computer language domain is highly structured and formalized, often 
containingg clear definitions, which could make it easier to detect the type of knowledge in a 
fragment.. Low average percentages are found for all attributes with value scales: Difficulty , 
Interactivityy Level and Semantic Density. Interactivity Level may have caused confusion 
becausee none of the fragments were interactive. However, clearly judging on value scale 
turnss out to be highly subjective. LOM anticipates on the subjective use of value scales, 
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notingg that "inherently, this scale is meaningful within the context of a community of practice". 
Despitee the structured JAVA concept hierarchy [which could be improved), the corres-
pondencee found for domain related annotations (Topic) is below average, which could be an 
indicationn that the subjects' knowledge of JAVA was not sufficient. It can also be a con-
sequencee of the type of fragments that were annotated. Pieces of JAVA code and structural 
schemass were rather abstract, and sometimes complex types of fragments and showed lower 
consistencyy (on average 40%) than a paragraph of text or a screendump of an applet (on ave-
ragee 60%). 

4.2.44 Conclusions 
Thee JAVA experiment shows that with strict matching criteria, overall correspondence is 
low,, indicating the difficulty of consistent indexing. Using a more flexible analysis based on 
ann ontology, gives higher but not perfect consistency. Consistency is most difficult to 
achievee for attributes that require considerable interpretation to correctly assign a value to a 
fragmentt attribute. In the next experiment this last aspect is studied in more detail by provi-
dingg structured value lists and permitting multiple values. Also different medium types are 
included. . 

4.33 Consistency in indexing with structured value lists 

Inn this experiment, subjects annotated a set of pre-selected multi-media fragments in the 
domainn of animals, using an indexing vocabulary with structured value lists (based on the 
IMATT indexing vocabulary). Subjects' multiple-value annotations are compared with those 
off  a team of experts, and the consistency between subjects' annotations that are different 
fromm the experts is also measured. Two experts, with the same qualifications as in the JAVA 
experiment,, created the benchmark; they annotated the fragments independently and al-
mostt identically. The few discrepancies were discussed, leading to agreed upon values. 

4.3.xx The annotation structure 
Thee annotation structure that is used in this experiment is based on ontologies. It comprises 
55 attributes with structured value lists, shown in Table 4-3. 

Attribute e 

Representationall  Type (resembles LOM's 

Learningg Resource Type) 

Examplee values 

Pictoriall  representation 

Reality-relatedd representation 

Photo o 

Textuall  representation 

Structuredd text 

List t 
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Attribute e 

Topicc (gorilla concept hierarchy) 

Descriptionn Type 

Knowledgee Type 

Instructionall  Role 

Examplee values 

Animal l 

Gorilla a 

Mountainn Gorilla 

Behaviorall  Property 

Sociall  Behavior 

Communication n 

Organizationall  Description 

Contentt Description 

Behaviorall  Description 

Physicall  Description 

Conceptuall  Knowledge 

Definitionall  Knowledge 

Factuall  Knowledge 

Practicall  Knowledge 

Pre-instructional l 

Advancee Organizer 

Motivation n 

Introduction n 

Learningg Goal 

Definition n 

Learningg Block 

Illustration n 

Example e 

Tablee 4-3 Annotation structure and example values of the indexing vocabulary used in tfie^orilla experiment. 

4.3.22 Method 

Subjectss had the task to annotate 16 multi-media fragments by assigning at most 5 values to 
eachh attribute. Correspondence between subjects' annotations and experts' annotations is 
measured,, and correspondence amongst subjects' annotations (other than those of the 
experts)) is measured. The prior knowledge of subjects that could influence the indexing task 
waswas assessed using a questionnaire. The following subsections describe the variables, sub-
jects,, materials and procedure. 

4.3.2.11 Variables 
Thee dependent variables are correspondence with experts' annotations and correspondence 
betweenn subjects' annotations excluding those which are the same as the experts'. Analysis is 
basedd on strict and flexible matching criteria. The strict matching criteria require a perfect 
matchh between two values. The flexible matching criteria permit values of different levels of 
detail,, where direct sub- or super-concepts of the experts' concepts are considered to match. 
Forr example, the values Lowland Gorilla and Western Lowland Gorilla form a matching pair 
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usingg the flexible criteria, but not for the strict criteria. The scoring method calculates the 
basee rate for an attribute, which is the prior probability that two annotations match. This 
scoringg method corrects for coincidentally corresponding annotations. It is based on the 
probabilityy of a match, given the number of concepts in the ontology, the number of concepts 
usedd by the experts and the number of concepts used by the subject. The following formula 
iss used (hypergeometric distribution): 

N N 
m m 
n n 
k k 

H H 
P(H=k) ) 

== number of concepts in the ontology. 
== number of concepts used by the experts. 
== number of concepts used by a subject. 
== number of concepts used by a subject that 

matchh the experts' concepts. 
== number of possible matches. 
== the probability that H equals k. 

Becausee a low probability of an accidental match should, when it occurs, be rewarded with a 
highh score, the score a subject receives for an attribute is i-P(H=k). Each subject receives a 
maximumm score of 1 for each attribute that corresponds with the experts. 
Too measure correspondence between subjects' alternative annotations, different from the 
experts',, each possible subject pair is compared in both directions. In each comparison, all 
"test-subjects""  are tested for correspondence against a "norm-subject". So each subject is the 
"norm-subject""  once, and the "test-subject" as many times as there are other subjects. The 
samee scoring method as for the correspondence with the experts was used. Only flexible 
matchingg criteria were used, implying that direct sub- and superconcepts are considered 
corresponding,, except for root-concepts. Each subject receives a maximum score of 1 for each 
attributee that represents correspondence with other subjects. Because not all subjects used 
differentt concepts than the experts, the correspondence-score counts for the percentage of 
subjectss that used alternatives. 

4.3.2.22 Subjects 
211 Subjects volunteered to participate. Of these, 19 subjects are 3r d and 4t h year students, and 
22 subjects are teachers Social Science Informatics. The subjects represent inexperienced 
indexers,, but were expected to have enough knowledge to perform the indexing task indivi-
duallyy (instead of in groups). 

4.3.2.33 Materials 
AA set of 16 fragments was randomly selected for each subject. These were drawn from a set of 
aboutt 800 fragments about gorillas and stored in a Prolog database. Of each medium type 
(text,, picture, sound and video), 4 fragments of approximately the same size were selected. 
Ann annotation tool was created in SWI-Prolog and XPCE 9 , and Windows Media Player was 
usedd to display sound and video fragments. The annotation tool allowed subjects to browse 

99 http://www.swi.psy.uva.nl/sofrware.hnnI 

UJL-kk J 
P(HH = k) = 

O O 
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throughh the fragments and assign values selected from a hierarchical tree structure. Figure 
4-22 shows a screenshot of the tool in which a picture fragment is annotated with Represen-
tationall  Type concepts. 

Textt an d pi cture fragments 
aree displayed here, sound 
andd video is displayed m 
"Windowss Media Player 

Conceptss are selected 
fromm the indexing 
vocabularyy here 

'  > Slf«f»«t I. 

É É 
if f 

Sii  ™>«y«' "  " 
MfRSMMwo o 

!J-- .Tilts' 

AA Representati onal 
Typee annotation, 
consistingg of 0-5 

\\ concepts. 

i i ^ d d 

Figuree 4-z Ontology-based annotation tooljor/ragments aboiitgonllas. 

Thee \6 fragments were annotated one attribute at the time. The fragments were displayed in 
randomm order for each attribute to prevent a bias caused by the order in which fragments 
weree presented. The buttons "Previous fragment" and "Next fragment" are used for 
browsingg through the fragments. Values can be assigned to, for example, the Representa-
tionall  Type attribute of each of the 16 fragments. By clicking "Next fragment", the anno-
tationn field is cleared and the next fragment is displayed. Previously made annotations can be 
changedd using the "Previous fragment" button. Terms are transferred to and from the anno-
tationn field using the "*<"  and "••" buttons. When finished with, for example, Represen
tationall Type annotations, the attribute values are saved with the "Apply" button, after 
whichh the next attribute and indexing vocabulary are presented. 

Thee experimental setup was tested and the time to conduct the indexing task was estimated 
too be one hour. 

4.3.2.44 Procedure 
Firstt the tool was demonstrated and the annotation structure explained. Instead of a single 
value,, a more realistic number of at most 5 values per attribute was allowed. However, the 
numberr of terms was limited to keep the indexing task practicable and to stimulate subjects 
too think about the best suiting terms. Subjects were told to be as precise as possible, yet they 
weree allowed to use a super-concept where appropriate. As a support the subjects could look 
intoo a reference work with definitions and examples of concepts in the indexing vocabulary. 
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Subjectss had as much time as was necessary to finish the indexing task. Subjects completed 
thee indexing task in between 45 and 60 minutes, after which the questionnaire was filled out. 
Thee questionnaire contained a set of questions about subjects' prior knowledge (instruc-
tionall  experience, knowledge of the topic and familiarity with search engines) and a set of 
evaluativee questions about the annotation structure. 

4.3.33 Results 

4.3.3.11 Data preparation 
Thee frequency of concepts used per fragment attribute was counted and the correspon-
dence-scoress were calculated. The time spent on the indexing task did not differ significantly 
betweenn subjects. There were also no significant differences between subjects' prior know-
ledge. . 

4.3.3.22 Analysis of results 
Contraryy to the results of the JAVA experiment in which single value annotations are made 
withh flat value lists, the difference between the analysis based on the strict and the flexible 
matchingg criteria is small when multiple-value annotations are made with structured value 
lists.. Based on the strict matching criteria an average consistency of .71 was found, and based 
onn the flexible matching criteria an average consistency of .73. This small difference shows 
thatt offering structured value lists leads to more consistency between indexers. Table 4-4 
showss the average score across subjects, based on the flexible matching criteria. A high score 
indicatess high correspondence with the experts' annotations. Rows represent sets of 4 
fragmentss of the same medium type. Columns represent attributes, ordered from high (left 
column)) to low average scores. 
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.56 6 
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•75 5 

•75 5 

•74 4 

•73 3 

Tablee 4-4 Correspondence between subjects' and expert's annotations. 

Ass in the JAVA experiment, high scores are found on "tangible" attributes. Representarional 
Typee scores are significantly high (M=.89, 1=10.74, df=22, Pt.05). Low scores are found on 
"abstract"" attributes. Knowledge Type scores significantly lower than other attributes 
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(M=.53,, £=-4.98, df=22, P-«.05). Compared to the JAVA domain, the Gorilla domain is far less 
formalizedd and structured, making it probably difficult to identify Knowledge Type 
unambiguously.. Instructional Role may score below average because subjects were relatively 
inexperiencedd instructional designers, for example subjects used the concept Illustration 
excessivelyy to annotate images. This is an easy way out, because almost always images are 
theree also for illustrative purposes independent of their precise content in terms of know-
ledgee conveyed. Topic scores are almost similar to the ones in the JAVA domain using flexible 
criteria.. Pictures score lower than other medium types. Instructional Role and Knowledge 
Typee of pictures score significantly lower than average (M=.53, t=-6.i2, df=2i, P-«.o5; M=.3<>, 
t=-7.i4,, df=2i, P<05). Contrarily, most subjects agreed with the experts on the Topic of 
pictures. . 

Too measure the degree of correspondence between subjects' annotations that are different 
fromm those of the experts, each possible subject pair is compared in both directions, using 
thee same scoring method. Only the flexible matching criteria are applied: direct sub- and 
super-conceptss are considered corresponding, except for root-concepts. Each subject 
receivess a maximum score of 1 for each attribute that corresponds with other subjects, 
differentt from the experts. Table 4-5 shows the percentage subjects that annotated with 
otherr values than the experts (%) and the average correspondence between those other values 
(M).. Rows represents sets of 4 fragments of the same medium type. Columns represent 
attributes,, ordered from low average percentage subjects that used alternatives (left}  to high. 
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Tablee 4-5 Correspondence between subjects' alternative annotations. 

Inn the best situation, only a few subjects used different concepts than the experts (indicated 
byy a low percentage), and among the subjects who did, the same concepts were used 
(indicatedd by a high mean correspondence), as is the case for Representational Types of texts. 
Pictures,, compared to other medium types, were most often annotated differently from the 
expertss [62%). Of all attributes, Topics were most often annotated differently from the 
expertss (87%), however subjects agreed on those other annotations to a large extent (.64). For 
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thee 55% of the subjects who used other Knowledge Type values than the experts, a corres-
pondencee of only .30 was found. These subjects disagreed with the experts and with each 
other.. The rich Topic structure of altogether S6 concepts allowed for a high degree of agree-
mentt among subjects, whereas the flat list of only 10 Knowledge Type concepts may have 
hamperedd consistency among subjects' annotations. The lack of structure may have allowed 
subjectss to build their own mental model of types of knowledge, leading to different view-
pointss and interpretations of available concepts. 

Thee results are combined and summarized in Table 4-6. Each cell shows three symbols. A "+" 
standss for the positive situation in which consistent indexing is feasible, a "-" indicates the 
negativee situation. The first sign is positive (+) if the average correspondence between sub-
ject'ss and the experts' attribute values is .73 (the average from Table 4-4) or higher; the 
secondd is positive (+) if less than 50% of the subjects used alternative attribute values (from 
Tablee 4-5); the rightmost sign is positive (+) if the average correspondence between the 
subjects'' different attribute values is .51 (the average) or higher (from Table 4-5). 
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TabUU ^Practicability qfcoTuistent indexing. 

Together,, the comparison with experts and the comparison between subjects, provide 
insightt into consistency in indexing material. Sounds and texts were relatively consistently 
indexed,, video moderately and pictures the least. A possible explanation is that pictures 
inherentlyy require more interpretation than other medium types. Contrarily to other 
mediumm types that take some time to read, view, or listen to, still images lack context and are 
likelyy to be interpreted in more than one way. Regarding attributes, Description Types were 
annotatedd fairly consistently. In a biological domain subjects could easily discriminate 
betweenn a physical and a behavioral description for instance. Instructional Roles were mode
ratelyy consistently indexed. To some extent, subjects had different mental models when it 
comess to the roles fragments can play in instructional material, possibly due to a lack of 
instructionall design expertise. Topics were often annotated with multiple values, but the 
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highlyy structured topic concept hierarchy supported consistent annotation. Knowledge Type 
wass least agreed upon. Subjects used alternative annotations on which they disagreed more 
thann average. In this experiment, Knowledge Type is the only attribute with a flat list of 
values.. Particularly for this abstract attribute, a structured value list is desirable. Represen-
tationall  Types were highly consistently indexed. Mostly fragments of a small grain size are 
representedd in a single excludable form; a fragment is either running text or a photo. To 
determinee the Representational Type one does not need much interpretation or abstraction, 
andd the highly structured value list makes annotation even easier. 

4.44 Conclusions 

Thee aim of investigating consistency in indexing was to gain insight in the way people apply 
aa standardized indexing vocabulary and how this is related to the nature of the domain, the 
typess of attributes and medium types involved. 
Overalll  different people annotate the same fragments with approximately 75% similarity. 
Givenn the relatively inexperienced subjects used, as a kind of worst case, this is not a bad 
result.. The fact that consistency is considerably lower when annotations are made with 
unordered,, flat lists of values, indicates the positive effect of structure on consistency. Especially 
whenn only a single value is allowed and if strict matching criteria are used, consistency is low. 
Becausee of a lack of structure, values in unordered lists may have some overlap. Hence, more 
thann one value may be applicable. Depending on the view of one indexer, a dominant value 
iss selected, which may be a different value than chosen by a next indexer. Value scales are 
usedd most inconsistently by different indexers. It is well known in social scientific research 
thatt value scales can be used in a subjective way. For example values ranging from Very Easy to 
Veryy Difficul t depend on a person's norm for "difficulty " and should therefore be avoided or 
broadlyy interpreted. Ontologies offer structured conceptual representations in is-a and part-
oo f hierarchies and contribute to consistent annotations at a conceptual level. The effect of 
mediumm type is that text, spoken or written, is more consistently indexed than pictorial 
materiall  (images or video). Texts are less poly-interpretable and therefore indexers probably 
havee similar mental models and apply similar attribute values. The effect of type of attribute is 
thatt the degree of abstraction determines the extent to which different mental models are 
used.. An abstraction is a simplification of reality, and people make different "simplifications 
off  reality" if there is no structure to support them. For abstract attributes that show very low 
consensus,, either the ontology needs further specification or we should accept that some 
attributess are hard to annotate consistently. Finally, the effect of type of domain is less easy to 
establish.. It seems that in more formal domains, like programming languages, it is easier to 
bee consistent about certain attribute types, in particular Knowledge Type, than in less formal 
domains. . 

Beingg aware of the degree of subjectivity employed in indexing, permitting multiple values 
wouldd benefit retrieval. Flexible use of a structured indexing vocabulary leads to higher 
consensus,, but also to less specificity - a trade off to be aware of From a retrieval perspective, 
specificityy causes high precision, which might be more valuable to an author of instructional 
materiall  than high recall. 
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Usingg ontologies brings the advantage of consistent indexes. In a broader sense, the effort 
andd cost of indexing can be reduced by using efficient indexing methods and flexible tools. 
Ann example of an open and flexible indexing and query tool is one developed for ARIADNE 
(Neven,, Duval, Temier, Cardinaels & Vandepitte, 2003] in which the indexer can specify a 
profilee that allows to set default values that are not likely to change. Efficient use of metadata 
iss necessary because indexing is labor intensive and expensive, certainly when many small 
fragmentss have to be annotated instead of a few large ones. Automatic semantic indexing is 
thee ultimate goal, reducing both high cost and inconsistency. Until that is achieved, problems 
thatt come with manual indexing, such as inconsistencies, remain and have to be known to 
thee actors involved. 

Thee subsequent questions to be addressed regard the effect of using ontologies for retrieval 
andd re-use. Compared with other methods, does an improved search structure lead to more 
efficientt and effective retrieval, and is the product created with the retrieved fragments of 
higherr quality? These questions are empirically investigated in the next chapter. 
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55 The added value of knowledge-rich metadata 

forr information retrieval 

Thee research presented in this chapter contributes to an insight in the effect of using 
ontologiess for retrieval and re-use- This chapter was published (with minor changes) in the 
Journall  of the American Society for Information Science and Technology (Kabel, de Hoog & 
Wielinga,, 2004a), and at the Artificial Intelligence in Education conference zooi (Kabel, zooi). 

5.11 Introduction 

Ass was noted in previous chapters, the promise of efficient re-use of material has led to 
considerablee effort put in standardization and development of customized annotation 
structures.. Companies sometimes invest large sums of money to make their document flow 
moree efficient and (cost-) effective. Schools, universities and training institutions increa-
singlyy make use of material available in learning object repositories. However, there is not 
muchh empirical evidence that users gain something by flexible, task-based access to material 
andd whether the instructional product created based on this method improves. Byström and 
Hansenn (2002) also stress that not many researchers have empirically investigated all three 
task-levelss they define (introduced in Chapter 2): a (real-life) work task, an information 
seekingg task (the need for information), and an information retrieval task (consulting a 
source).. There is a need for more studies of real life tasks and the development of user-
centeredd evaluation criteria (relevance, utility , usefulness), besides traditional retrieval 
performancee measures of recall and precision (see also Byström, 2002). 
Thee complexity of relevance as an evaluation criterion and the difficulties of operationali-
zingg it have been described in an early stage by Saracevic (1975), but are still pertinent. Belkin 
(1995)) argued that evaluation begins with explicit task specification, in order to identify the 
criteriaa users apply in evaluating success. Cool, Belkin, Kantor and Frieder (1993) studied 
student'ss real life tasks of writing an essay and found that characteristics other than topical 
relevancee affect a person's evaluation of a document's usefulness. Belkin (1994) investigated 
humanitiess scholars' "everyday" tasks and goals in order to find out why and how people use 
texts.. Also in this study, he found that secondary characteristics of texts are routinely used for 
highlyy conceptual purposes, such as a person seeking examples of empathy in Middle age 
paintings.. Apart from these interesting findings, these studies investigate relevance judg--
mentss made by students, but neglect to measure what people actually do with the retrieved 
documents,, how they apply the infotmation they judged relevant, or how the retrieved 
materiall  contributed to the result of the work task. 

Whereass many studies concentrate on generic aspects of (information seeking) tasks, in 
pursuitt of grasping the changing level of users' understanding during the course of a search 
(forr example, Belkin, 1993), this chapter investigates the benefits of explicitly providing 
supportt for the work task of composing lesson material. The typical user group aimed at in 
thiss study is heterogeneous, representing distributed retrievers with varying degrees of 
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expertise.. It is argued that a knowledge-rich index, including knowledge of" the work task, 
contributess to better search results, and, more importantly, to a better product created from 
thosee search results. 

5.22 Theory 

Takingg Byström and Hansen's (2002) conceptual framework of tasks as a starting point, the 
differentt degrees of support for the work task of instructional design and subordinate information 
retrievall  tasks, (the information seeking task remains implicit) are studied. For example, if a teacher 
wantss to prepare lesson material to teach a biology class about, say, gorillas he/she can 
consultt an information source containing fragments of teaching materials such as text frag-
mentss from encyclopaedias and books, images of animals, sounds etc. The relevance of the 
informationn retrieved is determined by the usefulness of the material to the work task of 
developingg the lesson. From this perspective the performance of the information retrieval 
taskk is inextricably bound to the work task. Consequently the performance of the retrieval 
taskk wil l depend on taking the context of the work task into account. Let us assume that both 
taskss are represented by a concept space: in the information retrieval task the concepts 
representt a domain; in the work task concepts represent aspects of the task as well as the material. 
Forr example, the teacher who creates a lesson thinks about the domain, for instance the 
physicall  characteristics of a gorilla, but also he/she needs an introduction to that topic, some 
exampless and some questions, for instance in the form of text illustrated with images. The 
physicall  characteristics of the gorilla usually belong to the concept space of the information 
retrievall  task; the introduction, examples and questions belong to the concept space of the 
workk task. These spaces can have an intersection, which indicates how many of the concepts 
off  the work task are included in the concept space of the information retrieval task (see 
Figuree 5-1). In addition these concept spaces can vary in the amount of structure. Concept 
spacess with less structure are flat or alphabetic lists, highly structured concept spaces tend to 
havee an explicit hierarchy reflecting relations between concepts. 

Intersectionn of concept spaces 

Figuree 5-1 Intersection of the information retrieval task concept space and work task concept space. 
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Thee theory that was tested in this chapter predicts that the larger and more structured this 
intersectionn is, the better both tasks are performed. It is hypothesized that domain infor-
mationn only to a limited extent can form this intersection, because the work task most of the 
timee wil l comprise more than that. By enriching the concept space of the information 
retrievall  task with concepts that are derived from the work task, the size and structure of the 
intersectionn wil l be increased and performance improved. 

Thee question is what is meant by "performance". Performance is measured on two criteria: 
effortt to carry out the tasks and quality of the result of the work task. Thus more specifically the 
theoryy predicts that an increase in the size and structure of the intersection between the two 
conceptt spaces (information retrieval and work task) wil l lead to a decrease in the effort needed 
forr the tasks and an increase in the quality of the result of the work task, the composition of 
lessonn material in our case. How can the quality of this result increase as a consequence of 
increasingg the size and structure of the intersection? It is assumed that this is mediated by 
time.. If the total time available for carrying out the information retrieval task and the work 
taskk is fixed, this total time wil l be spent on retrieving content, selecting content and 
composingg the instructional material (and of course some "noise"). Disregarding the noise, 
ann increase in the size and structure of the intersection wil l reduce the time needed for re-
trievingg and selecting because the retrieval results are more to the point. This leaves more time 
forr composition, which in turn wil l lead to a higher quality of the instructional material. 
Inn this chapter different degrees of size and structure of the intersection of the two concept 
spacess are compared. Keyword search is compared with two forms of ontology-based search, 
onee with a domain ontology only, and one with domain, physical and task ontologies that 
supportt the task of creating lesson material (see Chapter 3 for ontology types). Keywords and 
domainn ontologies are both means to represent the concept space of the information 
retrievall  task of retrieving content, while physical and task ontologies represent the concept 
spacee of the work task of constructing instructional material. An experiment was conducted 
inn which subjects composed lesson material from document fragments in a database. Sub-
jectss searched in three different conditions: a keyword condition, a domain ontology con-
ditionn and an instructional ontology condition. The keyword index - a flat list of terms - has 
thee smallest and the least structured intersection. In the ontology conditions, the structure of 
thee intersection is increased by representing the concept spaces as ontologies, instead of 
keywords.. The size of the intersection is further increased by enriching the concept space of 
thee information retrieval task with concepts that are derived from the work task. Traditional 
retrievall  measures (recall and precision) were adapted to fit  the nature of the search task 
(satisfying(satisfying instead of exhaustive retrieval) and to reflect not only the information retrieval 
taskk but also the work task. Additional measures were developed and used for quality. 
Thee domain of gorillas was chosen again because it is a publicly known and accessible 
domainn where, when conducting an experiment, differences in prior knowledge of subjects 
cann be expected to be minimal. 

Thee annotation structure that was used to annotate the fragments, in order to carry out the 
experiment,, is described in Section 5.3 and the design of the experiment is explained in 
Sectionn 5.4. The results are described in Section 5.5, and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.6. 
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5.33 The annotation structure 

Thee annotation structure and accompanying vocabularies that were used to annotate the 
textt and picture fragments is similar to the annotation structure for fragments about gorillas 
describedd in Chapter 4. The attributes and example values are shown in Table 5-1. 
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Tablee 5-1 Annotation structure. 

Thee Topic attribute (and of course keywords) reflects the domain and support the infor-
mationn retrieval task. The attributes Description Type and Description Scope regard a frag-
ment'ss content, and Knowledge Type and Instructional Role typically allow describing the 
rolee a fragment plays in an instructional setting, supporting the work task. Some examples 
off  annotated fragments are shown in Figure 5-2. 
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Figuree 5-2 Examples of annotated jrcyments, 

5.44 Method 

Thee hypotheses that follow from the theory, imply that the more indexing is geared towards 
thee work task, the better the results. The experiment was designed to test the hypotheses on 
attributess that reflect the use of what is retrieved: efficiency, effectiveness, precision of use 
andd quality. 
Subjectss had the task to create lesson material from a database filled with text and picture 
fragmentss about gorillas. They searched in three different conditions, reflecting the different 
sizee and structure of the intersection between information retrieval and work task concept 
spaces.. Subjects received an assignment that contained a template in which didactical goals 
andd topics to create the lesson material are ser out for them. In addition, subjects had to fill 
inn a questionnaire that determines their prior knowledge. 
Inn the following subsections the design of the experiment is described: the experimental 
conditions,, the dependent variables and hypotheses, the pilot studies that are conducted before 
thee actual experiment, the subjects, the materials used in the experiment and the procedure. 

5.4.11 Experimental conditions 
Thee subjects were divided in rhree groups, assigned to different conditions: 
1.. the keyword condition, 
2.. the domain ontology condition, 
3.. the instructional ontology condition. 

Thesee conditions represent different degrees in size and structure of the intersection of the 
conceptt spaces of the information retrieval task and the work task, see Table 5-2. 
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condition n 

Large e 
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Tablee 5-2 Size and 5tructure of the intersection in the three conditions. 

Inn all three conditions, subjects had to create lesson material from fragments they had to 
retrievee from a database. 
Inn the keyword condition subjects had to search for fragments based on keywords only. Sub-
jectss had to think up one or more terms, type them in, and browse the retrieved fragments. 
Inn the domain ontology condition, subjects could choose attribute values from a hierarchi-
callyy ordered list of topics about gorillas (the domain ontology). 
Inn the instructional ontology condition, subjects could compose a query by selecting an 
attributee value for each of the attributes Topic, Description Type, Description Scope, Know-
ledgee Type and Instructional Role (the domain, physical and task ontologies), submit the 
queryy and browse the retrieved fragments. 
Otherr independent variables were either kept constant or measured. The time subjects had 
too complete the task of composing lesson material was fixed in order to be able to compare 
thee results between subjects. Subject's prior knowledge about gorillas, pedagogic experience 
andd knowledge about computers, was assessed in a questionnaire in order to account for 
possiblee differences between conditions. 

5.4.. z Dependent variables and hypotheses 
Dependentt variables are: 

thee efficiency of search and retrieval, 
thee effectiveness of search and retrieval, 
thee precision of use, 
thee quality of the lesson material. 

Itt is hypothesized that in the instructional ontology condition searching and retrieving 
fragmentsfragments is more efficient and effective, has a higher precision of use, and results in lesson 
materiall  of higher quality than in the keyword and domain ontology conditions. A similar 
hypothesiss is proposed for the keyword and domain ontology conditions: searching and 
retrievingg fragments is more efficient and effective, has a higher precision of use and results 
inn a higher quality of lesson material in the domain ontology condition than in the keyword 
condition.. See also Table 5-3. 
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Hypothesiss 1: The instructional ontology condition yields a) more efficient search and retrieval; b) more 

effectivee search and retrieval; c) higher precision of use; and d) higher quality oflesson material than the 

keywordd and domain ontology conditions. 

Hypothesiss z: The domain ontology condition yields a) more efficient search and retrieval; b) more 

effectivee search and retrieval; c) higher precision of use; and d) higher quality oflesson material than the 

keywordd condition. 

Tablee 5-3 Summary of the hypotheses. 

Thesee dependent variables are discussed in more detail below. 

5.4.2.11 Efficiency and effectiveness of search and retrieval and precision of use 
Thee traditional measures of retrieval performance are recall and precision. Recall measures 
completenesss of retrieval by dividing the number of relevant fragments retrieved by total 
numberr of relevant fragments in the database. Precision measures purity of retrieval by 
dividingg the number of relevant fragments retrieved by total number of fragments retrieved. 
Recalll  and precision are adequate measures for exhaustive searching, which means "give me 
alll  documents about X", while in our relatively small database with a homogeneous set of 
fragmentss searching wil l be performed in a satisfactory way, which means "give me at least 
onee document about X that I find satisfying". Besides, recall and precision reflect only the 
informationn retrieval task, but they do not account for the work task. As in this research the 
emphasiss is on the added value of pragmatic or role-based markup, a third aspect related to 
retrievall  performance is introduced: the use of what is retrieved. 

EfficiencyEfficiency is the effort it takes to determine the relevance of fragments from some number of 
retrievedd fragments (hits]. The relevance of a fragment is determined by the user by reading 
i tt or looking att it. In other words: "How many fragments were looked at?" The assumption 
heree is that a precise query would produce only relevant hits leading to a low number of 
fragmentss looked at. The operational definition that wil l be used is: 

totall  number of fragments in the database 
Efficiency--

numberr of fragments looked at 

AA high score on the efficiency variable means that a relatively small proportion of fragments 
weree looked at until satisfactory and relevant fragments were found. 
EffectivenessEffectiveness is related to the result or extent to which a goal is achieved. In other words: "Of all 
fragmentss that were looked at, how many relevant ones were used?" The operational defini-
tionn in our context is: 

numberr of relevant fragments used 
EffectivenessEffectiveness = 

numberr of fragments looked at 
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Thee optimal situation for effectiveness is one in which all fragments that were looked at were 
used.. The associated maximum value effectiveness can take is i. 
Anotherr aspect related to retrieval performance regards the use of what is retrieved: precision of 
use.. In other words: "What percentage of everything that was used is relevant?" Precision of 
usee depends on precision in the conventional sense (100% precision implies 100% precision of 
use)) and on the users' fragment selection method. The operational definition that wil l be 
usedd is: 

numberr of relevant fragments used 
Precisionn of use = 

numberr of fragments used 

Thee optimal situation for precision of use is one in which all fragments that were used are 
relevant.. The associated maximum value precision of use can take is 1. 

5.4.2.22 Quality of lesson material 
Thee concept "quality" as such is too general to assess a piece of lesson material. Therefore 
relativelyy independent quality criteria were defined, together covering quality: motivation, 
completeness,, correctness, coherence, redundancy, and argument structure. Motivation is a 
measuree that accounts for the attractiveness of the introduction of the lesson material. 
Completenesss accounts for the extent to which the required topics were covered, and 
correctnesss stands for the relevance of the fragments with respect to the required topics. 
Coherencee measures contradictions in the lesson material, while redundancy covers 
repetition.. Argument structure refers to a structure of the lesson in the form of facts 
followedd by elaborations. The definitions of the quality criteria are given in Table 5-4. 

Qualityy criteria 
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Qualityy criteria 

Redundancy y 

Argument t 

structure e 
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AA section in the lesson material is 

nott redundant if fragments from 

thee norm set are used in a non-

repeatingg combination. 

AA section in the lesson material 

hass a good argument structure if 

fragmentss from the norm set are 

usedd in a way that facts precede 

elaboration. . 

Scoringg rules 

Thee use of repeating fragments is 

punished. . 
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Tablee 5-4 Quality criteria definitions. 

Completenesss and correctness are soundness measures: they measure the extent in which the 
lessonn material contains what it should contain. The remaining criteria (coherence, redun-
dancyy and argument structure) are "clarity" or readability measures. They involve combi-
nationss of fragments and require reading and possibly editing of the fragments. A subject 
couldd only score high for these criteria when combining two or more fragments. The opera-
tionall  definitions that wil l be used for these two quality dimensions are: 

Soundnesss = average completeness + average correctness 
Readabilityy = average coherence + average redundancy + average argument structure 

5.4.33 Pilot studies 
Twoo pilot studies were conducted. In the first, one subject created lesson material. As a result, 
thee indexing ontologies, the number of fragments in the database, and the assignment were 
adapted.. In the second, 7 subjects created lesson material: 2 in the keyword condition, 2 in 
thee domain ontology condition, and 3 in the instructional ontology condition. This led to 
moree extensive and consistently indexed fragments, and to some technical adaptation of the 
retrievall  tool used in the experiment. The pilots were an indication to fix the time to carry 
outt the task to 75 minutes. 

5.4.44 Subjects 
700 First year Psychology students and Social Science Informatics students (different from 
thosee who attended other experiments), volunteered to participate in the experiment. 
Althoughh many of these students have some experience with preparing for example 
Microsoftt Powerpoint presentations, the subjects represent relatively inexperienced instruc-
tionall  designers. Although experienced teachers or instructional designers would have 
providedd data representing the current realistic situation of teachers preparing lessons, it is 
alsoo realistic to expect that not only experienced teachers but also less experienced retrievers, 
learners,, use semantic vocabularies for retrieval. A heterogeneous group of users with varying 
levelss of expertise is represented, as can be expected in a distributed web-context. Subjects 
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weree rewarded 25 Dutch guilders (approximately 11 Euro) for participating. Additionally, to 
motivatee the subjects, a bonus of 10 Dutch guilders was promised to subjects who performed 
well.. In fact every subject received the bonus. 

5.4.55 Materials 
AA Prolog database was filled with 250 picture and text fragments that were indexed manually 
byy two persons. The fragments were gathered from different web-sites, treat various gorilla-
relatedd topics, and differ in size (many text-fragments were about 1/z a page, the largest 
aboutt 3A of a page]. A retrieval tool, designed to fit each condition, was used for searching, 
browsingg and copying the fragments. This application has the same look and feel as an 
Internett browser. The fragments had to be copied and pasted into a Microsoft Word 
document.. There would not have been enough time for a successful "retrieve-all" strategy, as 
subjectss had to search, retrieve, and view fragments, judge their relevance, copy and paste 
fragmentsfragments into Microsoft Word, and furthermore edit the resulting lesson material, all 
withinn 75 minutes, which would have left them with approximately 15 seconds per fragment. 
Thee matching technique used in the retrieval tool for the keyword condition is full text 
searchh including inflections (Baayen, Piepenbroek & Gulikers, 1995), and conjunctive (AND] 
queries.. Pictures were indexed with a global set of keywords, as IR techniques as yet provide 
noo other solution. Instead of using a fixed list of keywords, the keywords were added to 
picturess quite freely. Fragments are retrieved from the database based on a match between a 
termm in the query and a term occurring in a text fragment, or in the global set of keywords 
thatt pictures are indexed with. Queries with more than one term match only if all terms 
occurr in the (keyword index of a] fragment. Since the database contains relatively few fragments, 
termss are not weighed. To prevent a bias caused by for example alphabetic presentation 
orderr of search results, these are presented in random order. 

Thee matching technique applied in the tools for the domain and instructional ontology 
conditionss is based on a mapping between fragments that are indexed with terms from one 
orr more ontologies and queries that are composed of terms from one or more ontologies. In 
thee retrieval tool for the domain ontology condition, a query can contain one search term. In 
thee retrieval tool for the instructional ontology condition, a conjunctive query can be com-
posedd of a maximum of 5 search terms. Slots that are not filled are treated as wildcards. 
Figuree 5-3 to Figure 5-5 show the retrieval tools for the keyword, domain ontology, and 
instructionall  ontology conditions, respectively. The tools contain three browsers. In the 
browserr at the top one can compose and submit a query. In the middle browser one can 
browsee through the list of retrieved fragments and select one, and in the browser at the 
bottomm a selected fragment can be displayed and copied to the authoring environment. This 
designn tries to eliminate differences between conditions that could be due to variations in 
layy out and complexity of the different retrieval tools. 
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Figuree 5-3 Retrieval too! used in the keyword condition. 

Inn the keyword condition, subjects searched for fragments by typing in one or more key-
words.. In the domain ontology condition, subjects searched for fragments by selecting a 
termm for the Topic attribute. 
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Figuree 5-4 Retrieval tool used in the domain oncology condition. 

Inn the instructional ontology condition, subjects search for fragments by composing a query 
fromm at most 5 terms (one per attribute). 
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Figuree 5-5 Retrieval tool used in the instructional ontology condition. 

Dataa were obtained from several sources. Log files are kept for each subject providing infor-
mationn about, among other things, the number of queries, how many succeed or fail, the 
numberr of hits (fragments) on a query and the number of fragments looked at. The lessons 
writtenn by the subjects in Microsoft Word were printed and were used for assessing quality. 
Thee number of used relevant and irrelevant fragments is counted; a norm set of fragments 
prescribess which fragments are relevant. This norm set was defined broadly, including all 
possiblee fragments that could be used to address the topics in the sections of the lesson 
material.. To assess the quality of the lesson material, three coders compared a subjects' lesson 
withh the norm set of fragments, guided by a coding scheme to assign values to each section. 

5.4.66 Procedure 
Thee subjects were randomly assigned to the three experimental condition groups. In 8 ex-
perimentall  sessions, subjects worked in the same setting. A session took a fixed time of 90 
minutes.. In approximately 10 minutes the experimenter explained the task and the tools 
subjectss had to use; the subjects had about 5 minutes to fill  in the questionnaire and 75 minutes 
too create lesson material. 

5.4.6.11 Explanation of the task 
Subjectss were told that the lesson is meant for first year high school students (age group 11-
133 years), and that they have to prepare the lesson material for an inexperienced teacher who 
wil ll  hand it out for the learners to read it, a week before the actual lesson is given. The 
subjectss are also told that the lesson material should be in English (the fragments in the 
databasee are in English), and that they should build the lesson from the fragments, instead of 
addingg too much text of their own. Subjects were allowed to edit the fragments and type in 
somee text, but they were to keep that to a minimum. Finally, subjects were told that the 
moree relevant fragments they use the better, provided that they comply with the quality 
guideliness in the assignment. 
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5-4-6-22 Assignment 
Thee assignment subjects received can be seen as a lesson-template they have to fill  with 
fragments.fragments. It contains the topics subjects should treat in each section, with pedagogic cues such 
ass "motivate the reader", "give an example", or "explain this". Each section has to be accom-
paniedd with two questions, which can of course also be found in the database. The topics sub-
jectss have to treat in the lesson material are: 

Introduction. . 
Sectionn I Gorilla species. 
Sectionn II Physical characteristics. 
Sectionn III Group composition. 
Sectionn IV Communication. 
Sectionn V Threats. 

Thiss variation in content was created to make sure that results were not influenced by 
limitationss in the topics that subjects had to address. It is conceivable that the nature of a 
topic,, for example Group composition, wil l generate a bias of used fragments that is due to 
thee availability and nature of fragments. The topics and pedagogic cues are neutrally for-
mulatedd to make sure the assignment was equally easy or difficult for each subject and only 
thee different degrees of indexing would make a difference in performance. 
Thee following quality guidelines, corresponding to the quality criteria defined in Table 5-4, are 
givenn to the subjects: 

Thee introduction should motivate the reader. 
Thee lesson material should be complete: all topics as prescribed in the assignment 
shouldd be treated. 
Thee lesson material should be coherent: the information in the lesson material should 
nott be contradictory. 
Thee lesson material should not be redundant: the information in the lesson material 
shouldd not be repeated. 
Thee arguments in the lesson material should be structured in such a way that facts are 
followedd by elaboration. 

5.55.5 Results 

Beforee presenting the analysis of the results, preparations that were carried out on the data-
sett are described. 

5.5.11 Data preparation 
Thee data preparation steps that were carried out consisted of a correction for learning curve 
effect,, a check for inter-coder reliability and the removal of outliers. 

5.5.1.11 Correction for learning curve effect 
Thee time subjects had to create the lesson material was fixed. Because the nature of the search-
taskk differs slightly in the three conditions, a learning curve could influence the quality of 
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thee lesson material. In the instructional ontology condition subjects have to "learn" or under-
standd the extensive conceptual index and they have to understand how to use it in an op-
timall  way. For example, subjects have to find out that using all five search categories in one 
queryy most of the time yields no results due to the relatively small number of fragments in 
thee database (250). A correction for learning curve effect is carried out to prevent this in-
fluencingg the results. The number of relevant fragments used is corrected by dividing the 
numberr of relevant fragments used in all sections in a certain condition by the number of 
subjectss in that condition minus the number of subjects who did not finish that section. 
Thus,, rather than use the absolute number of fragments used, a measure of fragments used 
relativee to the amount of material that was produced was used. The formula is: 

Alll  relevant fragments used in all sections X in condition Y 

Totall  subjects in condition Y - Subjects in condition Y who did not finish section X 

5.5.1.22 Inter-coder reliability 
Thee quality of the lesson material was assessed by three coders. To ensure inter-coder relia-
bility ,, three coders independently assessed the quality of each piece of lesson material using 
aa coding scheme prescribing the rules to assess values for each of the quality criteria and a 
normm set prescribing which fragments are relevant for a section. 
Thee lesson material was compared to a norm set. The norm set consists of unordered collec-
tionss of fragments that are relevant for a section. For example, in the norm for section II all 
fragmentsfragments about physical characteristics that occur in the database are listed, in order for the 
coderss to base their judgments on. The coding scheme then indicates which fragments are 
minimallyy required for a section to be judged to be complete. 
Thee coding scheme prescribes that coders give a rating to each section in all lesson materials 
createdd by the subjects on a scale from o (low) to 10 (high) on completeness, correctness, co-
herence,, redundancy, and argument structure. Only for the introduction of the lesson material 
thee single criterion is the extent to which readers of the lesson material wil l be motivated by 
it.. The coding scheme contains rules that guide the assessment of values. For example: if 
fragmentfragment X and Y are present in section III give a 10 for completeness; if only X is present give 
aa 5 for completeness; if none of the fragments X or Y are present give a 0 for completeness. 
Nott every criterion is applicable to every section. In section III argument structure is not 
applicablee and in section V coherence is irrelevant, because the topics and the set of frag-
mentss in the database make it impossible to do badly on these criteria. 
Ass a result from using the coding scheme and the norm set, correlations between the value 
assessmentss of the three coders are high for the most part but also partly low. The coding 
schemee was refined and all three coders recoded the first section. With the renewed coding 
scheme,, an average correlation (Pearson) of .75 is found, indicating sufficient inter-coder 
reliability.. The remaining sections are recoded accordingly. 

5.5.1.33 Outliers 
Off  the total of 70 subjects, 9 outliers were removed from the dataset: 3 from the keyword 
condition;; 2 from the domain ontology condition; and 4 from the instructional ontology 
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condition.. Outliers are subjects who created lesson material that coders were unable to 
assignn values to (for example when the subject did not follow the lesson template), and of 
subjectss who submitted an empty query (retrieving the entire database) or only one query. 
Onee subject in the instructional ontology condition used only topics in 21 out of 22 queries. 
Thiss subject behaved as if in the domain ontology condition, and has therefore been moved 
there.. 61 Subjects remain: 19 in the keyword condition, 24 in the domain ontology condition, 
andd 18 in the instructional ontology condition. 

5.5.22 Analysis of results 
Thee differences between subjects' priorr knowledge are not significant, neither is the difference 
inn time subjects worked on a task. Thus results for the three conditions are not influenced by 
thesee variables. 

Tablee 5-5 shows how the three conditions performed on the basic measures from the log files 
thatt are part of the equations for efficiency, effectiveness and precision of use. 

Averagee number of 

fragmentsfragments looked at 

Averagee number of 

fragmentsfragments used 

Averagee number of 

relevantt fragments 

used d 

Keyword d 

condition n 

135.22 2 

21.95 5 

17.42 2 

Domainn ontology 

condition n 

102.21 1 

22.83 3 

19.92 2 

Instructionall  ontology 

condition n 

89.72 2 

21.83 3 

19.56 6 

Tablee 5-5 Averages/or number of fragments looked at, used and relevant used per condition. 

Thee related measures (efficiency etc.) and the quality of the lesson material wil l be dealt with 
separatelyy in the subsections below. 

5.5.2.11 Differences in efficiency of search and retrieval 
Tablee 5-6 shows the number of fragments in the database and for each condition the average 
efficiency.. The higher the average, the higher the efficiency. The highest efficiency is found 
inn the instructional ontology condition: in this condition it took the least effort to find a 
relevantt fragment. 
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Numberr of fragments 

inn data base 

Averagee efficiency 

Keywordd condition Domainn ontology 

condition n 

Instructional l 

ontologyy condition 

250 0 

2.84 4 3.18 8 3.70 0 

Tablee $-6 Average efficiency per condition. 

Thee differences between conditions are large but not statistically significant. 

5.5.2.22 Differences in effectiveness of search and retrieval 
Tablee 5-7 shows the average effectiveness of search and retrieval, the higher the value the 
higherr the effectiveness. In the instructional ontology condition, most fragments that were 
lookedd at were used, indicating a high effectiveness. 

Averagee effectiveness 

Keywordd condition 

.16 .16 

Domainn ontology 

condition n 

.22 2 

Instructional l 

ontologyy condition 

7 7 

Tablee 5-7 Average effectiveness per condition. 

Ann F-test shows that in general differences in effectiveness are significant (df=2, ^=^.97, 
P-1.05).. A post-hoc test shows specifically between which conditions the differences occur. 
Thiss test indicates that significant differences are found between the keyword condition and 
thee instructional ontology condition. 

5.5.2.33 Differences in precision of use 
Tablee 5-8 shows the average precision of use, the higher the value the higher the precision. 
Thee proportion of relevant fragments used is highest in the instructional ontology condition. 

Averagee precision of use 

Keywordd condition 

.80 0 

Domainn ontology 

condition n 

.88 8 

Instructional l 

ontologyy condition 

90 90 

Tablee 5-8 Average precision of use per condition. 
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Ann F-test shows that the diffetences are significant (df=2, ¥=4.65, P".05). A post-hoc test 
revealss that significant differences in precision of use are found between the keyword 
conditionn and the domain ontology condition, and between the keyword condition and the 
instructionall  ontology condition. 

5.5.2.44 Differences in quality of lesson material 

5.5.2.4.11 Differences in motivation 
Tablee 5-9 shows the average scores per condition on motivation, measured for the intro-
ductionn section of the lesson material. 

Keywordd condition Domainn ontology 

condition n 

Instructional l 

ontologyy condition 

Averagee motivation 6.38 8 8.18 8 

Tablee 5-0 Average scores on motivation per condition. 

Ann F-test shows that the differences between conditions are significant (df=2, F=6".59, P1.05). 
AA post-hoc test reveals that differences between the keyword condition and the instructional 
ontologyy condition are significant, and differences between the domain ontology condition 
andd the instructional ontology condition are significant. 

5.5.2.4.22 Differences in soundness and readability 
Figuree 5-6 shows the average scores across all sections per condition on soundness and 
readability.. To remind the reader: soundness concerns the quantity of required fragments 
(completenesss and correctness); readability stands fot the nature of combinations of frag-
mentss (coherence, redundancy and argument structure). 

OO Keyword condition 

•• Domain ontology condition 

ÜInstructionall ontology condition 

Soundness s Readability y 

Figuree 5-6 Average scores on soundness and readability per condition. 
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Acrosss all sections, differences in soundness and readability are not significant. 

Itt appears that per section, the nature of the topic generated a bias due to the availability and 
naturee of the fragments in the database, as was foreseen (see section 5.4.6.2). The variation in 
topicss treated in the lesson material has accounted for this topic-bias. 
Inn sections I and III significant differences between conditions are found for soundness, but 
nott for readability. Section I: keyword condition M=&53, domain ontology condition 
M=7-27,, instructional ontology condition M=742 (df=2, F=3.i3, Px.o5J. Section III : keyword 
conditionn M=7.o6, domain ontology condition M=8.i9, instructional ontology condition 
M=8.199 (df=2, F=i 1.13, P-«.05). A post-hoc test shows that in section I the differences are found 
betweenn the keyword condition and the instructional ontology condition, in section III 
betweenn the keyword condition and both ontology-based conditions. 

5.5.2.4.33 Differences in the separate quality criteria 
Acrosss all sections, differences in each of the quality criteria are not significant, although the 
differencess in completeness and correctness are large, especially between the keyword and 
instructionall  conditions. The average scores on quality criteria in each condition are shown 
inn Table 5-10 to Table 5-12. The higher the value, the better the score. The maximum score is 10. 

Completeness s 

Correctness s 

Coherence e 

Redundancy y 

Argument t 

structure e 

Soundness s 

Readability y 

Average e 

Averagee scores on quality criteria in the keyword condition 

Sectionn I 

4.32 2 

8-74 4 

6.11 1 

8.44 4 

5.11 1 

6-53 3 

6.56 6 

6.54 4 

Sectionn II 

5.39 9 

8.89 9 

8.50 0 

7-13 3 

4.56 6 

7.64 4 

6.73 3 

7.09 9 

Sectionn III 

5.24 4 

8.88 8 

6.20 0 

5.00 0 

7.06 6 

5.60 0 

5.33 3 

Sectionn IV 

4.00 0 

9.56 6 

S.67 S.67 

911 911 

5-92 5-92 

6.7S 6.7S 

7-97 7-97 

7-50 0 

Sectionn V 

4.00 0 

9.00 0 

8.67 7 

4.22 2 

6.50 0 

6.44 4 

6.47 7 

Al l l 

sections s 

4-79 9 

9.01 1 

7-37 7 

7.71 1 

4-95 5 

6.90 0 

6.76 6.76 

6.&z 6.&z 

Tablee 5-10 Average scores on quality criteria in the keyword condition. 
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Completeness s 

Correctness s 

Coherence e 

Redundancy y 

Argument t 

structur e e 

Soundness s 

Readability y 

Average e 

Averagee scores on qualit y criteri a in the domain ontology condi t ion 

Sectionn I 

5.20 0 

9-33 3 

6.18 8 

7.09 9 

4.09 9 

7-T-7 7-T-7 

5-79 9 

6.38 8 

Sectionn II 

5.38 8 

S.96 S.96 

8-44 4 

8.50 0 

3-44 4 

7-17 7 

<J.8o o 

6.94 4 

Sectionn II I 

6.71 1 

9.67 9.67 

5-45 5 

4.01 1 

8.19 9 

5.18 8 

6.69 6.69 

Sectionn IV 

4-95 5 

9.85 5 

8.35 5 

8.76 6 

5^ 9 9 

7.40 0 

7 47 7 

7-44 4 

Sectionn V 

4-75 5 

8.94 4 

8.92 2 

4.69 9 

6.84 4 

6M 6M 

6.83 3 

Al l l 

sections s 

5.40 0 

9-35 5 

7.11 1 

7-64 4 

4.38 8 

7-37 7 

6.47 7 

6.S6 6.S6 

TableTable 5-11 Average scores on quality criteria in the domain ontology condition. 

Completeness s 

Correctness s 

Coherence e 

Redundancy y 

Argument t 

structur e e 

Soundness s 

Readability y 

Average e 

Averagee scores on qualit y criteri a in the instructional ontology condi t ion 

Sectionn I 

5-83 3 

9.00 0 

8.25 5 

7.00 0 

4.58 8 

7-42 2 

6.61 6.61 

6-93 3 

Sectionn II 

6.12 6.12 

9A7 9A7 

8.10 0 

7-70 0 

5.20 0 

7-79 7-79 

7.00 0 

7.32 2 

Sectionn II I 

6.56 6.56 

9.81 1 

4.50 0 

4.50 0 

8.19 9 

4.50 0 

6.34 4 

Sectionn IV 

4 07 7 

10.00 0 

8.40 0 

9.20 0 

5.00 0 

7.03 3 

7-53 3 

7-33 3 

Sectionn V 

3-91 1 

9.00 0 

8.50 0 

3.88 8 

6.45 5 

6.19 9 

6.32 2 

Al l l 

sections s 

5.30 0 

9.46 9.46 

7-3i i 

7.38 8 

4.66 4.66 

7-38 8 

(J.52 2 

6.89 6.89 

Tablee 5-12 Average scores on quality criteria in the instructional ontoloay condition. 
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Inn section III , differences for completeness and correctness are significant. Completeness: 
keywordd condition M=5-24, domain ontology condition M=6.7i, instructional ontology 
conditionn M=6.56~ (df=2, F=io.58, P«.05). A post-hoc test shows that differences are found 
betweenn the keyword condition and the domain ontology condition, and between the 
keywordd condition and the instructional ontology condition. Correctness: keyword 
conditionn M=8.88, domain ontology condition M=$.6y, instructional ontology condition 
M=9.8ii  (df=2, F=3-89, P<.o5j. A post-hoc test shows that differences are found between the 
keywordd condition and the domain ontology condition, and between the keyword 
conditionn and the instructional ontology condition. 
Inn section IV, differences for correctness are significant. Correctness: keyword condition 
M=9-56,, domain ontology condition M=9.85, instructional ontology condition M=io, (df=2, 
F=4-39,, P1.05). A post-hoc test shows that differences are found between the keyword 
conditionn and the domain ontology condition, and between the keyword condition and the 
instructionall  ontology condition. 

5.5.2.55 Profiles for three conditions 
Thee log files provide a profile for each condition with respect to queries. Table 5-13 shows 
thee average number of queries per condition; how many of those succeed or fail on average 
andd how many hits a succeeded query yields on average; and how many of those hits are 
lookedd at on average. 

Averagee number of queries 

Averagee number of succeeds 

Averagee number of fails 

Averagee number of hits 

Averagee number looked at 

Keyword d 

condition n 

51.50 0 

33.00 0 

18.50 0 

848.11 1 

136.22 2 

Domainn ontology 

condition n 

3 5 67 7 

333 33 

2.33 3 

1353-S"* * 

102.21 1 

Instructional l 

ontologyy condition 

59-83 3 

30.06 6 

21.78 8 

745-11 1 

89.72 2 

Tablee 5-13 Average numbers of queries, succeeds,/ails, hits and looked at per condition. 

Whatt is striking in the keyword condition is the large number of fails per query (36%), and a 
largee number of fragments that were looked at. This profile suits the keyword condition. 
Thee large number of fails is explained by the fact that subjects had to formulate the terms in 
aa query themselves, leading to more frequent mismatches in terminology than occurs with 
thee availability of ontologies. The large number of fragments looked at is due to the lack of 
meta-informationn about content and role of the fragments. 
Thee domain ontology condition profile stands out against the keyword condition profile. 
Theree were relatively few queries in the domain ontology condition, of which only a tiny 
minorityy failed [7%]. Terms used in the index perfectly match with terms used in the query. A 
queryy could not be composed: it contained only one search term (Topic). 
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Thee instructional ontology condition profile is characterized by many queries, many fails 
(36%),, and not many hits, not many looked at. As the database contained only 250 fragments, 
composedd queries tended to fail. The query composition task may have required some 
exercisee from the subjects. However, the fact that queries yielded not many hits, and that not 
manyy hits were looked at, shows that subjects were able to specify quite precisely what they 
lookedd for. 

Averagee efficiency 

Averagee effectiveness 

Averagee precision of use 

Quality:: average motivation 

Quality:: average soundness 

Quality:: average readability 

Keyword d 

condition n 

2.84 4 

.16* .16* 

.So'* .So'* 

5.09* * 

6.90 6.90 

6.76 6.76 

Domainn ontology 

condition n 

3.18 8 

.zz z 

.88 8 

6.38* * 

717 717 

6.47 6.47 

Instructional l 

ontologyy condition 

3.70 0 

.27+ + 

.90+ + 

8.18+ + 

7.38 8 

*52 2 

Tablee 5-14 Overview of average scorei on performance measures per condirion. 

Tablee 5-14 summarizes the results. Significant differences are represented by + (differences 
betweenn conditions are significant], * (significant difference with instructional ontology 
condirion]]  and **  (significant difference with both domain and instructional ontology 
condition].. The strong hypothesis 1 (see Table 5-3, the instructional index outperforms the 
otherr two] holds with respect to effectiveness, precision of use and motivation. A trend can 
bee observed that the instructional condition outperforms the other two conditions on all 
variabless except readability, but not all of these differences are statistically significant. So, 
hypothesiss 1 is rejected with respect to readability. Hypothesis 2 (see Table 5-3, the domain 
indexx outperforms the keyword index] holds only significantly for precision of use, but a 
trendd can be observed that supports hypothesis 2 for other variables, except for readability. 

5.66 Conclusions 

Althoughh not all effects are statistically significant, the effects of enriching the concept space 
off  the information retrieval task with concepts that are derived from the work task are clear: 
generallyy an instructional index allows for more efficient and more effective search and 
retrievall  and results in higher precision of use than a keyword and a domain index. Struc-
turingg the concept space of the information retrieval task with ontologies also performs 
betterr than an unstructured keyword index only: a domain index allows for more efficient 
andd effective search and retrieval and results in higher precision of use than a keyword index. 
Withh respect to quality, three general conclusions can be drawn. One striking difference 
betweenn conditions is found in the Introduction of the lesson material. Motivation, measured 
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inn the Introduction, is clearly highest in the instructional ontology condition, and moti-
vationn in the domain ontology condition is in turn much higher than in the keyword con-
dition.. The Introduction differed from the other sections in that the assignment for the 
Introductionn consisted of a pedagogical cue only ("motivate the reader") while no specific 
topicc was required. The single quality criterion on which the Introduction was judged was 
whetherr it motivated the reader. The strong effect in the instructional ontology condition 
onn the quality of the Introduction is evidence that instructional markup is very effective 
whenn the information retrieval task and the work task coincide. 

Thee other sections were of a different character than the Introduction. For these sections the 
pedagogicall  cue in the assignment was less obvious; a topic was required, shirting the focus 
off  the author from pedagogical cues to topics, and the results were judged on multiple 
qualityy criteria (completeness, correctness etc.). The results with respect to quality in the 
remainingg sections are therefore not as marked as in the introduction. 
Thee second conclusion with respect to quality concerns soundness. For both ontology-based 
conditionss soundness is approximately equal, but they are much higher than in the keyword 
condition.. This proves that using ontologies as closed conceptual indexing vocabularies in 
relativelyy small and homogeneous databases improves the use of the retrieved material in 
termss of completeness and correctness. The small difference between the ontology-based 
conditionss indicates that retrieving fragments with the right topic is sufficient to obtain 
goodd soundness. 

Finally,, for readability, the ontology-based conditions performed less well than the keyword 
condition.. This opposite effect could be explained by the fact that readability is more 
concernedd with how users treat retrieved fragments and less with searching and retrieving 
fragments.fragments. The measures for readability; coherence, redundancy and argument structure, 
aree measures for the use off  the retrieved fragments. They are related to the work task of com-
posingg and styling the overall lesson material rather than to the task of searching and retrieving 
fragmentsfragments that reflect their instructional role, independent of their location in the lesson material. 
Thee instructional markup related to the work task did not account for the readability 
measures:: fragments were not annotated with coherence, redundancy and argument struc-
ture-properties.. Thus not all concepts in the concept space of the work task were part of the 
intersection.. In order to achieve good readability one could consider adding indexes that can 
helpp the author in composing the lesson. For example Wiley's taxonomy for inter-object 
comparisonn would likely have produced better results on coherency and redundancy (Wiley, 
2000). . 

Ann alternative explanation for readability being higher in the keyword condition than in the 
ontology-basedd conditions could be that in the ontology-based conditions more fragments 
weree used than in the keyword condition. Despite the fact that only combinations of 
fragmentsfragments are rewarded in the judgment of readability, the use of more fragments increases 
thee a priori probability to create more incorrect combinations. 

Thiss experiment shows that retrieval performance improves in many respects when the 
vocabularyy is structured with ontologies and aspects of the work task are included. The quality 
off  the product created based on a knowledge-rich index improves only in some respects. 
Thus,, users certainly gain something by flexible, task-based retrieval support: enhanced 
retrievall  performance and to some extent a better instructional product. 
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Havingg shown in the previous chapters that ontologies generally improve indexing, retrieval 
andd re-use in several respects compared with other methods, the remaining question to be 
addressedd regards the economic feasibility of using a knowledge-rich index. The next chapter 
investigatess the costs and benefits in terms of time of a using a knowledge-rich indexing 
frameworkk in indexing, retrieval and re-use. 
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66 The costs and benefits of a 

knowledge-richh index 

6.11 Introduction 

AA knowledge-rich indexing approach has several advantages with respect to other methods, 
butt requires effort and time. The question addressed in this chapter is whether this time is 
worthh the investment, and, if so, when the investment is regained. Indexing learning objects 
withh metadata is an obstacle for many companies and institutions. Nevertheless the potential 
off  richly indexed learning objects, together with technological developments that make this 
possible,, drive many to index their material. Usually the investment in indexing is made 
basedd on the expectation to save time and costs later on. Indexes are provided because it is 
anticipatedd that the material can be found quickly when searched for, and time is saved by 
re-usingg existing material. However, an insight into the costs and benefits of these efforts is 
oftenn lacking because learning object technology is relatively new. In the dynamic environ-
mentt of learning object technology, cost estimations are popular and pricing models for 
onlinee content are being developed (see for example Darimont, 2002). 
Theree are various ways to calculate cost, and there is no consensus on one ideal way. The 
returnn on investment analysis, commonly called ROI (Kruse, 2003), is one of the most 
popularr ways to measure the financial returns on e-learning. It allows calculating the return 
onn a training investment, for example an on-line sales training program. Total benefits are 
estimatedd by looking at reduced travel expense, reduced time away from job, increases in 
measurablee business metrics (for example, sales, quality, service, inventory turns, etc.). Costs 
forr e-learning include course development expense, student salaries for time in training, 
instructorr salaries (if synchronous training], and any hosting or help desk fees. However, to 
accuratelyy estimate these variables is difficult. The availability of indexed content may be 
assumedd in an estimation. "Course development expense" may include for example the 
designn and development of a 5-minute chunk of learning material, but it may exclude (or 
nott explicitly represent) the cost of indexing the content that was used for developing the 
learningg object. By necessity, since learning objects cannot yet be automatically indexed with 
semanticallyy rich instructional properties, indexing is often done manually. In order to 
providee insight into these costs, the cost-benefit relation of indexing and re-using content is 
investigatedd in more detail. The goal is to provide insight in the costs and benefits in terms 
off  time of the steps in the process from manual indexing of small learning objects (document 
fragments)fragments) to their re-use in instructional material, illustrated in Figure 6-1 (derived from 
thee conceptual model of material handling processes in Chapter 1). 

1 1 
1 1 

 fragments 
index x 

1 1 
1 1 

indexed d 
tt fragments 

search h 

1 1 
1 1 

retrieved d 
-- fragments 

select t 

1 1 
1 1 

selected d 
-- fragments 

compose e instructional l 
material l 

Figuree 6-1 Steps in the process from indexing to re-use. 
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Thee process starts with indexing fragments, and continues with re-use10: searching and selec-
tingg fragments to compose instructional material from. 
Inn this study two methods of indexing and retrieval are compared: a keyword and an onto-
logy-basedd method. In the keyword setting, fragments are indexed with keywords using a 
freefree vocabulary. In the ontology setting indexing is based on ontologies (structured, fixed 
vocabularies).. A set of ontologies represents different viewpoints on the fragments. These 
viewpointss are reflected in fragment attributes that concern the Topic, Representational 
Type,, Description Type, Knowledge Type and Instructional Role. 

Retrievall  in the keyword setting is based on elaborate but flat lists of domain related 
keywords,, except for text that is retrieved based on full text. In the ontology setting, retrieval 
iss based on the set of ontologies (using attributes Topic, Representational Type, etc.). 
Timee is the main indicator of costs. The time to index fragments with ontologies is seen as a 
(one-time)) investment to enhance the re-use process and save time. This is based on two 
theoreticall  assumptions. First, because a fragment is annotated on several attributes, it is 
assumedd that indexing with ontologies takes longer than with keywords. Secondly it is 
assumedd that re-use based on ontologies takes less time than keyword-based re-use, because 
aa search from different perspectives yields precise results, and the task-related indexes sup-
portt lesson material composition (see also Chapter 5). It is hypothesized that the larger the 
amountt of time invested in indexing, the less time is necessary for re-use (retrieving frag-
mentss and composing lesson material). If it is correct that re-use based on ontologies saves 
time,, the longer indexing time wil l eventually be compensated. The hypothesis is illustrated in 
Figuree 6-2, showing the break-even point at which extensive indexing could start to pay off. 

totall  time 
too handle 

aa single 
fragment t 

numberr of times a fragment is re-used 

Figuree 6-z Break-even point of cost-effective indexing and re-use. 

Inn order to test the hypothesis, two questions are formulated: 
Howw much time does it take to index a fragment manually, with keywords and with ontologies? 
Howw much time does it take to re-use a fragment based on keywords and on ontologies? 

Iff  the hypothesis that the larger the amount of time invested in indexing, the less time is 
necessaryy for re-use holds, the following question must be answered: 

100 In this chapter, the term "re-use" is used to refer to the retrieval and re-use processes in the conceptual 

modell  in Chapter 1. 
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Howw often does a fragment have to be re-used to compensate for extensive indexing 
withh ontologies? 

Additionally,, the following question is formulated: 
Wheree can time be saved in the indexing and re-use process? 

Thesee questions are investigated in two experiments. 

6.z6.z Scope of the research 

Thee experiments are conducted in a controlled setting. The experiments are set up as realistic 
ass possible, however several choices were made that can influence the scope of this research. 
Thee first is a choice of subjects, who should represent the "average indexer, retriever and in-
structionall  designer". Similar to previous experiments, a worst possible situation is simulated 
byy selecting relatively inexperienced subjects, to prevent that time is underestimated. 
Thee subjects selected for these experiments used Internet on a regular basis, which indicates 
theyy were used to using keyword-based search engines like Google. In the keyword situation 
simulatedd in this experiment, subjects had to use keywords to annotate and retrieve material. 
Givenn that subjects were familiar with a keyword-based approach, they are expected to index 
andd retrieve material reasonably quickly. 

Inn the ontology situation simulated in these experiments, subjects had to use a knowledge-
richh annotation structure to annotate and retrieve material. It is expected that, although 
peoplee increasingly use [instructional) annotation structures, there is generally not much 
experiencee with a knowledge-rich approach. Because an underestimation of time necessary 
too use a knowledge-rich annotation structure could have negative consequences when an 
investmentt is made, the experiments are designed such that a relative pessimistic estimation 
off  time is made, which in real life can only turn out to be shorter when people gain experience. 
Inn both the keyword and ontology situation simulated in these experiments, lesson material 
hadd to be created from the earlier selected set of fragments. Although they were familiar with 
forr example creating Microsoft Powerpoint presentations, the subjects participating in the 
experimentss were relatively inexperienced compared with professional instructional designers. 
Thesee subjects are therefore expected to need relatively much time to create lesson material, 
whenn compared to for example a teacher who does this on a daily basis. 
Besidess the choice of subjects, a second factor can influence the scope of this research. A 
numberr of decisions in the design of the tasks were made to make the tasks workable for the 
inexperiencedd subjects. Similar to experiments described in Chapter 4, indexing was done 
withh a limited number of terms. Keyword indexing was done quite freely. To reduce the 
complexityy of the task of indexing with ontologies on multiple attributes this was done per 
attributee subsequently for all fragments that had to be annotated. The annotations were not 
correctedd for quality. Furthermore composition of lesson material was done with a limited 
numberr of fragments, and pedagogic and editing guidelines were provided. 
Sectionss 6.3 and 6.4 describe the experiments measuring indexing and re-use time. In Section 
6.56.5 the results are interpreted in terms of the cost-benefit relation of indexing and re-use, 
andd bottlenecks in the indexing and re-use processes that take much time are identified. 
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6.33 Measuring indexing time 

Thee costs of indexing with keywords and with ontologies were measured in terms of time. 
Additionallyy the major sources of costs are located by measuring indexing time per attribute 
(Representationall  Type, Topic, Description Type, Knowledge Type, Instructional Role) and 
perr medium type (picture, sound, text, video). 

Likee in previously described experiments, the domain of gorillas was used because it is a 
publiclyy known and accessible domain where differences in prior knowledge of subjects 
weree shown to be minimal. 

6.3.11 Method 
Subjectss had the task to annotate a set of 16 multi-media fragments about gorillas and the 
timee to annotate a fragment was measured. A fragment was annotated on 6 attributes: one 
Keywordd attribute to measure keyword indexing time, and 5 attributes to measure ontology 
indexingg time. The 5 attributes represent different viewpoints on a fragment (Represen-
tationall  Type, Topic, Description Type, Knowledge Type and Instructional Role). Each of 
thesee 5 attributes corresponds with an ontology (see the annotation structure for fragments 
aboutt gorillas described in Chapter 4). The attribute values (the terms that were used for 
annotation),, are either keywords typed in by subjects or concepts selected from ontologies. A 
maximumm of 5 terms per attribute was allowed in order to provide a guideline for subjects. 
Thee 16 fragments, 4 of each medium type, were annotated with Keywords first (to prevent an 
influencee on keywords coming from the ontologies), and subsequently on Representational 
Type,, Topic, Description Type, Knowledge Type, and Instructional Role, in this order. To 
preventt a bias in the order in which fragments were annotated the fragments were presented 
inn random order. The time a single person needs to annotate a fragment with both kind of 
attributes,, keywords and those based on ontologies was measured, because it was anticipated 
thatt this represents a realistic situation. This design implicates that the subjects see the 16 
fragmentss 6 times in succession. As will be elaborated below, to reduce the possible effect of 
thee time necessary to view a fragment (for the first time), this "view"-time is not included in 
thee indexing time that is measured. 

Thee prior knowledge of subjects that could influence the indexing task is instructional 
experience,, knowledge of the topic and familiarity with search engines. These variables were 
assessedd using a questionnaire. 
Thee following subsections describe the variables, subjects, materials and procedure. 

6.3.1.11 Variables 
Thee hypothesis that the more time is spent on indexing, the less time is spent on re-use is 
basedd on the assumption that indexing with ontologies takes longer than with keywords 
becausee a fragment is annotated on 5 attributes instead of 1. The variables serve to test if in-
dexingg with ontologies takes longer than with keywords, and locate where costs are made. 
Thee variables are: 

Averagee indexing time per fragment attribute [Keyword, Representational Type, Topic, 
Descriptionn Type, Knowledge Type, Instructional Role] 
Averagee indexing time per fragment of medium type [picture, sound, text, video] 
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Timee is measured in seconds,, logged in the annotation tool that was used (described in Section 
6.3.1.3].. Fragments were shown to subjects 6 times. The possible effect of the fixed order of 
attributess could be that fragments are displayed long when indexing the first attributes, and 
shorterr when indexing the last attributes. To prevent a bias in indexing time, annotations 
weree added while a fragment was being displayed, and the time that annotations were made 
wass logged. Keyword indexing time was measured from activating the text field where keywords 
weree typed until an annotation was completed. Ontology indexing time was measured from 
expandingg an ontology [by clicking on a top concept) until an annotation was completed. 
Alll  times are averaged across subjects and fragments. Indexing time per attribute is the average 
timee to annotate one fragment on one attribute with o to 5 terms. Keyword indexing time is the 
averagee time to annotate one fragment with keywords. Ontology indexing rime is the average 
timee to annotate one fragment with ontologies summed over 5 attributes. Indexing rime per 
mediumm type is the average time to annotate a fragment of one medium type on one attribute 
withh 0 to 5 terms. The following operational definitions are used: 

Numberr of subjects, i...n 
Numberr of fragments, 1... 16 
Numberr of fragments of medium type m, 1...4 

Averagee indexing time per attribute = total time spent by all subjects to annotate 16 
fragmentss on attribute a / number of subjects *  number of fragments. 
Averagee indexing time per medium type = total time spent by all subjects to annotate 4 frag-
mentss of medium type m / number of subjects * number of fragments of medium type m. 
Becausee o to 5 terms are used per attribute, indexing time is normalized. The number 
off  terms used per attribute is counted, and the time to add one term to an attribute is 
calculated. . 

6.6.3.1.23.1.2 Subjects 
377 3rd ye ar Social Science Informatics students from the University of Amsterdam (different 
fromfrom those who attended earlier experiments) were asked to participate. 

6.3.1.33 Materials 
Thee computers that were used had the same hardware and software configuration. Given the 
currentt state of affairs in hardware and technology, there is no reason to assume that the 
speedd of computers influenced time. 
AA Prolog database was used, filled with 830 fragments (275 pictures, 69 sounds, 93 videos and 
3933 text fragments). Text and picture fragments were gathered from different websites. 
Videoo fragments were created from a number of videotapes. Sound fragments were recorded 
humann voices (generally a few sentences) or gorilla sounds retrieved from the Internet. For 
thee indexing experiment, a subset of 200 fragments was used. To prevent a bias caused by the 
sizee of a fragment, of each medium type 50 fragments of approximately the same size were 
selected.. Most text fragments were small, a few lines of text, a paragraph or at most half a 
page.. The average playtime of a video fragment was 25 seconds, and the average playtime of a 
soundd fragment was 10 seconds. 
Ann annotation tool was developed to annotate the fragments (similar to the tool in Figure 4-2), 
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andd record the time of each annotation. In addition the tool records which fragments were 
presentedd to a subject; the otder in which they were presented; the terms that were used; and 
thee number of terms per attribute (0-5). The tool was created in SWI-Prolog and XPCE and 
Windowss Media Player was used to display sound and video fragments. Before the 
experimentt was carried out a pilot was conducted in which 7 subjects conducted the 
indexingg task. This led to a technical adaptation. Instead of storing the fragments on a server 
theyy were stored on a local cd-rom to prevent delay in video playtime. Two screenshots of the 
annotationn tool are shown in Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4. The first screenshot shows a picture 
fragmentt that is annotated with keywords, the second shows a text fragment that is 
annotatedd with Topic concepts. 

»C=2 2 sag g Bilate l l 

Textt or picture fragments are displayed 
here;; sound and vide o fragments in 

ndowss Media Player 

keywordd annotation, 
consistingg of 0 to 5 keywords 

•rimall contact is 1 keyword) 

Figuree 6-} Annotation tool, an annotation of a picture on the keyword attribute. 

Conceptss are 
selectedhere e 
(behavioral l 
propertyy is 1 
concept). . 

T.-.s.lyy ' . - ! , ' ) , l t j t ^ . 1 » t ; ; . j . * « : 

AA Topic annotation, 
consistingg of 0 to 5 
concepts s 

Figuree 6-4 Annotation tool, annotation of a text on the topic attribute. 
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Thee buttons "Previous fragment" and "Next fragment" are used for browsing through the 
fragmentsfragments and assigning values to for example the Topic attribute of each of the 16 frag-
ments.. By clicking "Next fragment", the annotation field is cleared and the next fragment is 
displayed.. Previously made annotations can be changed using the "Previous fragment" 
button.. Terms are transferred using the "**"  and "••" buttons. The attribute values are saved 
withh the "Apply" button. Subsequently the next attribute (and next fragment) is presented. 

6.3.1.44 Procedure 
Thee test was carried out in a non-fixed time of approximately one hour on average. First the 
taskk and the tool were explained, then the subjects conducted the indexing task and filled in 
thee questionnaire. Subjects were explained that that they should be as specific as possible but 
thatt they did not necessarily have to use leaf-concepts only, and that a keyword could be com
posedd of more than one term, as in "scary gorilla". By means of support the subjects could 
lookk into a reference work with definitions and examples of concepts. The questionnaire 
containedd a set of multiple-choice questions about the subject's prior knowledge and a set of 
evaluativee questions about the ontologies. 

6.3.22 Results 

6.3.2.11 Prior knowledge 
Beforee presenting the results it is mentioned that subjects' prior knowledge was found 
sufficientt to conduct the indexing task. Of the subjects 66% found they had enough everyday 
knowledgee of gorillas and approximately the same percentage subjects reported they had 
sufficientt instructional experience in general (90% had experience with giving Microsoft 
Powerpointt presentations and 38% had teaching experience). All subjects used search engines 
onn the Internet. 

6.3.2.22 Data preparation 
Thee raw data in XML files were automatically transformed into Excel files. From a dataset of 3552 
dataa points (37 subjects * 16 fragments * 6 annotations) a small number of outliers were removed. 
Too correct for a learning effect, the data of the first two fragments (all 6 attributes) were re
movedd from the dataset. A learning effect was caused by familiarization with the tool and the 
ontologies,, as can be seen in Figure 6-5. It shows the average indexing time for each attribute 
fromm the first to the 16th fragment. 
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Figuree 6-5 Average indexing time [sec] per attribute Jrom Jirst to i6~'" fragment. 

Indexingg the first two fragments took long, especially for the keyword and topic attribute. Per 

term,, the keyword attribute took least time, and Topic most. Figure 6-5 also shows the long 

t imee it took to annotate the 16th fragment on the last attribute (Instructional Role). These data 

weree removed too, because many subjects who finished the indexing task went on with the 

questionnairee without pressing the "Apply" button, resulting in relatively long indexing times. 

Furthermoree indexing times of o seconds in which no annotation was made were removed. 

Thesee are considered outliers as they represent a deliberate att i tude of rushing though the 

taskk and cannot be considered a serious a t tempt to index a fragment. For the same reason the 

dataa of two subjects were removed. Because some subjects were interrupted, indexing times 

perr term longer than 90 seconds (for Topic longer than 120 seconds) are considered outliers 

andd were removed. The removal of outliers resulted in a dataset of 2875 data points, which was 

usedd for analysis. 

6.3.2.33 Analysis of results 

Tablee 6-1 shows the average indexing time in seconds per fragment per attribute. The second 

columnn from the left shows the sum of the average ontology attribute times. 

Tablee 6-1 Average indexing time [sec.) per fragment attribute. 
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Onn average it took 40 seconds to annotate a fragment with keywords and 96 seconds to anno-
tatee a fragment with ontologies. Not surprisingly, the assumption that indexing with onto-
logiess takes longer than indexing with keywords is correct. Pictures required least time and 
videoss most time, but with a T-test no significant differences between medium types are found. 
Muchh time was spent on domain indexes (Keywords and Topics) while Representational Type 
tookk least time. However, different numbers of terms were used per attribute. Long indexing 
timess may be due to a large number of terms used per attribute. 

Tablee 6-z shows the average number of terms used per attribute. The second column from 
thee left shows the sum of the average numbers of concepts used in the ontology attributes. 
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Tablee tf-2 Averse number of terms perjragment attribute. 

Onn average 3 keywords and 7.4 concepts were used to annotate a fragment. Most terms were 
usedd for videos. Many Topic concepts were used, and not many Knowledge Type concepts. 
Thee ontologies differ in size. The domain ontology {wit h Topic concepts) is by far the most 
extensive.. In order to see how much time was used per term, indexing time was normalized by 
dividingg the indexing time per attribute by the number of terms used per attribute. 
Tablee 6-3 shows the average indexing time per fragment attribute per term. The second column 
fromfrom the left shows the average of the ontology attributes. 
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Tablee 6-3 Average indexiry rime (sec) per jragment attribute per term. 

Onn average it took 13.1 seconds to annotate a fragment with one keyword, and 13 seconds to 
annotatee a fragment with one concept. The different kind of indexing tasks (thinking up a 
keywordd or selecting a concept) require about as much time. However determining a Topic 
tookk relatively long, indicating that indexing with an extensive concept hierarchy requires 
muchh time. Beside the size of an ontology, the nature of the attribute is of influence on 
indexingg time: Representational Type and Description Type required not much time while 
Knowledgee Type, which is an abstract aspect, required longer. 

6.3.33 Conclusions about indexing time 
Extensivee indexing with ontologies took more than twice as long as keyword indexing. More 
thann twice as many terms were used. Per term, there is not much difference: to specify one 
keywordd took about as long as to select one concept from an ontology, except for Topic 
concepts.. To specify one Topic concept took approximately 50% longer than keywords, likely 
becausee the domain ontology contains most concepts and requires navigation through the 
hierarchy.. Time may be gained by reducing the mental effort that is required to browse a 
largee concept hierarchy, for example by providing indexers with a search function for con-
ceptss in an ontology. 

6.44 Measuring re-use time 

AA second experiment was designed to measure the time it takes to re-use a fragment, based 
onn keywords and ontologies. Additionally, to locate more specifically where time was gained 
orr lost, the time subjects spent on retrieving fragments (searching and selecting fragments) 
andd composing lesson material was measured. 

6.4.11 Method 
Subjectss had the task to create an educational Web page from a database with over 800 multi-
mediaa fragments about gorillas (described in Section 6.3.1.3). The fragments in the database 
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weree indexed with keywords and ontologies by one or sometimes two people knowledgeable 
aboutt the domain. Search and retrieval was performed in two conditions: a keyword and an 
ontologyy condition. In order to provide subjects with some guidance in topics to address, 
theyy had to choose one of three gorilla-related themes. Pedagogical and editing guidelines 
weree provided to help the relatively inexperienced subjects decide when the lesson material 
wass finished. The number of fragments to be used was set to 15 to be able to compare the 
results.. The following subsections describe the design of the experiment in more detail: the 
experimentall  conditions, variables, subjects, materials and procedure. 

6.4.1.16.4.1.1 Independent variables and experimental conditions 
Subjects'' prior knowledge and the theme subjects choose can vary. Subjects were assigned to 
aa keyword and an ontology condition using a matching procedure based on two factors that 
couldd be of influence on the re-use task: familiarity with search engines and experience with 
composingg pedagogical or presentation material such as a Microsoft Powerpoint presentation. 
Inn each condition subjects had to select a set of fragments from a database using a retrieval 
tool.. In the keyword condition, search and retrieval was based on keywords only. Subjects 
hadd to think up one or more terms, type them in, submit the query and browse the retrieved 
fragments.. In the ontology condition subjects searched based on same set of ontologies as 
usedd in the indexing time experiment. Subjects could select a concept for each of the attri-
butess (Representational Type, Topic, Description Type, Knowledge Type and Instructional 
Role),, submit the query and browse the retrieved fragments. In both conditions subjects 
thenn had to create lesson material from the selected set of fragments using the same tools 
andd guidelines. 

6.4.1.22 Dependent variables 
Thee hypothesis that the more time is spent on indexing, the less time is spent on re-use is 
basedd on the theoretic assumption that re-use based on ontologies takes less time than 
keyword-basedd re-use, because a search from different perspectives yields more precise 
results,, and the task-related indexes support lesson material composition. The variables 
servee to test if re-use based on ontologies takes shorter than keyword-based re-use, and to 
locatee where time is gained or lost. The dependent variables are: 

Averagee re-use time 

Averagee retrieval time 
Averagee search time 
Averagee selection time 

Averagee composition time 

Timee was measured in seconds, by logging user actions (for example button clicks) in the 
retrievall  tool that was used (described in Section 6.3.1.3), and by logging active windows of 
thee three tools that were used (either the retrieval tool, Microsoft Word or Windows Media 
Player). . 
Al ll  times are averaged across subjects. Re-use time is the time to re-use 15 fragments, from the 
momentt a subject is logged into the retrieval tool, until the lesson material is finished (the 
documentt is saved and Microsoft Word closed). Re-use time is the sum of retrieval time and 
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lessonn material composition time. Retrieval time is the time spent in the retrieval tool. 
Retrievall  time is the sum of the time spent on searching and selecting fragments. Search rim* is 
thee time spent on generating queries, from thinking up keywords or browsing concepts in 
ann ontology, until a query is submitted. Selection time is the time spent on selecting fragments, 
fromfrom browsing a list of retrieved fragments, until a basket with 15 selected fragments is 
exportedd to Microsoft Word. Composition rime is the time spent on editing lesson material, 
representedd by the time spent in Microsoft Word. In order to relate indexing time to re-use 
time,, re-use rime perjnyment, the average time to re-use one fragment, is calculated. 
Inn addition, to obtain a detailed view of the time spent on searching, the number of queries, 
termss and retrieved fragments is counted. To analyze the time spent on selecting fragments 
inn more detail, the number of displayed fragments during retrieval time is counted, and the 
timee spent on displaying fragments during retrieval time is measured. The time that the 
Windowss Media Player window was active is an indicator of the time spent on displaying 
fragmentss during the entire task, including composition of lesson material. The following 
operationall  definitions are used: 

Numberr of subjects, i...n 
Numberr of re-used fragments = 15 

Averagee re-use time = total time spent by all subjects to re-use 15 fragments / number 
off  subjects. 
Averagee retrieval time = total time spent by all subjects to retrieve 15 relevant fragments 
// number of subjects. 
Averagee search rime = total time spent by all subjects to search 15 relevant fragments / 
numberr of subjects. 
Averagee selection rime = total time spent by all subjects to select 15 relevant fragments 
// number of subjects. 
Averagee composition time = total time spent by all subjects to compose lesson material 
fromm 15 fragments / number of subjects. 
Averagee re-use time per fragment = total time spent by all subjects to re-use 15 
fragmentss / number of subjects * number of re-used fragments. 
Averagee number of queries = total number of queries submitted by all subjects during 
searchh time / number of subjects. 
Averagee number of terms = total number of terms used by all subjects in queries 
submittedd during search time / number of subjects. 
Averagee display time = total time spent by all subjects fragments are displayed during 
retrievall  time / number of subjects. 
Averagee number of displayed fragments = total number of displayed fragments by all 
subjectss during retrieval time / number of subjects. 

6.4.1.6.4.1.33 Subjects 
300 First year Information Science students participated in the experiment. 

6.4.6.4.1.41.4 Materials 
Threee tools were used: a retrieval tool to search and retrieve fragments, Microsoft Word to 
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editt lesson material and Windows Media Player to display sound and video fragments. The 
Prologg database with 830 fragments (275 pictures, 69 sounds, 93 videos and 393 texts) was 
usedd (described in Section 6.3.1.3). 
AA keyword and an ontology retrieval tool were developed (similar to the tools described in 
Chapterr 5) for searching, browsing, viewing fragments and assembling fragments for the 
lessonn material. Both tools contain three browsers. In the browser at the top one can generate 
andd submit a query. In the middle browser one can browse through the list of retrieved 
fragmentss and select one, and in the browser at the bottom a selected text or picture frag-
mentt can be displayed (sound and video are displayed in Windows Media Player), and frag-
mentss can be added to or deleted from a basket at the bottom right. The menu option 
"Exportt basket" in the "File" menu is used for exporting the basket with fragments to Micro-
softt Word. Figure 6-6 shows the keyword retrieval tool. 

Keywordss are 
typedd here 

II uiir.i l ?t  fiaaimnt * ni*! i lini j !h« <|it*fy 

''  ' 

- -- , ., i-fA^'^i 

'' : " l ! E

mtmt.. .. : ; !7i;- ,r-' i--ni?Wl,ii i 

AA list of retrieved 
fragments,, including 
thee Medium Type. 

Textt and picture 
fragmentss are displayed 
here,, sound and video 
fragmentss are displayedm 
"Windowss Media Player. 

r'itte e 
j/r*raa reared 

M*.IM M 

"" " 
"" "" 

Thee basket: a list of selected 
fragments,, including the 
Mediumm Type 

Figuree 6-6 Keyword retrieval tool. 

Inn the keyword retrieval tool, subjects search for fragments simply by typing in one or more 
keywords.. In the ontology retrieval tool (see Figure 6-y], subjects search for fragments by 
generatingg a query from at most 5 terms (one per attribute). 
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Figuree 6-y Ontology retrieval tool. 

Fragmentss were indexed with a flat list of keywords based on the full text or, in the case of 
non-textuall  media, based on an elaborate but also flat list of domain-related keywords as IR 
techniquess as yet provide no other solution. Instead of using a fixed list of keywords, the 
keywordss were added quite freely. The matching technique used in the keyword retrieval 
tooll  for text fragments is full text search including inflections (Baayen, Piepenbroek & 
Gulikers,, 1995), and conjunctive (AND) queries. Queries with more than one tetm match 
firsrfirsr on all terms, than on all minus 1, etc. (coordination level or quorum searching). Since 
thee database contains relatively few fragments, terms are not weighed. Because a general 
queryy (for example "gorilla") results in a very long list of hits, a maximum of 50 fragments is 
presentedd to the subject. To prevent a bias caused by for example alphabetic presentation 
orderr of search results, these are presented in random order. 
Thee matching technique applied in the ontology retrieval tool is based on a mapping be-
tweenn terms in a query and attribute values of a fragment. A conjunctive query can be com-
posedd of a maximum of 5 search terms (one term per attribute). Slots that are not filled are 
treatedd as wildcards. 
Microsoftt Word was used for composing lesson material. The 15 fragments are displayed in a 
Wordd document in the order in which they were exported from the retrieval tool. The order 
off  fragments could be changed. Pictures, sounds and videos are displayed as links. The names 
off  the links could be changed and the text fragments could be edited. 

6.4.1.55 Procedure 
Thee experiment was carried out in a non-fixed time of approximately 1.30 hout on average. 
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Thee task and tools were explained first, then subjects conducted the re-use task. The subjects 
weree explained that the task comprised choosing a theme, collecting 15 fragments relevant 
forr that theme in a basket, exporting the basket to Microsoft Word, and composing lesson 
materiall  from the selected fragments. To compose lesson material, subjects had to place the 
fragmentsfragments in an order suitable for instruction and if necessary edit some of the text. Subjects 
shouldd not spend time enhancing layout, for example formatting text, but instead concen-
tratee on the content. 

Thee context in which the task had to be carried out was to deliver the content of a Web page 
forfor an educational site for children aged 12-16 called Klokhuis, a TV-program for children 
familiarr to the subjects. Subjects had to choose one of the following themes: 

Inn cooperation with WNF, Klokhuis wants to develop a Web page that teaches children 
aboutt threats to the gorilla and what can be done to save the gorilla. 
Klokhuiss wants to develop a Web page for kids (and their parents) who go on gorilla 
safari.. The page should teach them how to behave near the gorilla. 
Klokhuiss wants to develop a Web page in cooperation with Arris (a zoo in Amsterdam) 
thatt teaches kids who are interested in becoming a zookeeper how to take care of the 
gorilla. . 

Thee database contained enough fragments that were either directly or indirectly relevant for 
thee themes. The subjects were furthermore told that Klokhuis values the didactical quality 
off  the Web pages, and that for this reason some guidelines had to be followed, shown below. 

Tryy to get the reader's attention 
Presentt a learning goal 
Introducee the reader to the topic 
Presentt the content 
Possiblyy elaborate on the content 
Providee illustrations and/or examples 
Enablee the reader to test his/her knowledge 

Beforee the experiment was carried out a pilot was conducted, which led to a sharper explana-
tionn of editing guidelines with examples. 

6.4.Z6.4.Z Results 

6.4.2.11 Data preparation 
Thee raw data {text files) contain 9546 data points (3.704 in the keyword condition and 5.842 
inn the ontology condition). These data were automatically transformed into Excel files. All 
timess are averaged across subjects. 

Similarr to the indexing task, a learning effect was caused by familiarization with the retrieval 
toolss and the ontologies. Figure 6-8 shows the average rime of the first, second and remaining 
searchh actions, logged in the retrieval tools. (The search actions in the ontology tool are 
representedd by sum of the times spent on browsing each of the ontologies). 
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Figuree 6-8 Average of first, second and remaining search action times. 

Thee first and second search action times were removed from the dataset (360 data points]. No 
individuall outliers were identified. Although times longet than 4 minutes occurred, it was 
nott clear from the log files that these were caused by subjects that were interrupted. 
Theree was some difference in the quality of the lesson material, which may to some extent 
havee been the result of the time subjects worked on it. Re-use times varied from 20 minutes 
too over 90 minutes, and it is assumed that this has had some influence on the quality of the 
lessonn material. Therefore a correction for the quality of the lesson material was carried out. 
Thee quality was assessed by two coders. The criteria were 1) topical relevance, 2) comple
tenesss and order of fragments, (for example title followed by advance organizer, questions 
includedd etc.) 3) variation in medium and way of representation (for instance large text-files 
aree less suitable for a Web page), and 4) overall attractiveness (for example repeatedly using 
thee same subtitle is not appealing). 10% of a subject's time was added if the lesson material 
wass judged to be of low quality. If the lesson material was judged to be of high quality 10% of 
aa subject's time was subtracted. The coders disagreed on 3 out of 30 pages, indicating high 
inter-coderr reliability. After discussion consensus was reached, 7 Web pages were judged to 
bee of low quality, 15 medium and 8 high. 

6.4.2.22 Analysis of results 
Tablee 6-4 shows the average time in seconds to re-use 15 fragments. Re-use time is the sum 
off the average retrieval time and the average composition time, and retrieval time is the sum 
off the average search time and the average selection time. 

Keyword d 

Ontology y 

Average e 

re-usee time 

3343 3 

3389 9 

Average e 

retrievall time 

2394 4 

2756 2756 

Average e 

seatchh time 

544 4 

1106 6 

Average e 

selectionn time 

1850 0 

1649 9 

Average e 

compositionn time 

949 9 

633 3 
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Tablee 6-4 Average re-use time {sec.}, retrieval (search, selection) and composition. 

I tt took about 55 minutes to re-use 15 fragments. Overall it took only slightly longer to re-use 

fragmentsfragments based on ontologies than it took based on keywords. However the assumption 

thatt re-use based on ontologies takes less t ime than keyword-based re-use turns out to be 

incorrect. . 

Inn a keyword sett ing much t ime was spent on selecting fragments and on lesson material 

composition.. In an ontology setting t ime was invested in queries, and less t ime was spent on 

selectingg fragments and on lesson material composition. These profiles of re-use in the 

kevwordd and ontology condit ion are visualized in Figure 6-g. 

search h selection n composition n 

Figuree 6-9 Re-use profiles in the keyword and ontology condition. 

Inn the ontology condit ion about 1/3 of the search t ime was spent on browsing the ontologies 

beforee a concept was selected. The difference in search t ime between the two conditions is 

significant,, as shows from a one way ANOVA test (Mk=544, Mo=no6, F=8,48, df=29, P<.05). 

Too compare search t ime in more detail, the number of queries is counted and the number 

termss used in queries is counted. In addit ion the number of retrieved fragments is counted, 

andd the number of retrieved fragments per query is calculated. 

Tablee 6-5 shows the average number of queries and terms used in order to select 15 relevant 

fragments.fragments. The 6 r ightmost columns show the average number of terms per attr ibute 

(percentagess between brackets), and the average number of terms per query. 
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Tablee 6-5 Average number of queries, terms and terms per query. 

Manyy queries were submitted in the ontology condition. The difference with the keyword 
conditionn is significant (Mk-zj, Mo=55, F=i2.88, d£=zg, P«.05). A factor that could have 
contributedd to the low number of queries in the keyword condition is that some subjects 
appliedd a "retrieve all" strategy. This means that one or two general queries were submitted, 
andd fragments were selected based on browsing the long list of hits (showing from the 
longerr selection time in the keyword condition, see Figure 6-9). 

AA query in the ontology condition often consisted of a Topic (43%), Representational Type 
(28%)) and Instructional Role (16%). Knowledge Type may not have been used intensively 
becausee of its degree of abstraction. Possibly this attribute would be used more intensively 
byy experienced instructional designers. The reason that Description Type was not used 
muchh may be that the Topic and Description Type ontology are conceptually the closest 
related,, hence the Description Type ontology may not have added enough value to the Topic 
ontology,, which was used the most by far. 

Basedd on these queries, different numbers of fragments were retrieved. Table 6-6 shows the 
averagee number of fragments that were retrieved in order to select 15 relevant fragments. 

Keyword d 

Ontology y 

Averagee number of 

retrievedd fragments 

1198 8 

1368 8 

Picture e 

490 0 

386 6 

Sound d 

57 7 

68 8 

Text t 

606 606 

71,9 71,9 

Video o 

45 5 

175 5 

Tablee 6-6 Average number of retrieved.jrqgments. 

Aboutt half of the retrieved fragments were texts, probably because the database contained 
moree texts than other medium types. No significant differences between conditions are 
found,, except for the number of retrieved videos. In the ontology condition more videos 
weree retrieved (Mk=45, Mo=i75, F=n.2c>, df=25>, P«.05), possibly because subjects could 
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explicitlyy search for videos by specifying medium type in a query. 
Inn order to see how many fragments were retrieved per query, the number of retrieved frag-
mentss is divided by the number of queries. Table 6-7 shows the average number of retrieved 
fragmentss per query. 

Keyword d 

Ontology y 

Averagee number of retrieved 

fragmentsfragments per query 

76 76 

31 1 

Picture e 

31 1 

9 9 

Sound d 

4 4 

z z 

Text t 

38 8 

16 16 

Video o 

3 3 

4 4 

Tablee 6-7 Average number of retrievedfragments per query. 

Inn the ontology condition more queries were submitted (see Table 6-5) and more fragments 
weree retrieved (see Table 6-6), but the number of retrieved fragments per query was much 
lowerr than in the keyword condition (see Table 6-7), which indicates that search results per 
queryy were more precise. Consequently less time was necessary for composition, which 
showss from the re-use profile in Figure 6-9. 
Too compare the selection time (see re-use profiles in Figure 6-9] in more detail, the number 
off  displayed fragments is counted. Table 6-8 shows the average number fragments that were 
displayedd during retrieval in order to select 15 relevant fragments. 

Keyword d 

Ontology y 

Averagee number of 

displayedd fragments 

186 6 

175 5 

Picture e 

5* * 

54 4 

Sound d 

14 4 

5 5 

Text t 

no o 

94 4 

Video o 

11 1 

22 2 

Tablee 6-8 Average number of displayedfragments. 

Whilee fewer fragments were retrieved in the keyword condition (see Table 6-6), more 
fragmentsfragments were displayed. (The differences in numbers of displayed sound and video are 
significant,, sound: Mk=i4, Mo=5, t=2.58, df=28, P-«.05; and video: Mk=n, Mo=22, t=-z.jj, 
df=28,, P .̂05J. 
Thee average time fragments were displayed during retrieval in the keyword condition was 1742 
secondss (about 29 minutes), and in the ontology condition 1243 seconds (about 21 minutes). 
Thee average time a single fragment was displayed in the keyword condition was 10 seconds, 
andd in the ontology condition 7 seconds, (the difference is significant, F=i3.68, df=2p, P^.os). 
Possiblyy because subjects had less information about a fragment in the keyword condition, 
moree fragments were displayed and fragments were displayed for a longer time than in the 
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ontologyy condition, which shows from the longer selection time in Figure 6-9. 
Whilee it can be expected that sound and video fragments be displayed for some time in the 
retrievall  phase in order to select 15 relevant fragments from the database, much time was 
spentt displaying fragments during composition of lesson material as well. During the entire re-
usee task, including the compositionn phase, the Windows Media Player window was active in 
thee keyword condition for 431 seconds, in the ontology condition for 635 seconds [the dif-
ferencee is significant, F=4>43, df=2$, P<.05). Of the 635 seconds that the Media Player window 
wass active in the ontology condition, 285 seconds during retrieval on displaying sound (50 
seconds)) and video fragments (235 seconds), which means that the remaining 350 seconds 
weree spent during composition. In the ontology condition, more than half the time spent 
watchingg videos (and some listening to sound) occurred during the lesson material composi-
tionn phase. The long display time during composition was possibly necessary to sequence 
thee fragments, however it suggests that videos might have been watched (again) for recrea-
tivee purposes. With this it should be noted that sound can be listened to without the Media 
Playerr window being active. Of the 431 seconds that the Media Player window was active in 
thee keyword condition, 325 seconds were spent during retrieval (171 + 154 seconds sound 
andd video display time). The remaining time spent during composition would be 106 seconds, 
howeverr this may in fact have been longer because sound was listened to while the Media 
Playerr window was not active. In short, fragments were viewed for a longer time during composi-
tionn than during retrieval in the ontology condition. Oppositely, in the keyword condition 
fragmentsfragments were viewed longer during retrieval than during composition. In general this 
indicatess that the use of metadata supports the relevance judgment from a retrieved set of 
fragments.fragments. In the keyword condition a lack of metadata made it necessary to view the frag-
mentss in order to judge their relevance. Subjects in the ontology condition based their rele-
vancee judgments on the metadata. After a set of fragments was selected and transferred to 
Microsoftt Word, the fragments were viewed (again) in more detail. 

6.4.33 Conclusions about re-use time 
Overalll  it took about as long to re-use fragments based on ontologies as it did based on keywords. 
Howeverr in a keyword setting much time was spent on selecting fragments and composing 
lessonn material, while in an ontology setting time was foremost spent on generating queries. 
Thee profile of re-use based on keywords was to generate a few queries, in a short time. Much 
timee was spent on selecting fragments, because many fragments were retrieved per query. 
Consequentlyy many fragments were displayed, mostly texts and pictures (which were re-
trievedd more than sounds and videos). Because the list of retrieved fragments was generally 
long,, and there was no extensive metadata to support relevance judgments, selection of frag-
mentss took long. Imprecise search results even had an effect on the time that was necessary 
too compose lesson material. Relatively much time was spent on composing lesson material. 
Onn the contrary, the profile of re-use based on ontologies was to spend much time searching, 
andd less time selecting fragments. Many queries were submitted, but not many fragments 
weree retrieved per query. Because of these precise search results, relatively littl e time was 
spentt on selecting fragments, of which most was spent on watching videos (which were 
retrievedd much). Not much time was spent on composing lesson material. Of the time spent 
onn composing lesson material, about half of the time was spent on watching the selected 
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videoss again. 
Thus,, overall there \s not much difference in time between a keyword and ontology-based 
approach,, but the different times necessary to carry out separate steps (search, select, com-
pose]]  indicates that there is a difference between the nature of a keyword and an ontology-
basedd re-use task. 

6.55 Indexing and re-use time related: cost-benefit 

Thee goal of these experiments was to provide insight in the cost-benefit relation of manual 
indexingg and re-use of small learning objects or fragments. 
Thee first two questions were: 

Howw much time does it take to index a fragment manually, with keywords and with 
ontologies? ? 
Howw much time does it take to re-use a fragment based on keywords and on ontologies? 

Too index a fragment manually with keywords took 40 seconds, and with ontologies 96 
seconds.. To re-use a fragment based on keywords took 3 minutes and 43 seconds (re-use time 
33433 sec. / 15 re-used fragments = 223 sec), and based on ontologies 3 minutes and 46 seconds 
(re-usee time 3389 sec. / 15 re-used fragments = 226 sec). 
Tablee 6-9 shows an overview of the results. The total time is the sum of the average indexing 
timee per fragment and average re-use time per fragment. 

Keyword d 

Ontology y 

Totall  time 

263 3 

3 " " 

Averagee indexing 

timee per fragment 

40 0 

96 96 

Averagee re-use time 

perr fragment 

" 3 3 

zi6 zi6 

Tablee 6-9 Total rime and average indexing and re-use time [sec.] per fragment. 

Itt was hypothesized that the more time is spent on indexing, the less time is spent on re-use, 
basedd on the assumptions that ontology indexing takes long but re-use takes a short time. 
Thee hypothesis that the more time is spent on indexing, the less on re-use, does not hold. 
Thee assumption that keyword indexing is quicker than with ontologies is correct, but the 
assumptionn that re-use with ontologies is quicker than with keywords appears to be wrong. 
Itt is and wil l remain more time consuming to apply a knowledge-rich indexing strategy. 
Thee third question was: 

Howw often does a fragment have to be re-used to compensate for extensive indexing 
withh ontologies? 

Strictlyy seen, this question is answered with: "extensive indexing can not be compensated." A 
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sensitivityy analysis is performed to refine this answer. 
Thee estimation of keyword indexing time could in reality hardly be any lower (unless done 
automatically).. Keyword indexing time represents the minimal annotation time because 
subjectss may have been thinking up keywords for some time before they started typing. First 
theyy viewed a fragment, then they thought of some keywords, then they started typing, 
whichh is the moment from which keyword indexing time was measured. The ontology 
indexingg time does include this "thinking" time. When indexing with ontologies, subjects 
immediatelyy opened an ontology to see which concepts are in it, in order to relate the 
conceptss to the fragment they were viewing. Besides, despite instructions almost half of the 
subjectss indexed with keywords in their native language (Dutch) instead of English. The 
keywordss the subjects used were diverse and the quality of the annotations was not assessed. 
I tt might well be that re-using the fragments had taken longer if the keyword indexes as 
appliedd by the subjects were used for retrieval. This was not the case; fragments were 
retrievedd based on full text and elaborate lists of keywords. 

Thee estimation of keyword retrieval time, especially search time, is also rather low. Similar to 
indexing,, search time excludes the time used to think about keywords for a query. Subjects 
mayy have been thinking up keywords for some time before they started typing, which is the 
momentt from which keyword search time was measured. In the ontology condition this 
thinkingg time was included. To generate a query subjects immediately opened a hierarchy of 
terms,, and then started thinking which concepts they would use. Ontology search time was 
measuredd from the moment a hierarchy of terms was browsed, hence includes thinking time. 
Inn the sensitivity analysis, the indexing time remains the same but the re-use time is refined 
byy excluding the thinking time of a search action in the ontology condition, similar to the 
keywordd measurement. In the ontology condition the time between the moment subjects 
openedd a hierarchy of terms, and the moment the first concept is selected from that 
hierarchy,, is subtracted from search time. 

Tablee 6-10 shows the same overview as in Table 6-9, but search time in the ontology condi-
tionn is measured from the moment a first concept is selected, until a query is submitted. 
Totall  time is the sum of the average indexing time per fragment and the average re-use time per 
fragment.fragment. When search time is refined, re-using fragments based on ontologies does save time. 

Keyword d 

Ontology y 

Totall  time 

163 163 

308 8 

Averagee indexing 

timee per fragment 

40 0 

96 96 

Averagee re-use time 

perr fragment 

" 3 3 

2 12 2 

Tablee 6-10 Total, indexing and re-use time [sec.) per fragment, without "thinking time" of a search action in the 
ontolo,gyy condition. 

Thee formula to calculate the number of times a fragment has to be re-used in order to make 
upp for extra indexing time is shown below. (A linear relation between re-use time and 
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numberr of times a fragment is re-used is assumed]. 
XX = (KITf - OITfj / (ORTf - KRTf) 

Thee extra time necessary to annotate material with ontologies is divided by the time saved 
duringg re-use with ontologies. Put in different words: a one time effort invested in indexing, 
counterbalancess X times the time saved during re-use. 
Basedd on this formula and the results in Table 6-10, a fragment needs to be re-used 5 times in 
orderr to regain the time invested in indexing. This is an outcome of research conducted in a 
controlledd setting. A number of factors have to be taken into account when generalizations 
aree made on the basis of this research, these are discussed in section 6.6. 
Thee last question was: Where can time be saved in the indexing and re-use process? 
Inn indexing as well as re-use, costs may be cut by reducing the mental effort that is necessary 
too handle a large indexing vocabulary. The costs of manual indexing were high where large 
indexingg vocabularies were used. Supporting navigation in long indexing vocabularies, for 
examplee by providing a search functionality for concepts in an ontology (for example 
Schreiber,, Dubbeldam, Wielemaker & Wielinga, 2001) would save time in indexing as well as 
searching.. The costs of re-use were high where time was invested in generating queries, and 
wheree time was lost if search results were not precise, which implied that long lists of hits 
hadd to be browsed in order to find relevant fragments. Avoiding long and diverse lists of 
retrievedd fragments would save time selecting fragments. 

6.66.6 Conclusions and generalizations 
Thiss chapter provides some insight in the costs and benefits of a keyword and an ontology-
basedd approach to indexing and re-using document fragments. Manual indexing and re-use 
byy non-professionals based on keywords is generally a littl e quicker than based on ontologies. 
Thee keyword indexing time estimated could in reality not be much lower, even when con-
ductedd by domain experts. Experts would probably use fixed lists to describe the material, 
usuallyy with more than 5 keywords, at different levels of abstraction. This is different from 
thee experimental setting in which subjects added keywords that came to mind quite freely. 
Besidess the indexes would have to be of a certain quality. It was shown that keyword 
indexingg with terms that come to mind is not intrinsically easier than indexing with fixed 
structuredd lists of concepts. To add one keyword took about as long as to add one concept to 
aa fragment. Professional keyword indexers may benefit by using a structured is-a hierarchy, 
allowingg annotating material at different levels of abstraction. 

Retrievall  and composition based on keywords might in real life settings take longer than 
estimated,, because the retrieval technique based on keywords is normally applied in large 
heterogeneouss sets of material, which enlarges the effect of imprecise search results found in 
thiss experiment. It is realistic to expect that a repository contains more objects about 
differentt topics than was used in this research. Under such circumstances costs of re-use can 
increase,, nevertheless it is concluded that a keyword-based method is generally least expensive, 
inn the first place because of low indexing costs. 

Regardingg the estimated ontology indexing time, professional cataloguers would probably 
indexx material in a shorter time than estimated because they would be more familiar with 
metadataa in their field of expertise than our subjects. However, in practice not many people 
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aree experienced in using for example the LOM metadata model to index material, so the 
estimationn of ontology indexing time may as well be realistic. People's growing experience 
withh metadata models and the developments in support of manual indexing wil l in the 
futuree speed up the indexing process (Najjar, Duval, Ternier, Neven, 2003; Neven, Duval, 
Ternier,, Cardinaels & Vandepitte, 2003). 

Retrievall  and composition based on ontologies might in reality be done in a shorter time 
thann estimated, when carried out by an experienced instructional designer. Usually people 
whoo create lesson material are more experienced than the subjects participating in the ex-
perimentt in which re-use time was measured. For example, a teacher creating lesson material 
onn a regular basis would be familiar with the metadata, hence would need less time to 
generatee queries, and in addition would probably not spend so much time watching videos 
afterr relevant material has been retrieved. The developments in this area, for example resul-
tingg in templates for pieces of lesson material, wil l make it easier (also for less experienced 
people)) to create lesson material in the future. 

Inn general a knowledge-rich approach makes the focus of the retriever shift from the content 
too the metadata. The ontologies are used to generate queries, and to support the relevance 
judgmentt from a set of retrieved fragments. The content was only viewed in more detail after 
aa set of relevant fragments has been selected and transferred to an autgoring tool. 
Thee results of the experiments in this chapter show that a keyword-based approach has the 
advantagee of very low start-up costs in terms of time. The costs of a knowledge-rich index are 
nott regained on a very short term, but are worth the investment if precise search results play 
ann important role. Because both methods have advantages in terms of time, and because 
peoplee have different preferences, an approach that allows for both keywords and ontology-
basedd retrieval methods is recommended. 
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77 Conclusions 

Inn the first chapter several general questions and several questions regarding each of the 
materiall  handling processes were formulated. In this chapter these questions wil l be answered 
onn the basis of Chapters 2 to 6. 

7.. i General conclusions 

Inn this thesis a knowledge-rich approach to re-use of material in an instructional context was 
investigated.. First, several theoretical aspects were addressed: the material (its nature and 
grainn size), standardization of an indexing framework, and the surplus value of ontologies 
forr an indexing framework. This theory was followed by a proof of concept showing how 
ontologiess are used in the material handling processes. Then several aspects concerning the 
usee of ontologies in the indexing, retrieval and re-use processes were empirically investigated. 
Thee economic affordability of a knowledge rich approach, and the value this approach adds 
too the material handling processes were measured in several experiments. 

7.1.11 The material 
Theree is a large variety in electronic and non-electronic documents, as became apparent in 
forr example the domains addressed in the IMAT project. Two important factors are relevant 
forr the material: its grain size and nature (informational or instructional). Material with a 
largee grain size can be source material existing in some domain, or an end-product of an 
instructionall  designer. Large pieces of material have the property that they are highly 
contextualized.. That is, the material is developed for a specific domain, purpose, reader, and 
soo on. Because of this context dependency, material with a large grain size is often not 
directlyy suitable for re-use and has to be segmented first. Although larger pieces of 
instructionall  material may be used by many people for some time as an end-product, such 
materiall  has a low potential to be re-used in other instructional contexts than the one for 
whichh it was developed due to its contextualized nature. The notion of small re-usable chunks 
off  material is at the heart of re-use. A general rule is: the smaller the document fragments, 
thee larger the probability they wil l be re-used. Document fragments are "de-contextualized" 
too a degree in which they are likely to fit  in other contexts. A review of the literature has 
learnedd that material that can be used or re-used in an instructional context, can be located 
somewheree on a continuum from informational material to instructional material. Small 
piecess of informational material are more likely to make creation of lesson material fast and 
easy,, and instructional material of a relatively small grain size can be used in a flexible way by 
teacherss and learners. 

7.1.22 Standardization of an indexing framework 
Severall  standardized annotation structures (reviewed in Chapter 2) are available for indexing 
andd retrieval of (instructional) material. These annotation structures cover a range of dif-
ferentt aspects of the material to be annotated and leave room for domain-dependent markup. 
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Standardss are an important achievement. Many learning object repositories make use of 
standards.. Different users can retrieve material from different locations based on the same, 
standardizedd annotation structure, something that was not possible 10 years ago. Current 
standardss mainly aim at the exchange of instructional material, hence they lack the structure 
andd expressiveness that are needed to support developers of instructional material in their 
tasks.. Retrieval of the more elementary learning objects (information fragments) and the 
stepss to develop lesson material from those elementary objects (such as to formulate a 
learningg goal, strategy), are not fully supported. In this thesis a number of ontologies was 
investigatedd which can be viewed as extensions of standards. 

7.1.33 Surplus value of ontologies for an indexing framework 
Theree are four ways in which ontologies can help solving problems with defining and using 
ann indexing framework. First, an ontology solves the problem of ambiguity and standardiza-
tionn of open indexes. The use of an open indexing vocabulary, for example a set of keywords 
derivedd automatically from a document, is a quick and widely used way to index (textual) 
material.. However, keywords derived from content are not standardized. In general free use 
off  terms in an annotation can lead to a matching problem for retrieval. Nevertheless the use 
off  keywords is important. For example, by mapping an open vocabulary to a standardized 
vocabulary,, keywords are used to automatically annotate material with standardized terms. 
Second,, an ontology-based indexing approach makes it possible to annotate material from 
differentt perspectives. In this way, the scope of an annotation structure can include all 
aspectss relevant for the material handling processes. The annotation structure described in 
Chapterr 3 is an example of a knowledge-rich, ontology-based annotation structure. The 
scopee of this annotation structure includes three perspectives on material: physical aspects of 
thee material, domain-related aspects, and aspects of a task, be it an instructional design task 
orr a task to be learned. Including these aspects in an annotation structure enables analysis 
andd segmentation of source material into fragments, supports precision in the retrieval 
process,, and supports the effective development of lesson material. 

Third,, the terms in an ontology-based indexing vocabulary consist of unique concepts asso-
ciatedd with synonyms and abbreviations. By using ontologies the problem of ambiguity of 
thee use of natural language is solved. 
AA fourth aspect of an ontology is structure. The terms are hierarchically organized in a 
structuree of generic and specific concepts. A term has more meaning in a structure than in an 
unorderedd collection. The structure in ontologies is favorable for the indexing as well as the 
retrievall  process. A structured indexing vocabulary generally results in more consistent and 
precisee annotations. In addition a structured vocabulary allows for query generalization and 
specialization,, which enables flexible retrieval and yields precise search results. Together these 
fourr aspects of an ontology improve the quality of the indexing process. 

7.1.44 Feasibility of the concept 
Thee theoretical framework summarized above requires a proof of concept. Is handling 
materiall  using an indexing framework based on ontologies is feasible? This question is 
answeredd positively, as was shown in the IMAT project. The IMAT project provided a very 
realisticc setting to study the entire value adding chain from source material to instructional 
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material.. There was a real problem of teachers having to create lesson material in-house by 
reworkingg source material every time a technical manual was updated, and of students 
havingg to leaf through the technical manuals during a lesson. By providing a set of tools that 
breakk up a technical manual into smaller fragments, indexing them, storing them in a 
multi-mediaa data base, retrieving fragments and moving them to the preferred authoring 
environment,, the material handling processes were significantly improved and speeded up. 
Thee applications in the IMAT project were fully based on ontologies. With the applications 
inn the IMAT project, source material was successfully segmented, and professional educators 
createdd an instructional design, retrieved fragments and created lesson material. The 
developedd lesson material was tried out in a real life context. The IMAT applications fulfilled 
aa real need of users. The success of the project proved that using ontologies as a basis for the 
materiall  handling processes is feasible. 

7.1.55 Affordabilit y and added value 
Fromm this proof of concept, two general questions follow: is a knowledge-rich approach eco-
nomicallyy affordable, and what is gained by such an approach? 
Inn various experiments the costs and added value of using a knowledge-rich indexing 
frameworkk were investigated. In these experiments, the use of an ontology-based indexing 
frameworkk was compared with a baseline represented by the use of keywords. 
Onee conclusion about the costs (indicated by time] of a knowledge-rich approach is not 
surprising:: manual annotation of material using an extensive annotation structure based on 
ontologiess is more expensive than annotating material with keywords. The costs of re-use 
(retrievall  of fragments from a database and composing instructional material], are about the 
samee for both methods. When using ontologies, more time is invested in generating queries, 
butt due to precise search results, less time is necessary to judge the relevance of search results 
andd to compose lesson material. An ontology-based approach is affordable 1] when imprecise 
searchh results are a bottleneck, and 2) when users are familiar with concepts in an ontology. 
Iff  users are inexperienced, they have to become familiar with the concepts in ontologies first 
inn order to generate queries, which requires time. 

Severall  other conclusions can be drawn concerning the surplus value of using ontologies. In 
generall  the indexing, retrieval and re-use processes run more smoothly, with fewer frictions. 
Startingg with the indexing process, using an ontology-based indexing framework to annotate 
materiall  leads to a reduction of inconsistencies between different indexers. Retrieval is more 
efficientt and effective. Also more relevant fragments are used in instructional products. For the 
re-usee process, the added value of using ontologies lies foremost in sound instructional products. 
Inn the following sections these general conclusions are refined by answering several specific 
questionss focusing on the separate processes. 

7.22 Conclusions about the analysis process 

Thee analysis process was investigated by means of theoretical research and a case study. Two 
aspectss were addressed: the criteria on which segmentation of source material is based, and 
thee extent to which automation is possible. 
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7.2.11 Criteri a for  segmentation 
I ff  the grain size of material is too large to be re-used in other contexts than the one for which 
i tt was originally designed, it is analyzed and segmented into fragments first. Segmentation is 
usuallyy based on three criteria: the nature of the source material, the desired grain size of the 
resultingg fragments, and the topics treated in the source material. 
Segmentationn of source material of an instructional nature wil l generally also result in 
fragmentss of a somewhat larger grain size than informational fragments, because they in-
cludee instructional elements. In general, the aim is generate fragments of the smallest possible 
grainn size, provided that fragments are coherent, and that one (main) topic is treated. 

7.2.22 Automatic segmentation 
Documentt analysis techniques highly depend on the structure in documents and the use of 
ontologies.. Automatically discovering fragments in a bottom up way {by interpreting the 
layoutt of a document) is done using ontologies covering representational and structural pro-
pertiess of a document. Semantically meaningful fragments can be recognized in structured 
documents.. Currently, automatic segmentation is possible with textual material which has a 
clearr structure represented not only in logical elements such as chapters, sections and 
paragraphss but also in a topical hierarchy. Discovering fragments in a long running text 
wouldd be much more difficult because the meaning of text would have to be taken into account 
inn order to identify coherent fragments. Images as a whole included in textual documents 
cann also be automatically detected as a fragment. Segmenting the content in images is 
difficult ,, certainly when the quality of the source material is low, but can be achieved to 
somee degree in highly structured images such as electronic schemas. The general problem of 
segmentingg non-textual material is still a matter of investigation. 

7.33 Conclusions about indexing 

Threee aspects of the indexing process were investigated. The extent to which automatic inde-
xingg is possible was investigated in a case study. The degree of consistency that can be achieved in 
manuall  indexing, and the costs of manual indexing, were investigated in experiments. 

7.3.11 Automatic indexing 
Automaticc indexing makes use of text and structure present in source material, for instance 
inn a heading or in a caption of an image. The document analysis process in the IMAT project 
describedd in Chapter 3 showed that general and syntactic attribute values, keywords, topics, 
andd descriptions (type and scope) can be added to a document fragment automatically. 
Termss occurring in documents are mapped onto concepts in an ontology and added as 
annotations. . 

7.3.22 The degree of consistency in manual indexing 
Iff  indexing must be done manually, which is currently often the case, the issue of consistency 
inn indexing arises. In Chapter 4 it was investigated whether manual indexing can be done 
moree consistently using an ontology than using keywords. The results showed that the 
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structuree in ontologies has a positive effect on consistency between diffetent indexers. 
Manuall  indexing was done more consistently using an ontology, than using flat lists of 
terms.. Consistency between indexers was hard to achieve when an indexing vocabulary con-
sistss of value ranges such as "easy", "medium", "difficult" . 
Evenn with structured value lists people did not always annotate using the same heuristics. 
Definingg a semantic annotation structure and indexing vocabulary that is used in a standard 
wayy is problematic because people may have different mental models. The extent to which 
differentt mental models were used was partly determined by the degree of abstraction in an 
attribute.. Abstract attributes often lack "hard" criteria to determine the attribute's value, 
leadingg to different interpretations. The medium type can also play a role. Textual material 
wass generally more consistently annotated than pictorial material. 

Perfectt consistency is hard to realize when different indexers annotate material by hand. As 
notedd by Wason and Wiley (2000), the cataloging community ranges from the professional 
catalogerr who describes a large number of resources on a daily basis to the casual creator of 
metadataa who may want to provide some meaningful labels for a Web page. Together, the 
communityy of catalogers creates a corpus of metadata that contains "noise" (or inconsis-
tencies).. Using ontologies reduces this noise, as was shown in Chapter 4. Within a group of 
relativelyy inexperienced indexers with similar backgrounds, indexing without the structure 
inn ontologies resulted in roughly about 50% noise, but using ontologies inconsistencies were 
reducedd to about 25%. Structured indexing vocabularies not only increase consensus 
betweenn indexers, but also enable retrievers of material to specialize and generalize queries. 
Developmentss in the area of indexing, for example the research conducted and indexing 
toolss developed in the context of the ARIADNE knowledge pool system, wil l also contribute 
too making manual semantic indexing as easy, efficient and consistent as possible. 

7.3.33 The costs of manual indexing 
Anotherr issue is the cost of a rich index. Chapter 6 investigated how much extra time ex-
tensivee manual indexing costs with respect to indexing with keywords. The results indicate 
thatt using an extensive annotation structure to annotate material can take much longer than 
addingg one or several keywords. Of course this depends on the extensiveness of the 
annotationn structure. Using an annotation structure consisting of 5 semantic attributes took 
moree than twice as long as adding several keywords. However, to think up one keyword 
generallyy took about as long as to select one concept from an ontology, which showed that 
indexingg with ontologies is not inherently more difficult than indexing with keywords. 
Althoughh there was no strong effect of medium type on the time necessary to annotate 
fragments,, pictorial material was generally annotated faster, but the annotations showed 
moree inconsistencies between indexers. 

7.44 Conclusions about the retrieval process 

Thee effects of using a knowledge-rich indexing framework for retrieval were investigated in 
severall  experiments. Two aspects were addressed: the added value of using ontologies for 
retrieval,, and the costs of using ontologies for retrieval. 
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7.4.11 The added value of using ontologies for retrieval 
Thee use of a knowledge-rich index improves the retrieval process in several respects. In 
Chapterr 5 the effects of using a knowledge-rich index for retrieval and composition of lesson 
materiall  were measured. Using a rich annotation structure led to more efficient and more 
effectivee search and retrieval. In addition, more relevant fragments were used in the lesson 
material.. These positive effects were caused by a rich annotation structure (meaning that 
attributess representing different perspectives on material are included), as well as by the 
structuree in the indexing vocabulary. 

7.4.22 The costs of using ontologies for retrieval 
Thee above findings confirm what is often expected when an indexing effort is made. 
Companiess invest in indexing on the assumption that costs can be saved by reducing the 
timee employees need to seek information. In Chapter 6, the time necessary to retrieve a set of 
fragmentss was measured. Two retrieval situations were compared: retrieval based on onto-
logiess and retrieval based on keywords only. The results indicated that retrieval based on 
onlyy keywords is somewhat faster. Typing in a keyword and hitting a "search" button was 
donee in a very short time, whereas using several structured vocabularies to generate a query 
tookk longer. Although generating a query was done very fast in a keyword setting, it took a 
longg time to select fragments from, a list of retrieved fragments and judge their relevance. An 
ontology-basedd approach showed the opposite profile: generating a query took long and 
selectingg fragments went fast. In an ontology setting the metadata support the relevance 
judgmentt of a retrieved set of fragments. Contrarily in a keyword setting it is necessary to 
inspectt the fragments in order to judge their relevance. 

Thee hypothesis that costs invested in a single indexing effort can be recovered by repeated re-
usee of material could not be proven in the experimental set-up, mainly because retrieval in 
thee ontology condition took longer than was predicted. During a search action, mental 
effortt was necessary to browse a hierarchy of terms. It can be expected that when users are 
familiarr with ontologies, they wil l need less time to examine the concepts in ontologies in 
orderr to retrieve material. The point is that the benefit in terms of time of using ontologies 
forr retrieval may only show after they have been used several times, something that was not 
investigatedd (the experiments were not repeated over time]. Another way to reduce the 
searchh time is by supporting navigation, for example by providing a search functionality for 
conceptss in an ontology. In addition, a coherent database with relatively few fragments was 
usedd in the experiments. In the case of large heterogeneous collections of material, such as 
thee World Wide Web, retrieval based on keywords probably wil l take longer than was 
measuredd in the experiments. The experiments showed that using only keywords for retrie-
vall  inevitably leads to imprecise search results, even with a database with material about a 
singlee domain. Imprecise search results, in turn, inevitably lead to extra time necessary to 
browsee search results and judge the relevance of fragments. 
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7.55 Conclusions about the re-use process 

Twoo aspects of the re-use process were investigated in experiments: the quality of the in-
structionall  product, and the costs of creating an instructional product. Using a knowledge-
richh indexing framework for retrieval has several positive effects on the re-use process. 

7.5.11 The quality of an instructional product 
Inn Chapter 5 it was investigated whether the use of ontologies for retrieval, when compared 
withh keyword-based retrieval, improves the quality of the product that is created with the 
retrievedd material. A rich index yielded a sound product; the product was complete and 
correct.. The positive effect of using ontologies was strongest when the guideline for creating 
aa piece of the lesson material had a clear didactic message (such as "motivate the reader"), 
whichh indicates the importance of a proper instructional design for a product of high 
quality.. However, an ontology-based approach did not result in a better readability (in terms 
off  coherency, redundancy and argument structure) of the product, possibly because the 
annotationn structure used for retrieval did not support these aspects. 

7.5.22 The costs of creating an instructional product 
AA knowledge-rich approach has the effect that costs are reduced during development of 
lessonn material. Chapter 6 showed that, although time had to be invested in indexing and 
retrieval,, creating lesson material was done considerably faster compared to a keyword 
approach.. When composing lesson material from a set of retrieved fragments, about 1/3 of 
thee time was saved with respect to a keyword approach. 

7.66 Synthesis and discussion 

Inn this thesis the feasibility and advantages of a knowledge-rich index were empirically in-
vestigatedd and discussed. It was shown that a knowledge-rich indexing approach is feasible, 
andd in many respects desirable. An ontology-based index facilitates automatic document 
analysiss and indexing, and contributes to consistency in manual indexing. The use of onto-
logiess also improves the retrieval process; speeds up the development task, and improves an 
instructionall  product in several respects. 

Inn the experiments described in this thesis, an ontology-based approach was compared with 
aa keyword approach. This was done to create a baseline to compare the ontology approach 
with.. The created keyword situation served as benchmark of a "quick and easy" indexing and 
retrievall  method. This may have created the impression that the two approaches exclude 
eachh other, while the opposite is true. In practice, keywords should be used in combination 
withh other structured metadata to automatically generate standardized indexes. To facilitate 
differentt preferences of retrievers both retrieval methods should be supported. 
Itt is impossible to imagine the World Wide Web today without keyword indexing. At the 
samee time there is a strong tendency towards the use of closed vocabularies. Metadata 
standardss have developed in a short time over the past few years. Ontologies become more 
andd more available on the Web. The philosophy behind the Semantic Web is to use ontolo-
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giess in order to express the meaning of content. The popularity of this concept shows from 
ontologyy representation languages (RDF(S), OWL) that recently arose. The increasing use of 
metadataa shows from numerous examples. Large companies such as Shell and Texas 
Instrumentss adopted a knowledge-rich indexing approach to gain control over their ever-
increasingg document flow. Also in other areas applications for the development and use of 
learningg objects become more and more available. For instance Muzio, Heins and Mundell 
(2002)) describe such an application and demonstrate how it allows flexible (non-sequential) 
compositionn of chunks of lesson material, and flexible use by learners (for example ex-
aminingg the chunks sequentially or randomly). In general these developments indicate that 
thee more multi-media material becomes available, the more important the performance of 
searchh engines becomes, which make use of metadata. Considering the advantages of using 
ontologiess and the fast development in the use of semantic metadata, ontologies wil l be the 
vehiclee to fully realize the potential of re-use. 

J.JJ.J Further research 

AA number of variables have been investigated in this thesis, but in a rather specific and con-
trolledd context. More real-life studies are necessary to provide insight in the material hand-
lingg processes in daily practice. 
Givenn the expectation that the use of metadata wil l intensify with the increasing amount of 
dataa available on the Internet, more research on the use of metadata is required. Investiga-
tionss such as conducted by Najjar, Ternier and Duval (2003) are very important to under-
standd how people apply semantic annotation structures on a regular basis. This is necessary 
becausee many companies and institutions struggle with an indexing problem. The use of 
metadataa for retrieval purposes should also be studied in a real life setting, to assess which 
attributess are actually used for retrieval. Evaluations of the use of metadata wil l allow im-
provingg the annotation structures where necessary, which wil l alleviate problems with its use. 
Anotherr research area requiring attention is the instructional design of learning objects. The 
LOMM standard made the development of instructional material attainable for a wide public. 
Howeverr not everybody who has access to learning object repositories knows how to design 
instructionall  material. Wiley stressed the danger of using LOM without instructional design 
principles,, and provided a theory for designing learning objects (Wiley, 2000). Studying the 
applicationn of such a theory in practice is necessary to provide non-professional developers 
withh more support in developing instructional material of some quality. 
Inn addition, more research in the area of document analysis and indexing with ontologies 
wouldd certainly be profitable. Automating the analysis and indexing process can save quite 
somee time and rules out inconsistencies. Research so far has turned out to be very fruitful for 
companiess handling large amounts of material. 

Finally,, to further enhance the retrieval and re-use processes, more research on the role and 
applicationn of task-ontologies is necessary. In this thesis the emphasis was on the task of 
developingg lesson material. Tasks of learners require more research, for example how learners 
navigatee through material in learning object repositories or learningg object environments. 
Constructivismm is a philosophy of learning founded on the premise that, by reflecting on our 
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experiences,, we construct our own understanding of the world we live in. Learning object 
technologyy has a great potential to support a constructivist approach to learning; learning 
objectt systems are structured, flexible and dynamic. Constructivist learning environments 
alloww learners to associate instructional material with their prior knowledge and individual 
experiences.. Ontologies oflearner's tasks may be of use to support learners in "constructing 
meaning""  when browsing through material in a repository or learning environment. Research 
onn the role ontologies can play in supporting learner's tasks may be worthwhile. 
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Summary y 

Learningg object technology is a recently developed field of study that concerns re-use of 
existingg material for instructional aims. In the world of training and instruction, re-use of 
existingg material is considered as the solution to prevent high development costs, and to 
makee lesson material available to the general public. It so happens that developing lesson 
materiall  is necessary again and again in a changing context, but often confiscates much time. 
Forr this reason it is too expensive to develop lesson material (of a certain quality) entirely 
fromm scratch each time, certainly because it becomes obsolete after some time. Developing 
andd using lesson material, however, come within reach for everyone if material can be built 
fromm re-usable components, also called learning objects. There is an enormous quantity of 
materiall  available on the Internet which can be used for instructional aims, for example 
images,, video material, presentations, etc. Unlike the usual sequential structure of text-
books,, the Internet pre-eminently facilitates an "examining" way to learn, in which it is not 
necessaryy to stick to a fixed order of teaching material. Also within companies and insti-
tutionss often much material exists that can serve as a basis for instructional aims or infor-
mationn needs, and for many re-use is a promising prospect. 

AA number of processes underlie re-use, as outlined in Chapter 1. In short these are: analysis, 
storage,, retrieval and finally re-use of material. Because existing material not always has the 
desiredd re-usable format, it can be necessary to analyze this material first and segment it in 
fragments.. The grain size of the resulting fragments is important thereby. Small of pieces 
material,, for example a single image, are easier to apply again in several contexts. Larger 
piecess material (for example a web site) are, because they have more context, less easily fit in 
elsewhere.. The resulting fragments must therefore be as small as possible, but still cover a 
coherentt subject. Nevertheless larger pieces material must of course also be accessible for re-
use.. Then the fragments must be indexed and stored. Automating aforesaid processes can be 
veryy lucrative, certainly when much material is available. Publiclyy available learning objects 
aree generally stored in learning object repositories, so that they can be distinguished from 
otherr material on the Internet. The indexing ensures that material can be retrieved. 
Retrievedd material is finally re-used, for example in lesson material, or to gain knowledge in 
ann other way. 

Re-usee of material requires however in the first place a rich indexing of that material, to be 
ablee find it and to support the aim of re-use. Because there is a large quantity of diverse 
materiall  available, and because people have divergent information needs, a rich indexing is 
off  vital importance to make the processes underlying re-use run smoothly. A rich index 
illuminatess the material from several perspectives, where task-supporting aspects play an 
increasinglyy important role. Recently a standard is available, IEEE LOM (2002), to index 
learningg objects. This standard is widely used, often slightly adapted, and makes re-use of 
(lesson)) material by a wide public possible. 

Althoughh within limited time much has been reached, the standard on some points has not 
beenn given full details and has not been structured enough, and in each process still a 
numberr of problems occur (cited in Chapter 1). The central hypothesis in this thesis is that 
knowledge-richh indexing is necessary to solve these problems, and optimize re-use. A 
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knowledge-richh index must be based on formally represented knowledge in an ontology. 
Insteadd of an open indexing-vocabulary, or one that consists of a flat list words, an ontology 
hass a number of characteristics by which it is considered as a knowledge-rich indexing 
approach.. Essentially an ontology consists of a number of unique concepts associated with 
synonymss and abbreviations, which is organized in a hierarchical structure. Properties of 
concepts,, and relations, can be expressed. For example, a concept "car" (synonym "auto-
mobile"),, has property "color", and has a relation with a another concept "owner". Onto-
logiess pre-eminently allow to represent several perspectives on the material to be indexed in 
ann organized way. The central question is thus: how can the processes underlying re-use be 
improvedd by means of a knowledge-rich index based on ontologies? This question is 
answeredd by means of theoretical research, a case study, and several empirical investigations. 
Inn a study of the literature (Chapter 2) a number of methods and techniques which are used 
inn the processes underlying re-use are reviewed. First several types of material and several 
grainn sizes are defined. Then several ways to index are discussed; it is explained what an onto-
logy-basedd indexing framework can add to an index, and relevant standard indexing 
frameworksframeworks are compared with each other. Also problems which arise in each separate process 
aree commented, and it is explained how ontologies can contribute to possible solutions. 
Ann example of knowledge-rich indexing vocabulary is given in Chapter 3. A case study 
outliness in detail how ontologies are applied in each process, and how ontologies support 
thee transition between processes. A large European research project is described that can be 
seenn as a characteristic example in which making existing material re-usable is necessary. 
Threee technical domains in which maintenance training for complex systems is given have 
beenn examined: repairing cars, weapon systems, and programming and configuring systems 
too control traffic. Within these institutionss or companies the main sources to develop lesson 
materiall  are the often extensive technical manuals delivered with the system. As such, these 
manualss are not suitable for instruction. Developing and regularly updating lesson material 
costss much time and effort. To support the processes (analysis, storage, retrieval and re-using 
material]]  a number of software applications which are based on ontologies has been 
developed.. With these applications large quantities of source material can be automatically 
analyzedd and segmented in smaller fragments. These fragments are, also automatically, 
indexedd using ontologies, and are stored in a database. Developing lesson material is 
supportedd by a software application with which a blueprint of a lesson can be made, which 
subsequentlyy can be filled in with relevant material from the database. Retrieving material is 
extensivelyy supported by a rich index. This whole shows how, by application of ontologies, 
thee transition from source material to lesson material supported. 

Afterr it has been shown that the use of ontologies is feasible, a number of experiments is 
describedd in which conceptual and economic variables concerning the use of ontologies have 
beenn investigated. The impact of the use of a knowledge-rich indexing vocabulary on 
manuallyy indexing material, and on retrieving material and composing lesson material have 
beenn investigated. To be able to calibrate a knowledge-rich approach, a point of reference 
hadd to be created. A knowledge-rich, ontology-based method has been compared to a 
methodd based on an unstructured set of keywords, which served as a benchmark. Also 
relativelyy inexperienced persons took part in the experiments, to be able to depart from the 
worstt conceivable situation. It has been assessed that this imitates a realistic situation, 
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becausee standard indexing-frameworks for (lesson) material have only just reached maturity. 
Att the same time it can be expected that this experience increases rapidly. As in practice 
peoplee gain experience, better results on the investigated variables can be expected. A 
numberr of issues has been investigated. 
Becausee indexing is mostly still done manually by people, it can be expected that differences 
betweenn indexers occur. This "noise" in indexes results in inaccurate and incomplete search 
results,, and must therefore as much as possible be prevented. It has been investigated if the 
usee of ontologies contributes to more consistency between different indexers (Chapter 4). 
Thiss research shows that the structure in ontologies contributes to a higher consistency be-
tweenn the values which different indexers ascribe to the same material and with use of the 
samee indexing vocabulary. In addition, the medium type plays a role. Images and video 
materiall  generally was less consistently indexed than textual material and audio material, 
possiblyy because the first require more interpretation. The type of property that must be 
describedd is also of influence on consistency. Concrete properties (such as "type of represen-
tation")) showed few differences between values ascribed by indexers. The more abstract the 
propertyy (for example "type of knowledge", or "semantic density"), the more inconsistencies 
occur.. Generally approximately 25% noise in indexes can be counted on, assuming relatively 
inexperiencedd indexers and the use of a structured indexing vocabulary. 
Inn a next investigation the added value of a rich index for retrieving material from a database, 
andd for creating lesson material has been measured (Chapter 5). With added value is meant: 
thee efficiency and effectiveness of retrieval of material, thee relevance of material that is used 
inn lesson material, and the quality of the lesson material. Quality of the lesson material is 
thenn determined in terms of soundness (such as completeness and correctness) and reada-
bilit yy (such as coherence and redundancy). From this research becomes clear that also for 
retrievall  and re-use of material the use of ontologies has an added value. Material could be 
retrievedd more efficiently and more effectively, and more relevant material was used in the 
lessonn material. The use of ontologies also contributes to a better quality of the lesson 
material.. The product was generally more complete and more correct, but in this research 
thee use of ontologies did not directly contribute to a better readability of the product. 
Inn two final experiments the economic feasibility of a knowledge-rich approach has been 
measuredd (Chapter 6). In this research, the indicator of costs was the time which is necessary 
too carry out (part of a) task. It has been investigated how much time is necessary for indexing 
material,, and how much time is necessary for retrieving material from a database, and for 
composingg lesson material. This has been done to find out if the costs of a knowledge-rich 
indexingg approach can be regained, and if so, when? The results indicate that the costs are 
especiallyy high in the beginning, but costs are saved during composition of lesson material. 
Moree specifically, indexing as well as specifying queries for a search engine cost much time. 
However,, because of these time investments, determining the relevance of a collection of 
retrievedd fragments went rapidly, and also creating lesson material was done in a short time. 
AA method based on only a collection of keywords was on the whole at least as fast, but the 
separatee steps showed the opposed pattern. Indexing cost littl e time, specifying a query too. 
However,, because of inaccurate search results determining the relevance from a set of 
retrievedd fragments cost much time, and so did composing lesson material from retrieved 
fragments.. Characteristic of a knowledge-rich method is that the point of interest moves 
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fromfrom the contents of the material, to the metadata. In other words, instead of always having 
too examine the contents of material to determine the relevance of it, relevant material is 
collectedd on the basis of indexes. A knowledge-rich a method can be considered as an in-
vestment.. The decision to follow that approach depends on several factors. In general it can 
bee assumed that when precise search results are important, an investment in a knowledge-
richh index eventually pays itself back. 

Inn Chapter 7 conclusions are formulated. The investigations show that the use of ontologies 
inn many respects has a positive impact on the processes which underlie reuse. Although a 
methodd based on a set of keywords served as a benchmark in the investigations, both me-
thodss complement each other in reality. The investigations have been conducted in con-
trolledd setting. More study into the daily practice is necessary to further improve and 
simplifyy the handling of material and the use of indexing vocabularies. For example a study 
intoo the use of [standard) indexing vocabularies for indexing learning objects, and for 
retrievall  of learning objects from current learning object databases, or a study into the 
applicationn of a theory to design learning objects. 
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Samenvatting g 

Leerobjectt technologie is een recent ontwikkeld vakgebied dat zich bezig houdt met 
hergebtuikk van bestaand materiaal voor instructiedoeleinden. In de wereld van training en 
instructiee wordt hergebruik van bestaand materiaal gezien als de oplossing om hoge 
ontwikkelkostenn te voorkomen, en lesmateriaal voor iedereen op flexibele wijze toeganke-
lij kk te maken. Het ontwikkelen van lesmateriaal is namelijk steeds opnieuw nodig in een 
veranderendee context, maar het neemt vaak veel tijd in beslag. Daarom is het te duur om 
lesmateriaall  (van enige kwaliteit) steeds helemaal opnieuw te ontwikkelen, zeker omdat het 
naa enige tijd verouderd raakt. Het ontwikkelen en gebruiken van lesmateriaal is wel voor 
iedereenn bereikbaar als het materiaal kan worden opgebouwd uit herbruikbare com-
ponenten,, ook wel leerobjecten genoemd. Er is een enorme hoeveelheid materiaal beschik-
baarr op het Internet dat kan worden gebruikt voor instructiedoeleinden, bijvoorbeeld 
plaatjes,, videomateriaal, presentaties, enzovoort. Anders dan de gebruikelijke sequentiële 
structuurr van leerboeken, faciliteert het Internet bij uitstek een "onderzoekende" manier 
vann leren waarbij niet noodzakelijkerwijs een vaste volgorde van lesstof wordt aangehouden. 
Ookk binnen bedrijven en instanties bestaat vaak veel materiaal dat kan dienen als basis voor 
instructiedoeleindenn of informatiebehoeften, en voor velen is hergebruik dan ook een veel-
belovendd vooruitzicht. 

Err liggen een aantal processen ten grondslag aan hergebruik, zoals geschetst in Hoofdstuk i. 
Kortt gezegd zijn deze: analyse, opslag, ophalen en tenslotte hergebruiken van materiaal. 
Omdatt bestaand materiaal niet altijd het gewenste herbruikbare formaat heeft, kan het 
nodigg zijn dit materiaal eerst te analyseren en te segmenteren in fragmenten. De korrelgrootte 
vann de resulterende fragmenten is daarbij van belang. Kleine stukken materiaal, bijvoor-
beeldd een enkel plaatje, zijn makkelijker in diverse contexten opnieuw toe te passen. Grotere 
stukkenn materiaal (bijvoorbeeld een Web site) zijn, omdat ze meer context hebben, minder 
makkelijkk elders in te passen. De resulterende fragmenten dienen dus zo klein mogelijk te 
zijn,, maar inhoudelijk nog wel een coherent onderwerp te omvatten. Desalniettemin moeten 
groteree stukken materiaal natuurlijk ook toegankelijk zijn voor hergebruik. Vervolgens 
dienenn de fragmenten te worden geïndexeerd en opgeslagen. Het automatiseren van bovenge-
noemdee processen kan zeer lucratief zijn, zeker wanneer veel materiaal beschikbaar is. Pu-
bliekelijkk beschikbare leerobjecten worden meestal opgeslagen in speciaal daarvoor inge-
richterichte "leerobject-databases", zodat ze kunnen worden onderscheiden van ander materiaal 
opp het Internet. De indexering zorgt ervoor dat materiaal kan worden opgehaald. Opgehaald 
materiaall  wordt tenslotte hergebruikt, bijvoorbeeld in lesmateriaal, of om op andere wijze 
kenniss mee op te doen. 

Hergebruikk van materiaal vereist echter in de eerste plaats een rijke indexering van dat 
materiaal,, om het terug te kunnen vinden en om het doel van hergebruik te ondersteunen. 
Omdatt er een grote hoeveelheid divers materiaal beschikbaar is, en omdat mensen uiteen-
lopendee informatiebehoeften hebben, is een rijke indexering van cruciaal belang om de 
processenn die aan hergebruik ten grondslag liggen succesvol te laten verlopen. Een rijke 
indexeringg belicht het materiaal vanuit diverse perspectieven, waarbij taakondersteunende 
aspectenn een steeds belangrijkere rol spelen. Sinds kort is er een standaard beschikbaar, IEEE 
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LOMM (2002), om leerobjecten mee te indexeren. Deze wordt alom gebruikt, meestal iets 
aangepast,, en maakt hergebruik van (lesmateriaal door een groot publiek mogelijk. 
Hoewell  in korte tijd veel bereikt is, is de standaard op sommige punten niet gedetailleerd en 
gestructureerdd genoeg, en doen zich in elk proces nog een aantal problemen voor (aangestipt 
inn Hoofdstuk 1). De centrale hypothese in dit proefschrift is dat een kennisrijke indexering 
nodigg is om deze problemen op te lossen, en hergebruik te optimaliseren. Een kennisrijke 
indexeringg moet zijn gebaseerd op formeel gerepresenteerde kennis in een ontologie. In 
plaatss van een open indexeer-vocabulair, of één die bestaat uit een platte lijst woorden, heeft 
eenn ontologie een aantal eigenschappen waardoor het als kennisrijke indexeer-aanpak wordt 
beschouwd.. In essentie bestaat een ontologie uit een aantal unieke concepten geassocieerd 
mett synoniemen en afkortingen, die georganiseerd zijn in een hiërarchische structuur. 
Eigenschappenn van concepten, en relaties, kunnen worden uitgedrukt. Bijvoorbeeld, een 
conceptt "auto" (synoniem "wagen"), heeft eigenschap "kleur", en heeft een relatie met een 
anderr concept "eigenaar". Ontologieën staan bij uitstek toe om diverse perspectieven op het 
tee indexeren materiaal op georganiseerde wijze te representeren. De centrale vraag luidt dan 
ook:: hoe kunnen de processen die ten grondslag liggen aan hergebruik verbeterd worden 
middelss een kennisrijke, op ontologieën gebaseerde indexering? Deze vraag wordt beant-
woordd door middel van theoretisch onderzoek, een studie van een praktijk casus, en diverse 
experimenten. . 

Inn een literatuur onderzoek (Hoofdstuk z) passeren een aantal methoden en technieken de 
revuee die gebruikt worden in de processen die aan hergebruik ten grondslag liggen. Eerst 
wordenn een aantal soorten materiaal en verschillende korrelgrootten gedefinieerd. Ver-
volgenss worden verschillende manieren van indexeren besproken; wordt uitgelegd wat een 
ontologie-gebaseerdd indexeerraamwerk aan een index kan toevoegen, en worden relevante 
standaardd indexeerraamwerken met elkaar vergeleken. Ook worden problemen die zich in 
elkk afzonderlijk proces voordoen nader toegelicht, en wordt uitgelegd hoe ontologieën bij 
kunnenn dragen aan oplossingen. 

Eenn voorbeeld van een kennisrijke indexeer-vocabulair wordt gegeven in Hoofdstuk 3. Een 
praktijkgevall  schetst in detail hoe ontologieën worden toegepast in elk proces, en hoe 
ontologieënn de overgang tussen processen mogelijk maken. Een groot Europees onderzoeks-
projectt wordt beschreven, dat gezien kan worden als een kenmerkend voorbeeld waarin het 
herbruikbaarr maken van bestaand materiaal noodzakelijk is. Drie technische domeinen 
waarinn onderhoudstraining voor complexe systemen wordt gegeven zijn onderzocht: het 
reparerenn van auto's, wapensystemen, en het programmeren en configureren van systemen 
omm wegverkeer te regelen. Binnen deze instanties of bedrijven zijn de voornaamste bronnen 
omm lesmateriaal te ontwikkelen de vaak zeek omvangrijke technische handleidingen die bij 
eenn systeem geleverd worden. Deze zijn als zodanig niet geschikt voor instructie, en het 
makenn en regelmatig bijwerken van lesmateriaal kost dan ook veel tijd en moeite. Om de 
processenn (analyse, opslag, ophalen en hergebruiken van materiaal) te ondersteunen is een 
aantall  software applicaties ontwikkeld die gebaseerd zijn op ontologieën. Daarmee kunnen 
grotee hoeveelheden bronmateriaal automatisch worden geanalyseerd en gesegmenteerd in 
kleineree fragmenten. Deze fragmenten worden, eveneens automatisch, geïndexeerd met 
behulpp van ontologieën, en worden opgeslagen in een database. Het ontwikkelen van les-
materiaall  wordt ondersteund door een software applicatie waarmee een raamwerk voor les-
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materiaall  kan worden gemaakt, dat vervolgens kan worden ingevuld met relevant materiaal 
uitt de database. Het ophalen van materiaal wordt door een rijke indexering uitgebreid 
ondersteund.. Dit geheel laat zien hoe, door toepassing van ontologieën, de overgang van 
bronmateriaall  naar lesmateriaal wordt ondersteund en vergemakkelijkt. 
Nadatt is aangetoond dat het gebruik van ontologieën haalbaar is, wordt een aantal experi-
mentenn beschreven waarin conceptuele en economische variabelen met betrekking tot het 
gebruikk van ontologieën zijn onderzocht. Het effect van het gebruik van een kennisrijk 
indexeer-vocabulairr op het handmatig indexeren van materiaal, en op het ophalen materiaal 
enn samenstellen van lesmateriaal is onderzocht. Om een kennisrijke aanpak te ergens mee 
kunnenn vergelijken moest een uitgangspositie gecreëerd worden. Steeds is een kennisrijke, 
ontologie-gebaseerdee methode vergeleken met een methode gebaseerd op een ongestruc-
tureerdee set steekwoorden, die als ijkpunt diende. Ook namen steeds relatief onervaren 
personenn deel aan de experimenten, om van de slechtst denkbare situatie uit te kunnen 
gaan.. Er is ingeschat dat dit een realistische situatie nabootst, omdat de standaard indexeer-
raamwerkenn voor (les)materiaal nog maar pas tot wasdom zijn gekomen. Tegelijkertijd kan 
wordenn verwacht dat deze ervaring snel toeneemt. Naarmate in de praktijk mensen meer 
ervaringg hebben, kunnen dus betere resultaten op de onderzochte variabelen worden ver-
wacht.. Een aantal zaken is onderzocht. 

Omdatt indexeren veelal nog handmatig door mensen wordt gedaan, is het te verwachten dat 
verschillenn tussen indexeerders optreden. Deze "ruis" in indexeringen heeft tot gevolg dat 
zoekresultatenn onnauwkeuriger en onvollediger zijn, en moet dus zoveel mogelijk worden 
voorkomen.. Er is onderzocht of het gebruik van ontologieën bijdraagt tot meer consistentie 
tussenn verschillende indexeerders (Hoofdstuk 4). Dit onderzoek toont aan dat de structuur 
inn ontologieën bijdraagt tot een hogere consistentie tussen de waarden die verschillende 
indexeerderss toekennen aan hetzelfde materiaal en met gebruik van dezelfde indexeer-
vocabulair.. Daarnaast speelt het mediumtype een rol. Plaatjes en videomateriaal wordt over 
hett algemeen minder consistent geïndexeerd dan tekstueel materiaal en geluid, wellicht 
omdatt de eerste meer interpretatie vereisen. Het type eigenschap dat moet worden be-
schrevenn is ook van invloed op consistentie. Concrete eigenschappen (zoals "type represen-
tatie")) vertonen weinig verschillen tussen waarden die indexeerders toekennen. Hoe ab-
stracterr de eigenschap (bijvoorbeeld "type kennis", of "semantische dichtheid"), des te meer 
inconsistenties.. Over het algemeen kan gerekend worden op ongeveer 25% "ruis" in indexes, 
uitgaandee van relatief onervaren indexeerders die gebruik maken van een gestructureerd 
indexeer-vocabulair. . 

Inn een volgend onderzoek is de toegevoegde waarde van een rijke indexering voor het op-
halenn van materiaal uit een database, en maken van lesmateriaal gemeten (Hoofdstuk 5). Met 
toegevoegdee waarde wordt bedoeld: de efficiëntie en effectiviteit van het ophalen van 
materiaal,, de relevantie van materiaal dat in lesmateriaal wordt gebruikt, en de kwaliteit van 
hett lesmateriaal. Kwaliteit van het lesmateriaal wordt vervolgens vastgesteld in termen van 
degelijkheidd (zoals compleetheid en correctheid) en leesbaarheid (zoals coherentie en 
redundantie).. Uit dit onderzoek blijk t dat ook voor het ophalen en hergebruiken van mate-
riaall  het gebruik van ontologieën een toegevoegde waarde heeft. Materiaal kon efficiënter en 
effectieverr worden opgehaald, en meer relevant materiaal werd in het lesmateriaal gebruikt. 
Hett gebruik van ontologieën draagt ook bij aan een betere kwaliteit van het lesmateriaal. 
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Hett product was over het algemeen completer en correcter, maar het gebruik van ontol-
ogieënn droeg in dit onderzoek niet direct bij tot een betere leesbaarheid van het product. 
Inn een laatste twee experimenten is tenslotte de economische haalbaarheid van een kennis-
rijkee aanpak gemeten (Hoofdstuk 6). In dit onderzoek was de tijd die nodig is om een 
(deeljtaakk uit te voeren de indicator van kosten. Er is onderzocht hoeveel tijd nodig is voor 
hett indexeren van materiaal, en hoeveel tijd nodig is voor het ophalen van materiaal uit een 
database,, en voor het samenstellen van lesmateriaal. Dit is gedaan om te weten te komen of, 
enn zo ja, wanneer, de kosten van een kennisrijke indexeer-aanpak kunnen worden terugver-
diend.. Uit dit onderzoek blijk t dat de kosten vooral in het begin hoog zijn, maar dat bij het 
makenn van lesmateriaal kosten bespaard worden. Meer specifiek kostte het indexeren veel 
tijd,, en ook hett samenstellen van zoekopdrachten voor een zoekmachine. Echter, door deze 
tijdsinvesteringenn ging het bepalen van de relevantie van een verzameling opgehaalde 
fragmentenn daarentegen weer snel, en ook het maken van lesmateriaal werd aanzienlijk 
versneld.. Een methode gebaseerd op alleen een verzameling steekwoorden was over het 
geheell  genomen minstens zo snel, maar de afzonderlijke stappen vertoonden het tegenover-
gesteldee patroon. Het indexeren kostte weinig tijd, het geven van een zoekopdracht ook. 
Echterr door onnauwkeurige zoekresultaten kostte het bepalen van de relevantie uit een set 
opgehaaldee fragmenten veel tijd, evenals het samenstellen van lesmateriaal. Bij een kennis-
rijkee methode verschuift het aandachtspunt van de inhoud van het materiaal, naar de meta-
data.. Met andere woorden, in plaats van steeds de inhoud van materiaal te moeten bekijken 
omm de relevantie ervan te bepalen, wordt relevant materiaal verzameld op basis van indexes. 
Eenn kennisrijke methode kan gezien worden als een investering. De beslissing om die 
aanpakk te volgen hangt van diverse factoren af In het algemeen kan ervan uit worden gegaan 
datt wanneer precieze zoekresultaten belangrijk zijn, een investering in een kennisrijke index 
zichh uiteindelijk terugbetaalt. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 7 worden conclusies geformuleerd. De onderzoeken tonen aan dat het gebruik 
vann ontologieën in veel opzichten een positief effect hebben op de processen die aan herge-
bruikk ten grondslag liggen. Hoewel een methode gebaseerd op een set steekwoorden in de 
onderzoekenn als ijkpunt diende, vullen beide methoden elkaar in werkelijkheid aan. De 
onderzoekenn zijn uitgevoerd in een gecreëerde omgeving. Meer onderzoek naar de dage-
lijksee praktijk is nodig om het hanteren van materiaal en het gebruik van indexeer-vocabu-
lairss verder te verbeteren en vergemakkelijken. Bijvoorbeeld onderzoek naar het gebruik van 
(standaard)) indexeer-vocabulairs voor het indexeren van leerobjecten, en voor het ophalen 
vann leerobjecten uit huidige leerobject-databases, of onderzoek naar het toepassen van een 
theoriee om leerobjecten te ontwerpen. 
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